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Abstract 
This dissertation presents a fictionalised performative autoethnographic 
narrative inquiry into sistering. 'Sistering' refers here to the social 
relationships existing between two females who are in a sibling relationship 
with each other. My theoretical underpinning for the interrogation of 
sistering draws on poststructuralist feminist theory, informed by a 
sociological perspective founded on a view that the most useful -way to seek to 
understand our selves and our social world is through the employment of a 
sociological imagination; that is to demonstrate an interconnection between 
personal biography and the society in which eve live out our lives. Sistering 
is a mostly invisible relationship, marginalised by mainstream discourses 
which centre on family and siblings I argue that this problematises the 
development of a voice and a language which women can utilise to share and 
theorise their experiences of sistering. My research is intended to address 
this by demonstrating, through a case study told in narrative form, that 
sistering is a social experience through which females learn a gendered 
subjectivity. I interrogate this constriction through relations of power, 
subjective agency and change within an intimate and complex social tie. My 
methodology reflects feminist theorising which is predicated upon a view 
that knowledge derived from our experience as women is as equally valid as 
knowledge derived from traditional epistemologies. I argue that the language 
of a performative autoethnographic narrative inquiry is particularly suited 
to my theoretical positioning and subject material. Further I am concerned 
to contribute to the development of a body of knowledge in relation to 
sistering which is accessible to others who have an interest in sisters and 
sistering. Narrative research lends itself to this project This, then, is one 
narrative, told through the reflexive gaze of one woman, of how two women 
'aid' their sisterinb. 
`Mio am I? I am the sum total of everything that went before one, of all I have been 
seen done, of everything done-to-ma I am every-one everything whose being-in- the- 
world affected was affected by mine. I am everything that Lappens after I'm gone 
which would not have happened if I had not come, Nor am I particularly 
exceptional in this natter; each I; everyone of the noiv-six-hundivd-million-plus of 
us, contains a similar multituda I repeat for the last time: to understand nie, you 71 
habe to swallow a world: Salman Iiuslidie (1981) Midnight's Children, p 370, 
London, Jonathan Cape. 
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Foreword 
This dissertation presents a fictionalised account of an autoetlmographic narrative 
about a sistering relationship with an analytical and theorising commentary being 
offered in the footnotes running alongside the text. This approach raises both 
methodological and ethical issues on the one hand and on the other, makes 
particular demands upon the reader. I wish to highlight these concerns prior to 
the text being read. 
So, to the ethical issues. Writing about family members and their shared stories 
with the writer is tricky, an undertaking not to be done lightly. WVo risk 
disclosing confidential information, invading privacy, and giving a version which 
the protagonists of the narrative may well dispute or reject The writer may seem 
to be inviting judgement or criticism of family members in their absence, or to be 
privileging the self at others' expense. Moreover, if it is the case, as it is here, that 
one of the key protagonists of the narrative is unaware of their appearance in a 
research text, then the concerns are significantly increased. Given the thorny, if 
not impenetrable, ethical thicket raised by such concerns, two related questions 
require an answer. What is the justification for writing such a piece of research? 
And if having satisfactorily answered that question, how does the writer then 
construct a narrative which safeguards the interests and privacy of the unknowing 
participants? 
I give one answer in justifying the writing of this research narrative in the final 
sentence of the Prologue. I write that secrets, if ever spilt, can bring about 
transformations. Or to put it another way, researching into a little known, rarely 
discussed, but commonly experienced familial relationship can make a 
contribution to the transformation of others' understanding of themselves and 
their lives. I happen to believe that this is an essential requirement of research 
activity. If there is to be any value to our research over and above the satisfying of 
our own curiosity and unanswered questions, it is that it speaks to others concerns 
and questionings also. Further, I would say that this requirement demands that 
we, as researchers, stand up and bear witness. So I suggest that there is a moral 
imperative at work here, one which I accept and seek to discharge through my 
autoethnographic narrative research into sistering. 
There is another point to consider, one which was brought homo to me clearly in 
my conversations with women who were sisters and who expressed a strong interest 
in engaging with the issues I raise in my work. The stark fact is that my sistering 
relationship has an ending, or at least as far as one can be certain of anything the 
future may hold for us. As much as this is the cause of some personal grief for me, 
I began to recognise that it gave me a space for reflection and analysis which other 
women in extant sistering relationships do not have. This point was not lost on 
those women who engaged inc with their own sistering stories, and their interest 
and support and encouragement bolstered up my courage to give voice to this 
narrative telling. 
The decision made, I constructed a narrative in which my overriding concern was 
to safeguard the participants. This has led to a fictionalised performative telling. 
sind by this I mean that all the characters have been given pseudonyms; that 
locations, venues and time frames have been deliberately altered; that some 
incidents are fictive, a product of my imagination and not my experience. I have 
invented some dialogue and put words into people's mouths I have imaginatively 
put myself into other's shoes and imputed to them feelings and views oints which 
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come from my sense of those people and not the people themselves. In doing all 
this I have trial to bold fast to a verimisilitude, that is, a truthfulness which gives 
voice to the essential truths of my story and to other participants' tellings of their 
stories. I am particularly scrupulous in this respect in telling, or more accurately, 
re-telling, my sister's story recounted in the Prologue in which I have reported as 
faithfully as I can my sister's understanding of events as she described them to me. 
This leads me to comment on other methodological issues which the text raises. I 
wished to iv rite, an engaging, evocative, and crucially, accessible narrative which 
could be read as a 'story' and that meant the theorising, analysis, questionings, 
went into the footnotes. This means that they are an integral part of the text and 
are not an optional extra. They contain a crucial underpinning of the narrative 
and must be read in conjunction with it. I accept that this makes a demand on the 
reader in order to engage with my writing, but one I hope the reader agrees is 
worth snaking by the end. 
I use a mix of first and third person tellings throughout the narrative. I wished to 
give as much weight as I could to my sister's voice and found this worked better 
when using the third person. It helped to provide a more balanced positioning 
between the two of us. I move into first person voice when I want to highlight a 
particularly significant part of the narrative and to make it clear to the reader 
that this is of deeply felt significance to me, the writer. I change the fonts 
deliberately to highlight the s-%vitch between first and third person tellings. 
I have included an extensive References and Bibliography section and this has 
been done deliberately. The body of the text may be taken simply as a narrative 
telling but it is underpinned by a great deal of research, reading and scholarship. 
The message to the reader is that this is research, not story telling. My References 
section should also indicate the %vide-ranging nature of my literature search. 
Given the relative paucity of texts written specifically on sistering I undertook a 
wide sweep of texts which crossed over several disciplines and genres. Writing 
about a little-researched topic from one's own perspective can prove to be a more, 
rather than less, challenging academic undertaking than other more traditional 
research endeavours. 
A final comment, and arguably the most fundamental. The following narrative is 
my story and mine alone. It is my version of events and my interpretation of those 
events. There are many more, different, contradictory, and equally valid tellings to 
be had of these same events, some of them no doubt from me, if I were to write this 
again at a different time, for a different purpose. Narrative research is subjective, 
partial, fluid, tentative, reflexive. I ask the reader to take this thought with them, 
and to keep it with them, throughout the reading of this text. 
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Prologue 
The year is 1949, the place a reservoir calved from flooded Pennine valleys, 
and surrounded by millstone moorland, undisturbed, silent, beautiful in its 
sombre way, lonely. Moorland sheep, hardy in their thick wool coats, move 
quietly in the heather, working their way across the moor. An occasional 
bird, disturbed, flies up clattering and drops back The deserted road snakes 
around and over the hills, giving it its name. In the winter months this road 
is impassable, feet high with snowdrifts but today it is spring, the air warm 
with an eggshell sky, a patchwork stain of clouds. 
The road lies empty, bare of traffic or humans. This is usual for long periods 
in 1949, for there are only a few private cars which will take this road, the 
occasional charabauic, more often a farm tractor or wagon, or livestock being 
moved. One can drive upon this road, or tramp the moor beside it, and see 
no-one at all. 
But today is different Wo are only minutes away from understanding how 
different this day will be. 
For hero conies a black Austin car approaching the reservoir from the east 
It has begun its journey in the industrial city which borders this landscape 
and its destination is a still larger city across the western ridge of Pennine 
bog and moor. The driver of the car is of interest to us for wo would perhaps 
assume that a privately owned car in this year of 1949 would belong to, be 
driven by, a man of means, marked out by accent and demeanour as 
belonging to the middle class, a doctor perhaps on his rounds, or a vet 
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visiting the outlying farms. This driver does not fit with those assumptions. 
He is a big, strongly made man, around forty years in age. his still 
handsome face is calm, he appears content, tranquil even, relaxed, enjoying 
the activity of driving which he does well. His bright blue eyes, full of 
intelligence, glance appreciatively at the surrounding landscape. But 
something about his body, his hold on the steering wheel alerts the observer 
to speculate that this man is from a labouring background. 
Yes. It is the hands. Massive, hard-muscled, scarred, with broken skin and 
ragged unclean nails, these hands rest lightly on the steering wheel. Such 
hands have seen decades of hard physical work, and given sonic knowledge 
about the city from which the car has journeyed, the observer can surmise 
that this man has spent some time in that city's steelworks. And indeed this 
is so, or rather, in the forge, a place marked out by this Dian and others in 
that city as a workplace set apart from, and higher than, a steelworks, by the 
historic nature of its task and by the apprenticed skill of its blacksmiths. ' 
Any labourer can find work in a steelworks, but the forge required men 
whose fathers and grandfathers have done their time in the infernal 
crucible, who apprenticed their young sons and oversaw their work; who 
were capable of building muscle and brute strength and who could last out a 
shift, a, working life, in the brutal heat, the liquefying blaze of the forge. 2 
1 There used to be something called the 'aristocracy of labour', a concept much 
argued over by Marxist historians. The main source of the theory is Lenin, at pains 
to explain the quiescence of the British proletariat (Moorhouse 1978). Most 
Marxists agreed to differ on the fluidity and vagueness of the concept as did 
manual workers themselves, but loosely defined it as referring to an upper or 
favourable position inside the working class based on the level and regularity of 
wages, and the degree of skill or training (apprenticeships) required for the job. 
Being born into a northern English working class family in the 1940s meant that the 
fine gradations of manual occupational status were absorbed along with the smog 
and coal dust. 
2 The physique of blacksmiths was legendary in working class life. If a youth was 
slightly built when he started his apprenticeship he either did not cope with the job 
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Such is the man driving this car towards the reservoir. Ills car, for this is a 
roan who has lived at home with parents until his mid thirties, a mau who 
has saved his modest wages over many years, neither drinking, smoking, 
gambling, nor womanising. Indeed, not socialising either; for this man is a 
loner, best suited to his own company and interests. Moreover, this is a man 
who craves status denied him by his birth, education, occupation 3A working 
man who can buy a car in the 1930s as he has done is a mail to be reckoned 
with, to be looked up to, to be given the respect which is due. There is a 
certain telltale arrogance in his body, the way the bands rest on the steering 
wheel. Driving a car is an easy task those hands seem to say, and preferable, 
much more preferable, to pounding a ten pound hammer on white ]lot steel 
with the furnace heat scorching torso, head, hair. Far easier to manipulate a 
car gear lever than to plunge burning metal into water, gasp in the searing 
steam, streaming face and eyes, deafened by the massive drop hammer nearby 
whose rhythm can be heard across the city. Here he sits in his own car 
wearing his decent pair of trousers instead of a leather apron soaking with 
water, clinging to his breeched legs. 
Yes. This is a man who is content, satisfied with his world and himself. A. 
man who has time to stop and enjoy the surrounding beauty, a landscape ho 
and left or he filled out to the impressive physique which the work required (Kristof 
1993). This was true of my father, an immensely strong, powerfully built man. Such 
a physical build of course has a wider significance in family and community circles 
where patriarchal notions of masculinity segue only too easily into a dominant 
status underpinned by the threat of brute strength. Blacksmiths often commanded 
an intimidating presence. 
3 Literature gives us a rich exploration of the frustrated aspirations in working class 
males including Braine (1957), Greenwood (1935), London (1912) and Sillitoe 
(1958) whilst cultural, sociological and social history texts such as Hoggart (1957), 
Seabrook (1982) and Thompson (1963) provide other insights. My father's story 
included a marked artistic ability which so impressed his teacher and local vicar at 
the Church of England village school he attended that they requested permission 
from his parents to enter his work into a scholarship competition for a place at the 
Art School. They were refused. Walter was going into the forge and that was all 
there was to it. 
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has loved since a boy, cycling through its villages and valleys, just his dog 
loping along beside him. Kinder, Alain Toi; Dovedale, Lathkill Dale, and 
further afield, the Manifold valley and the Staffordshire Roaches. Ile knew 
this valley before it was flooded, has cycled many it time through the village 
now lying at the bottom of this dam. Cottages, a church with steeple, post 
office, all covered now in green crusted slime, fathoms deep, undetected by 
an onlooker's gaze. 
By the end of this day something else may also lie there, undetected, 
unsuspected for decades to conic. 
For the moment this man relishes being at one with nature, with himself, in 
control of his own destiny. Ile is his own nian, own boss, beholden to no one. 
No one except the Lord of course. The forge was a living bell for him, from 
the first to the last. The day of his fourteenth birthday and his father and 
uncle, blacksmiths both, took him down the valley to the forge, a three miles 
walk out of the Derbyshire village on the city's edge where he has scrumped 
for apples, stolen birds' eggs, put tadpoles in the teacher's drinking pot. A 
country boy's childhood. ills birthday gift - to crawl underneath a furnace, 
dead but soaringly hot still, crawl into the belly of the monster and clean out 
the ashes, the clinker. A job always given to the new boy, the smallest boy. A 
cruel initiation by hard nien in a brutal environment. Terrified, sick with 
fear, it never left him, never got easier or less frightening. 
Oh, the accidents he has seen. The terrible screams ho has beard, sick to his 
stomach from the stench of burning flesh, witness to another scarred man, a 
damaged life, a family made fatherless. He has been lucky in his time at the 
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forge. And careful. Oh yes, careful enough to get himself sacked. Refusing to 
work on a machine he knew to be dangerous, had seen another man ripped 
apart by. No, lie would not work on it, no matter what the foreman 
threatened. That gaffer had had it in for him, had always disliked him, not 
'one of the lads' lie was told, with his pious, preaching ways, his refusal to 
play a hand of cards and take a beer when firefighting duty meant they 
stayed at the forgo throughout the Blitz. Oh yes, lie had told them at the time 
that gambling and drinking were not the Lord's way and he had reported 
them for their sinful ways. Ile did not seek popularity, only righteousness. 
So the foreman got hire sacked. But then something unexpected happened. 
The men lie had worked with, had reported on, went on strike to get hint 
back his job. Well, there was a thing. Such a to-do. Strikes were illegal in 
wartime but they stuck it out, the gaffers had to back aouwrr and he was given 
a choice - old job back or leave the forge if he wished. Ho would never have 
another chance to get outt so lie walked, there and then. 4 Not a backward 
glance at his astonished Nvorkinates, bitter at his betrayal of their loyalty, 
their decency. What did lie care? They were nothing to lrini. The Lord had 
4 See Pelting (1979) for an interrogation of the high price which was paid for being 
part of a labour aristocracy. He points to the high accident rates as well as diseases 
that went with these jobs. As well, there is the impact of World War Two to 
consider, and my father's job designation of 'reserved occupation', a category 
introduced in 1938 which covered five million workers across a wide range of 
occupations. These jobs were no soft alternative to going to war, with long and 
difficult working hours, fire fighting duty on top, and some like my father located in 
highly dangerous workplaces which were a prime target for bombing raids. (See 
www. bbc. co. uk/WW2peopleswar/timeline/factfiles. j He was hugely frustrated by his 
reserved job status and applied to join the RAF, already fascinated by the new 
technology of 'radar' which he wanted to work with. He was turned down and his 
chance to move away from his limiting background into a bigger world, to be 
broadened and educated by a wider experience, to find a challenge for his 
undoubted intelligence and talents to flourish was denied him. I have long felt that 
Walter would have been a very different man if he had been able to follow this path 
and his life would have been much for the better. So would ours. 
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shown him the ri'lºt thing to do. Ile had prayed long and hard and the lind 
lind gai(1Ml him into u HC V life. 
Ile liatl found work its it travelling stlesinait with it large company and 
discovered himself to have it talent for it. 't'his is where by fouuul his charm, 
his easy conversational manner, his talent for telling it t; ºx(l story. The call 
of the first year saw a Irritts for Coining top in sale, and so lie had said thank 
you very much and left, seventeen lxnuuls in his hand. Ile had tone straight 
to Manchester, searching for it modern'line to get him started, settled an egg 
timers which the landladies of Hlackpool snapped Ill) in it trice in their hid 
for the perfect boiled egg to please their lalticrs. 5 
'! 'lust was the start of it. His business, The Straight Deal Agency, at title 
which came to him during at prayer meeting, the Loni guiding hint once 
most Ye:., the other great event in his life has lern to fitul the Lonl. The 
Eliot Iiºutquº re Pentecostal ('hurclt is now firmly established ill the city 
following the C rus uler Campaign in '38.6 A revivalist protestant clnurlº, 
begun in Northern Ireland a tleeuºle or so lºreviously, 
5 Various studies (see Goldthorpe et at. 1969) show that there was a surge in social 
mobility In the middle decades of the twentieth century In Britain, as manual jobs 
declined and more professional and managerial jobs opened up. Manual working 
dass men like my father, without educational or other cultural resources to draw on, 
hoped that self-employment would open up a modest chink in the class structure 
through which to slip. 
° See Wilson (1961; 1990). The Etim Church developed In Northern Ireland around 
the time of the First World War. It took root In a period of political upheaval and 
Insecurity, economic recession and wider political sectarianism. It was spread 
throughout England and Wales employing the old revivalist techniques of Wesley 
and others during the period of deepening economic depression and poverty which 
characterised the 1930s in the UK. As Wilson argues fundamentalist creeds appear 
to flourish best In specific social groups to which relatively sophisticated public 
opinion does not penetrate. Pentecostalism Is predominantly the religion of the poor 
and dispossessed, the choice of the disinherited. His study showed a large 
proportion of members employed In manual occupations with a low educational 
attainment. Membership of this sect and its central tenets exerted an overwhelming 
influence on my father to the end of his life and dominated our home environment. 
Winterson (1985) gives a superb literary take on this. Such beliefs extend far 
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suckled by sectarian bigotry, nurtured by hellfire conviction, found it really 
convert in this man. For it chimed with his own rigidity, his own SCILSO of 
absolutes, of right and wrong, sinful and saved, which his own father had 
taken pains to pound into hint and worse. Who is to sity if, aged four, being 
locked in it cellar for two days and nights for breaking his sisters doll was 
what tipped him towards later religious certainties: ' Or if it it-its his 
diphtheria two years litter which almost carried hint off in the city's 
isolation hospital, sobbing for his mother for six lout; weeks, forbidden by 
her husband to visit her child. A child lleserving of punishment for 
disobeying his fathers order not to crawl through it toxic sewerage pipe to 
find out where it went. 
Or who is to suy that, again, it oftvrv*1 lk11111 to his IIJl1UUge(l cgo, his broken 
Self c teem, ne ate(l by e sn. el cruelty inflicted by an igiionlot mutt onto it 
once sensitive awl intelligent boy? 7 Whatever. Now his faith ninth' him one 
of The EIcct, one of The Chosen, Ile felt, in it uluddl(tl but sane kitul of 14Y 
that it marked him out 7Ls someone to be taken sriously, to be recognized Wi 
being of some worth. lie has been u"ttylle(l in the blcxxl of the Iamb. By 
beyond conventional forms of spiritual practice, especially when held by men 
positioned within an unchallenged patriarchal culture where they serve to justify 
and reinforce the subordination of females. A combination of non-negotiable 
religious belief coupled with unquestioned patriarchal behaviour by a father also 
equipped with an intimidating masculine physique produced an overwhelming 
challenge to my sister, myself and our mother, and powerfully shaped our eager 
response to the emergent women's movement in the 1970s (in a word, hurrah! ). 
7 Gerhardt (2010) gives a useful insight from a psychological standpoint into the 
attraction of fundamentalism. 'When children grow up feeling powerless and 
uncared for, they may become adults who are drawn to groups with authoritarian 
structures. such as ... religious sects. 
Their hope Is that by submitting to something 
bigger and more powerful, they will become safe and cared for' (p 244). She 
quotes Hedges (2007) who argues that people 'can bury their chaotic and 
fragmented personalities and live with the illusion that they are now strong, whole 
and protected' (p 245). Gerhardt suggests that becoming part of an exclusive 'in 
group' provides an outlet for buried childhood rage at being neglected and hurt 
which can be vented onto an 'out group', and that fundamentalist thinking is 
characterised as being closed and predicated on a lack of self- awareness. 
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ix'udim, bis knee at, the foot of the Cuss he has lifted himself up to his 
rightful place. Deacon of the chºrclt, m aloul; with his uewº" busine s, and now a 
family matt with wife and children. 
It shadow of unca. se lxtssCs over his face and he glances at the suuºil girl 
sitting quietly on the rear scut of the car. AA feeling of disquiet, which will, 
over the coining years, grow through linger and despair into it sometimes 
resigiieil, sometimes raging malevolence' niggles away at his pre et)t 
tranquility. So far marriage 1ºus not turned out to be as satisfactory its he had 
hoped for. Ile lein eventually chosen it quiet and religious girl, 1ºluckt4l from 
the east end city slum where her fathers early death and mothers ixwerty 
had placed her. A girl who had 1xcit im jucss cl by the strong bearing of this 
man, his religious certitudes, and even more so, it luny to be said, by his black 
Austin car. A man some year, her senior and old for his years courts it young 
woman brull"ht up without it father in it large female family, lacking 
exlxerience, j)nlt; tnent, wise counsel, it young woman whose idea of marriage 
is taken not from lived experience but frort penny novels and the rare trip to 
the picture house with it girlfriend. A young woman mortover, and this will 
become all too evident after the children arrive, who has it genetic and 
emotional heritage which is shaky, where hysteria and 'tºen"es' cover 
ºuºnamed aºtºil common enough mental illnesses in mother, sister, aunts 
$ The harsh socioeconomic circumstances prevailing in impoverished working class 
homes which females experienced during the first three decades of the twentieth 
century in Britain are extensively documented in literature, academic texts and film. 
See Davies (1988). Dayus (1982). Mitchell (1977). Roberts(1971), Sennett and 
Cobb (1966), Steedman (1986), Wiilmott and Young (1962) and Woodward (1983) 
for only a few examples. The mental and emotional, as well as material, stress of 
living in extreme poverty Is now also recognised (see the extensive work of Peter 
Townsend who pioneered the current debates on the links between poverty and ill 
health, for example Townsend et al. 1992). In addition to these disadvantages was 
my mothers early fatherless childhood. She grew up In a large extended family 
almost wholly female, the men having died early from poverty or industrially-related 
illnesses like her own father or killed in the First World War. She had very little 
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Some of this'flaky-tress' has already begun to emerge, starting after the birth 
of the eldest child sitting quietly tluttgling her feet on the (Age of the scat n r, 
beltinti Will. His wife I1(" not scent able to cope With What scents to Will the 
lxerfectly normal tasks of looking after lutbies, small children. What other 
women appear to take in their stride his wife stniggles with. She has her 
first attacks of 'ten'd', her 'palpitations, she cries it lot, site is endlessly 
anxious and uncertain in her mothering. Site is depressed of course, but such 
a diagnosis will take several more decades to emerge as the explanation, far 
too late by then to save this tuarri; m e, these childrett. 9 
Ile is out of his depth but still for this moment in the marriage trying to 
wlrrst; uul, to help, its he can. ' luºt is why the el(](-, t daughter is with him 
now. Tue birth of the scamº1 child, another girl and thus at serious 
dis: ºhlx>intuºettt, 1° which lie will not ºunke any attempt to hide in the years to 
experience of men and the stem Primitive Methodist culture of her family reinforced 
her social isolation and inexperience with males. She had no first hand observation 
of marital relationships and was naive and unrealistic in her expectations of 
marriage. 
Much more is known now than in the 1940s about the first crucial months In an 
Infant's life. Concepts such as 'bonding' or 'attachment' and any awareness of 'post 
natal depression' and its impact on this process were unknown by people of my 
parents' social class and educational level. The Insights of such psychologists as 
Winnicott (1964) and Bowlby (see Karen 1998, for an excellent account of Bowlby's 
work) were entirely unavailable to women such as my mother. What she did have 
available to her was her own experience of being parented (a strict traditional 
authoritarianism) and a version of child rearing prevalent In the cultural milieu of the 
time and filtered through the prism of popular women's magazines. This was hugely 
influenced by such child 'experts' as Truby King (see King 1931). This authoritarian 
regimentation of child rearing chimed disastrously with the rigid religious mindset of 
my father and resulted wholly predictably In some of their children's basic needs 
being unmet by an uncertain, unconfident and depressed woman. 
t0 The impact of such overt sexism and openly expressed disappointment as to 
one's gender is difficult to overestimate. I grow up being told by my father In a 
myriad of ways that t was second class and penalised because of it. for example 
my heartfelt wish to be given a 'big' two-wheeled bike such as some friends had 
provoked the predictable comment from my father that if I had been a boy I would 
have been given it, but as I was a girt it was wasted on me. Such was the 
crudeness of my father's sexism that it guaranteed my own and my sister's 
enthusiastic embrace of feminism In the 1970s. I was well on my way to becoming 
a feminist from the age of five. Two decades later I didn't require an Intellectual 
critique to understand patriarchy; I still burned with a profound sense of Injustice 
brought about by my father's treatment. My experience of course was 
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come, has created extra strain at home. It is not the balºy' that is proving; 
difficult u) tuuclº as the eldest child's reaction to her arrival and his w"ifes 
inability to uutnal; e the two of them together. So, lie (Ines what he can and on 
ºlay-s when he travels across to Manchester 1ºo scmºotitnes take-, the eldest 
child to give his wife a break. She is good enounlº, this eldest daughter, it 
quiet, watchful little thing, no trouble to lºim. Why she has taken the second 
child. s arrival so hurl is a mystery to him but not one he is inclined to waste 
any time thinking over. She must lean to get on with it, lie won't have it 
slwiletl brat in his house. It does not occur to him, now, or at any time for 
the rest of his long life - and this man will live to siY± it century ºuul beyond - 
that his wife's first attempts at uncertain mothering have made for an 
insecure and anxious little girl, struggling to find the secure attachment, the 
longed-for ! wnº1. 
And what of this child, the first (laui; lºter of this misnuatelml couple? Now it 
sister, a big sister, she is toll, viewing the baby for the first time that awful 
morning 11 A morning she hass not forgotten, nor will she for the test of her 
commonplace historically speaking, but what made my responses and actions 
different to those oppressed 'sisters' gone before me was growing up in post-war 
mid-twentieth century England, with a sharp rise in educational opportunities and a 
corresponding social mobility along with a crucial shift in attitudes for girls like me. 
See Heron (1985) for a discussion of this. 
" Theorising sistering is tricky. It is not carefully defined in our culture, it is largely a 
socially invisible tie, it can take a multiplicity of forms, and it has been arguably 
marginalised in public discourses and public knowledges by the more acceptable 
emphasis on family and siblings. Johnson (1986) makes a pertinent point In arguing 
that power operates to Ignore Important or relevant issues for subordinated groups 
in society, and thus their experience Is privatised, pushed below the surface. The 
lack of sistering as an authoritative and crucial familial concept In the public domain 
makes it difficult to develop a voice, a language, with which women who are or 
have been sisters, to tell of, to share, to theorise, their experiences. I suggest there 
are several possible reasons for this. As a sociologist by training I am aware that 
much of sociology's primary focus historically has been on the big picture of society 
or societal institutions, or the interrelationships between Individuals and society. It 
has largely left the intimate analysis of Interpersonal relationships to the discipline 
of psychology. And psychology, especially in the works of Alfred Adler, has given 
more attention to the sibling relationship. See Dreikurs (1953) for a comprehensive 
overview of his work and theories. Dominated by male theorists and their 
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life. A story will lxs made of it, and told to her sisters friends within the first 
hours of acquaintance. [ter sister will learn to time it, to see, how long it 
takes for the story to be brought out and toll]. Told with all the anguish and 
rage of the two year old site was, the two year old site still is during the 
telling of this monstrous injustice, this primal wounding. Sent to it 
neighbour when her mothers labour starts, site takes this in her stride. The 
neighlxºurs child is her ao and they have already played together. She 
settles in, and without knowing the reason, site relaxes iii this house, where 
the mother is calm and cheerful, no-nonsense and clear in her handling of 
the children. The home birth is couºplicattell zind the doctor has to be fetched 
front the pub by the mid ife So the child is put to Iml with the neighbour 
and small friend whom she loves. It is cosy and warm and safe. In the 
morning she settles in to play once more with the neit; lllxºurs chili. Site has 
for the moment forgotten about home, being tºl"wiml and happy in her 
game. 
Suddenly her father appear, A luirritvl convei ation turned away from the 
cfiilºircn takt% place and then her father holds out his luuul to fier. Come rin, 
lie sa}'s, time to go Betue: You have it baby sister, come and scti, tier. 'I'he little 
girl looks at her father and frowns. What does 1ºe mean? Ikx she have to 
preoccupations, sociology has not much concerned itself with how private 
relationships between females within an accepted but unexamined area of 
women's lives might shape those individuals and subsequently the world in which 
they live out their lives. Feminist sociologists have moved strongly over the last few 
decades to interrogate and theorise society from a woman's perspective but the 
area of sistering has gone largely unremarked. I think there is a further reason for 
this, and that is the gap which exists between an idealisation and politicisation of 
sisterhood (solidarity. togetherness) and the lived experience of sistering for many 
women. This lack of congruence makes sistering an uncomfortable research topic - 
a bit too close to home for some of us, particularly If our sistering relationship, 
whatever its quality, ties at the centre of a crucial web of intra-familial 
responsibilities and caring. Despite this lack of sociological Interest, sisters (as with 
brothers) have a shared lifetime history, for many from first to last, which makes it a 
unique experience amongst other social relationships. 
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leave her friend, her game, this nice home? Site turns away and carries on 
playing. Her father, more impatient now, it has been it long worrying night 
after it]l, repeats It is ittstniction. No, the child setys calmly, want to stay lure. 
Don't want to sce baby sister. And indeed, why would she? But the father is 
not ill an eilind to See the child's lxºint of view. He is tired, he is anxious, he 
will not be disobeyed by a child of his. Swooping down, he picks her up, and 
stills her stniggles by it hard und prolonged slapping from those massive 
muscled imams. Beating her all the way home, 1ºe carries her into the house 
and deposits her in the bednxºin, by the baby's crib. Shaken, ill considerable 
paiin, furious, site stures dotal at the cause of her grief, the reason for her 
smarting laxly, and knows in all her small being that this baby is the cause 
of her unhappiness and it is here to stay and she is desolate. 
Now, hxlay, she sits on the car seat und in her heart knows the truth about 
her trip through the countryside with her father. It is 54º her mother can 
spend the day alone with her little sister. Site luº., been banisiuel, made to go 
on it cur journey when she would much rather be at home with hier mother. " 
'2 Bowlby (1953) is the person largely responsible for the development of 
'attachment theory' in the 1950s and 1960s, Insisting In the face of much 
opposition, including from later feminists such as myself (his timing was 'off Is my 
defence now) that a child's early attachment experiences were key to their 
emotional health and development. The theory was developed to include concepts 
such as 'anxious attachment' where the main caregiver Is experienced by the infant 
as unavailable or distant. Such experience will increase the child's needs for 
attachment and security, manifested for example by 'clinginess'. I suggest here that 
this was my sister's experience, with an uncertain and depressed mother who often 
fell back on authoritarian responses to her children's emotional needs which she 
felt unable to meet. My father's action In taking my sister with him on his work 
journeys after my birth seems on the face of it to be a practical and helpful 
response. It could have proved beneficial had my father already established a 
loving and emotionally close bond with his eldest daughter. This was not the case, 
him being already a fearful figure to my sister, which Increased her emotional 
dependence on our mother. However, early feelings of abandonment can have 
lifelong consequences as Miller (1987a) points out. ' In addition to simple denial, we 
usually find the exhausting struggle to fulfill the old, repressed, and by now often 
perverted needs with the help of symbols (cults, sexual perversions, groups of all 
kinds, alcohol or drugs)' (p 13). t found this comment, as 1 did much of Miller's 
exemplary text, particularly helpful In understanding my own and my sister's 
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Today she has to spend the whole ºlay with her father, someone she is already 
wary of, and with good rca_son. She has felt his Lunl hand oil more Occasions 
than the birth of her sister. However quiet and g(xxl she tries to be site 
cannot meet her fathers unrealistic expectations of it stoup child. She is 
already learning the trick of deviousness; the simmering; resentment tnasiml 
by the obedient manner, the innocent face. Faced with righteous certainty 
rtganling behaviour required by her father Lackel up by Coll, site is 
learning already to negotiate her way through the tnns_s of rigid ntles, the 
autocratic law her father lays ºlown, with guile and some i45htteuess. She has, 
after all, inherited her fathers intelligence. So site tiers not give voice to her 
feelings of sadness and rejection and fury which grip her as she sits in the 
car. No, outwanily site appears unconcerned today, swinging her legs, 
looking at the passim; scenery, with one eye always on her father, 
monitoring, checking keelºinl; it safe distance. 13 
This will change in it very short time now. 
Tile car approaches the rose oir, negotiates it Sh mp intent on it juicy tuft, 
draws smoothly to it I1,11t by the side of the dam. Th e are the very IºLst few 
moments before her life, and indecrl, that of her sisters, changes for ever. 
What hiLpixius next is it Wirret kept for time next thirty six years, only to be 
wrenclurl out of her in it different crisis of pain and de elation. 
- Rift ahcep, says her father, never any souse. 
childhood experiences (I would agree with the quote from Sara Paretsky on the 
front cover of my copy, 'Alice Miller changed the way I think about my life'). 
13 The emotional consequences attendant on a child's forced adaptation to 
parental needs lead to the construction of a 'false self'. The child develops in such 
a way that s/he reveals only what is expected, and does this so successfully that 
one would be hard pressed to guess at what else lies behind this false self. See 
Winnicott (1965) for an explanation of this concept. 
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And then, 
- We 11 stop 1U rC shrill wo and have our hot drink, mum? 
Her father clintln out and starts the ritual of hauling out the pritnus stove 
from the boot, getting it lit, it Saucepan of milk balancing precariously on the 
flame. 'Carol; coffee in his mug, hot milk for the child. 
There are ºt few yards of moorland separating the car frone the ilum am ! the 
little girl shivers briefly. ', Silo does not like the reservoir, but knows better 
than to say so, It is her fatlºers favourite stopping place on this journey. The 
water is always darkest dark, forever still, and stretches further than She can 
see between the hills. There is it brooding quality about this water. No Ixkºt 
rocks on it, no bind skims its surface. Ilelow, (Imp, de pest down, in the 
bottomless depth lie' at Village she laues been told, houses and at church, w here 
lx'ople, children, once lived. She shivers again, the curse of an imaginative 
child, and turning away finds her father back in the driving seat holding otit 
her beaker. 
Sipping their ºIrinks father ºuul child sit in qººietºus';, the Child calmed by 
the comfort of the warming milk, the father appreciative of the glorious 
scenery stretching for miles around hinº. Ile scans the landscape, all 
o6. er ant man, looking for the wildlife, the hints, and, bringing his gaze 
closer to the dam, lie thinks he sex', soniettºitºg uºOVO, lows ºloU-ºº in the 
heather, near the water line: A sheep lying down, in trouble? A gm use 
keeping low? No, it farm dog, perhaps, tmplxdl, broken it leg? His attention 
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focused now, raising slightly in his scat to get a clearer view, lie stares 
intently and then, no, it Can't lxs..., surely not? Not hero of all places? 'flier 
his lxxly stiffens, and the neck muscles are taut with barely suppres. e4 anger. 
The child senses the chnge, looks first inquiringly and then fearfully at her 
father. Something is wrong. «'hat is it? thus she done something bad? No, 
her fathers tstzc,, is trtintil on something the car, not on her. g 
Suddenly her futliers body snaps upº. He is shouting instructions at her. 
. Get down, get town, get 1ºctwet'tt the scab;. Stay them Don't move. 
Stay there until I tell you to move. And doti t look. Do you hear tue? 
Don't look. I'll give, You it h idilh if you look through the window. Get 
down now. 
And with that lie is gone, and the child is crouching (lo%%-11 ill tile gill) 
lx! twcrn the scats. ll her life site will remember the particular smell of the 
carpet pressing against her nose. What bus Implpen dl? Where has her father 
gone? «'Gen will ho come back? A lifetime pisses iuul still site stays 
cmucliiug as site has lern toll to do. But anxiety its to where her father has 
gone, and an irreprt sible compulsion to look, just it lxep, brings her head 
up, inching all eye above the window hill. 
An incomprehensible scene plays out lx'fort her horrified stare. Her father is 
grappling with it ººutn, fighting. lnººiclºing his weight, the other man is 
flailing? A few feet away it woman is starting to Scream, no, HO, stolº it, Stop 
it, oi... IIer father is easily the bi ; er, the stm roger of the hau She sees her 
father's rtiu+d fist, the smash down, the eng upling shape. Now she mY her 
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fattier kicking the inert ix)41y. On and on, oh, she can't bear it, clucks down, 
trembling with the horror of it, cones 111) again to see it changed scene The 
woman is gone, nowhere to be seen and her father is now dr1i ging it large rým 
dark shape to the edge of the re ervoir. She is paralysed. She sees the dark 
water, she feels it closing over her head, she is choking, suffocating, 
drowninn... ºi 
She com round lying on the bottom of the car floor and then her father is 
there again, slutnlxtl in the driving seat. lie is breathing ri{x; crlly, his 
shoulders heave, sweat pours down his grim face. Slowly his body quietens 
and he strtiglºten himself, pulls his body up into at driving Ix sitiou and 
takes hold of the wheel. 
It is this Xuoulent now which sepanitcs, tliu Childs lila into Iwfore un(I after. 
For now she ", -, her fathers nu ssive, knººckleol harms gripping the wheel. 
They are covered in bloal. She cannot take her eyes away, slit' is transfixed 
with terror. The fight, the lifele s Idly, the black water-she opens her 
mouth but no srnuul collie She is left ixº, ses cd by ºt terrible knowleilge. She 
hass seen her fattier kill it man. The idea, once thought, takes root, becomes 
" My sister has a phobic fear of deep and dark expanses of water. I grew up 
knowing this and never once thought to question where it had come from until the 
knowledge was forced on me many years later. What I did know was that my sister 
would on no account go anywhere near lakes or dams and especially the local 
reservoir. In local car journeys together as adults I accepted that we would have to 
make a detour to avoid the dam. She consistently refused to holiday anywhere like 
the lake District because she couldn't predict when she might come across a lake. 
On one occasion we holidayed together staying in a small seaside village. We set 
off on the first evening to find the pub and took a wrong turning which brought us 
out at the harbour. It was a dark night with some moonlight shining on the dark 
water. My sister's reaction was extremely distressing. She froze to the spot and 
then collapsed screaming In terror. I managed to pull her around the corner away 
from the sight, and settled in the pub, asked her for the first time what it was all 
about. She refused to discuss it. 
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over the years of her life an unquestioned, unshakeable, unclrtllennal 
absolute. And she feels with grim intuititºu that she will always carry this 
dreadful secret. Aged just four this dread knowledge enters her soul forever 
more. She will live her life bunleºted by this awful act. Yes-, here is her 
father, telling her now that she raust not talk about this, ever, to no-one, no- 
one at all. º$ 
And as the car pulls away driven by at man aruºoured, invincible, in his 
righteousness, and she sits shaking uncontrollably on her seat, it conics to 
her with an overwhelming force, it rare, that if she had been ººt home this 
day, then she would have known nothing of this 4% tr UIUatiZed chill, 
unable to cope with consequences following grievous parental dereliction, 
must somehow deflect this threat to her existence somewhere else. Why isn't 
she at home where she has wanted to Ixe all along? Staring at her fathers 
blaxly hands on the wheel, she thinks of her little sister. 'finit is why she is 
slinking, shaking, as the car accelerates away and the dark stillness of the 
ºlanº causes her to turn away with at ha rely stifled scream. 
And so this day the die is east. 
Iletwcrn daughter and futhcr certainly, but also between two sisters. What 
l im 111) to this 1lnoRmellt been all unfortunate iItnxII1ction b -twevit the sisters, 
it natural siblin rivalry iutcnsifivil by uncertain motheringxct1n s, 
trnu, fuructl into soinetlºing elu: 
's How my father enforced this silence is open to speculation. My sister threw out 
various hints to me over the years but never confirmed my private thoughts on this 
matter. However it was maintained it was done at devastating emotional cost to my 
sister. Her trauma was unknown to anyone other than my father who only wished to 
repress and deny it for his own sake. 
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One, sister burtlenctl now with a terrible secret, an unspeakable terror she 
takes with her through every lifelong day, and one, sister bnrdenwd with 
being the Cause of it. 
Secrets carry with them their own retribution. Each sister will learn this, in 
their separate wads, over their lifetimes. '6 
But secret., if ever spilt, can also bring about transformations, '7 
16 Silence as well as language plays its part In the construction - and dissolution - 
of sister relationships. See Rogers (2006). 
"As Miller (1987a) says '... every childhood's traumatic experiences remain hidden 
and locked in darkness, and the key to our understanding of the life that follows is 
hidden away with them' (p 5). This key was given to me three and a half decades 
later at the time of another traumatic incident (described in Chapter Three) which 
Involved the three of us, myself, my sister and our father, but I was slow to 
understand what had been placed in my hands at the time. It was only after another 
thirteen years and a last and final traumatic Incident between myself and my sister 
(described in Chapter Five) that I recognised what had lain within my grasp for a 
long while. This time I was able to turn the key. So I view the narrative which 
follows as evidence of some transformative learning on my part and also of my 
changing subjectivity. It is my intention that '[it) brings together through language, 
the two discordant epistemologies; experience, the material and the emotional on 
the one hand; subjectivity, discourse and narrative on the other' (Mauthner 2002, p 
191). But it is something more fundamental to me as well. It feels like one woman's 
transcendence, a small quiet victory over the mighty weight of patriarchy. And that 
is because one reading of this narrative Is that my father shaped my sister's and my 
own stories; more, he shaped our relationship from start to finish. Or at least that 
would be true if I had not embarked on a search for my sister, for my sistering 
relationship, a search told here. As Foucault's work demonstrates (see Foucault 
1980) there is a vital connection between knowledge and power. And in the 
process what occurred to me was that the unfolding story was not just about my 
sister and myself but part of a wider narrative, of families, female relationships and 
a particular familial connection named 'sisters'. So yes, it is a personal story, a 
private relationship buried deep within the dosed circle of our family group. But it Is 
also a story of two females situated In a particular society at a specific period in 
history, one which we share with innumerable women who are also sisters. I got 
excited when this dawned on me. From out of the struggle and pain of my own 
sistering story I could perhaps speak to other women, help to make some 
connections, provide a narrative which could stimulate reflection and discussion 
and argument and challenge. So what I want to do here is to make the vital 
connection between a private issue and public concerns, between Individual 
agency and social institutions, between biography and history, between the story of 
two sisters and the nexus of patriarchy, social dass and gendered subjectivities 
which enmeshed us. I hope without any hubris to demonstrate In some small way a 
'sociological imagination' (Mills 1959) through the performance of an fictionalised 
autoethnographic narrative inquiry. 
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Chapter 1 On-Going Negotiations: A Story of Love, Loss and 
Chronic Contradictions'8 
18 The choice of the story of my mother's final illness as the starting point to my 
inquiry is not accidental. My first introduction to narrative research brought me Into 
contact with Carolyn Ellis's text (Ellis 1995) and I hope she will forgive me for my 
take on her title. I was very dubious at the time about all this storytelling 
masquerading as 'research'. What was wrong with good qualitative sociological 
research? Was telling your own story really on? What about Objectivity, Facts, 
Truth? Harrumphing through the Narrative Research module at the University of 
Bristol I found myself challenged by one of the tutors. 'Read this' she said thrusting 
Ellis's book into my reluctant hand, 'and then come back and tell me why it isn't 
'proper' research'. I read Ellis's book in one sitting, un-put-down-able, 
mesmerising, gut-wrenching, insightful, reflexive. Part of Its Impact was the parallel 
between her story and the loss of my mother, a loss I had been at pains to leave 
well alone over the years. I confessed the error of my prejudices to my tutor. 
Heartlessly she said 'now go and write your own account'. So I made a start with 
the paper I had to submit by writing an autoethnographic account of one day in the 
life of my mother's illness. And of course that did it. I began to 'get it', the whole 
narrative/autoethnographic/performative/writing as inquiry 'bag'. What a liberation. 
What a joy. What a challenge. Deciding to research sistering presented an 
opportunity to explore this methodological approach. As Mauthner (2002) so aptly 
puts it 'exploring a social tie Invisible except to those involved in it presents several 
challenges. One task is to find a suitable language for describing this private and 
hidden world' (p 6). She goes on to say 'ono way to describe a hidden culture is 
through women's own words' (p 9). I think I have found that 'suitable language' 
within an autoethnographic narrative inquiry. I share an identical goal with 
Mauthner In relation to my theoretical project, that Is, of constructing an analysis 
which will interrogate how subjectivity is both affected by, and affects in turn, the 
sistering relationship. I too look at this by writing about care giving and power 
relations between sisters (see Mauthner 2002). But I have chosen to experiment 
with a different methodology from the one she applies in her seminal research Into 
this little known area of social life. My methodology of autoethnographic narrative 
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The ringing phone leaks into her dream, and drag's her through it lifetime of 
rctiistance, into wakefulnc . s. She is still caught in its web, details fading 
even as she tries to grasp - no, it is the phone. What on earth? It is dark 
behind the curtains, the clock shows five to five. A split second of violent 
awakening, then she is up and out of bed in one movement and rnuning 
down the stair . The children are staying at their fathers, and instantly she 
knows something awful has happened. Doug is ringing to tell her of some 
crisis, some catastrophe, it hass to be this early in the morning. ley fear 
washes over her, oh my god, oll my... Yes, hello? 
But it is not Ikyugs voice and momentarily thrown site stwgalch to hear the r%m 
'only, the speaker. Who is this? Elderly, shaky. The voice tnuºsºuutes into it 
familiar tone and it is her father slwuking, telling her - what is he telling 
inquiry utilises a feminist theory which Is rooted In a belief that knowledge derived 
from women's experience is as equally valid as that derived from expertise. I am 
particularly concerned to present a body of knowledge which is accessible to other 
women who are, or have an interest in, sisters and sistering. This is why I choose 
to present my narrative intact with the theorising and analysis put into footnotes. I 
have some discomfort with this strategy and have reservations about it. I am not 
convinced it 'works', at least as far as the requirements of an academic dissertation 
is concerned. However I chose not to truncate the narrative by adding in a 'theory' 
chapter at the end which I considered. This, then, is one story (and mine only) of 
how two women 'did' sistering, and by extension the extent to which women as 
sisters are able to rewrite their sistering script. A final note. Writing about family 
members in their absence and at some depth is a risky undertaking. The risk Is 
magnified when the narrative discloses intimate and private behaviour and actions 
which may invite judgement. Some may argue that such a narrative dictates it be 
left well alone. I have given much thought to these issues and ethical 
considerations have sat on my shoulder throughout the writing of this dissertation. 
Ultimately I argue that such a narrative is legitimated by the integrity I have striven 
to bring to it and by its usefulness to others. To paraphrase my own words, secrets 
when spilt can bring about transformations. However I have gone to some length to 
fictionalise the narrative as a protective device for family members. Pseudonyms 
have been given to all the characters, place names have been changed or 
obscured where it was deemed necessary and some details or events have been 
altered or invented. This narrative makes no claim to give the 'Truth' about the 
characters or events herein described. Rather it seeks to reveal certain truths which 
if I have done my work properly will find resonances with others' truths. In this way 
it is my hope that we can build together a body of research about the social 
experience of being sisters. 
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het? Something about her mother. Then she connects, now she is listeniuri 
intently, yes, she sa}: s, yes, silo will collie, she is coming now, 1ºants on, don't 
worry, I'll be there in a few mimites. Just hang on 
'1'lºrvo minutes later she is out of the house auº1 feet flying tlowtt the hill to 
Douggs house. Ban., ' on the ºloor, rinn the bell, thmnlº the letter box, crone on 
come on, and then 1ºe's there, bewildered, grºnupy, wluds up? She explains, 
staccato, she needs the car, the buses are not running yet, yes she knows it 
puts him out, but please? 
Slip accelerates away up the pill, cuts round the park, floors it on the brief 
stretch of dual carriageway, heists through the council estate, throttl(s round 
the corner sholº.,, and shes there. I ourtecetº tttittutes. She hasn't had time to 
think, just to act. Olxgning the car door site knows that she has no idea what 
is waiting for her on the other side of the lx'elinh, faded grtrtº door, just 
something bail. Something sufficiently awful for her father to rinn her, sºty 
lie needs her help, he down t know what to do, 1ºlewse come, its your mother. 
The wife he hasn't talked to for over two years. The wife be has lived with in 
the same house and kept silence wvitlº, the wife driven to take out an 
injunction against hint, to What purpose they are all unclear. This lifelong 
partner who has ixen alternately bullied and left bereft, now has his full 
aºttetitiott. So yes, it is going to be lxul, ýt hate er it is. 
Ilis face tell, her the warst. 'Never before luº. S she seen her father look like 
this 
-I found her on the flag, he myr. 
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- The noise site was niakittn woke me. I came down and site was here, 
in the kitchen. She nºust have ixen trying to tunke it cup of tea, but the 
tea was all in the sink and in the kettle, and she must have tried to 
dress herself, because, becstse.. _. 
And he breaks down, struggles fora breath, wiles his ryes. She regards Liu,, 
wondering, ass sing. 
- liiere is she now Dad? she asks, and her father points to the ceiling. 
-I manag d to get her up to her bed, she's sleeping. I di(ltit know what 
to do so I rann y-ou. 
- You did the right thing Dail, she say You've rung Jean? 
It \%'8S more it statement of fact than it question. 
A slight hausee. 
- No. I just rang you. I thought youil c-oJw better, know what to Flo, 
1 ike. 
It is the first intimation. Like the slight tremor which prcýee lºh it larger 
earthquake, she senses, even n she puste-, out of the kitchen to climb tlºo 
stairs, that there is something momentous in this bald statement of her 





older sister, which she herself d(ws not yet have and Inas not recognized up 
until this moment. 
Site looks down on the inert forut that is her mother and her heart contracts 
in profound am ! grievous pain. She knows at once, and without any hope. 
Her mother lies tnissed in it bizarre collection of underclothes put over outer 
clothes, ancient pink corset on top of slacks. Ixen its site registers her 
mothers blue-grey pallor, her shallow breathing, her comatose state, Susan 
wants more than anything to sort Rine out. Get those clothes off her, put her 
in her nightie, mike her comfortable Instead she switches into coping. First 
things first. 
- Go and phone the doctor Tu], slie says, tos lie hover at her shoulder. 
" She tlcx tit look t; axl, do she? lie whispers, choking again. And 
then, 
- 1)t isn't it t(x) e, trly to call hint' 
E wer defemitiul to his letters even when in extrvmis. 
- It's alright Dad, I'll rinn, site Mtys.. Iust stay with Mum and set' if you 
cutt bo scu her clothes it bit, tunke her mom comfy. 
Her father Iaºks uncertainly ºtt her, and site knows as she picks up the phone 
that he will have done nothing when site gets Luck. She uºake, the call with 
all the authority she can prtxluce amid gets ºt result. Ito will come at once. 
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Good. She has been unhappy about 1ºer mothers medical care over the last 
few years and would not have been surprised to find herself having to push 
hand for a home visit. Going into the sitting room where her mother keels 
her needlework box she finds the dressmaking scissors and go(--; Lack 
upstairs. tier mother lies stricken and untouched. 
- The doctors coining now, lMd. Why don't you go and clean up at hit 
in the kitchens and I'll Mee to M11111. 
Susan turns to her mother anti studies the complicated straitjacket she has 
managed to contrive with the corset. Carefully she Lends and snits, snil 
until her mother is frech from the pink elastic. '1'Lere, that's better. 
Susan start-; at the pink shreds in her 1UU11Is Anti t11iiik. s about corset. & All 
women of her nuºtlºers age wore them, wouldu t (imam, of abandoning tlºenº. 
All her life site has seen these co sets, lxntlº on and off her mothers body. 
Huge, boned, with ferocious metal Looks, agonizingly uncomfortable and 
cherished by her mother who didn't 'feel right' without theln. Susan s 
generation Inas; rettouucctl them without it backward glance. She ca't think 
of any of her feminist sisters relinquishing their bras, contrary to public 
myth, but site knows that most of them, incluºliuti her, consigned their 
girdles to the ºlusttºin with glee, along With the stiletto 1ºeels. 19 
19 For a small selection of arguments relating to the harmful gender stereotyping of 
traditional 'feminine' clothing and practices put forward by feminists In the 1970s 
see Allen et al. (1974), Birmingham Women's Studies Group (1978), Friedan 
(1965), Greer (1971), Lipshitz (1978), Oakley (1972), Sharpe (1976) and Wandor 
(1970). 
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And this makes her think about restrictions and womens lives and her 
mothers life and so called respectability and the awful hackneyed symbolism 
of this pink elastic which site holds in her lands And site realize the 
significance of what she 1ºººs done; site Jim, freed her motlºers hotly just at the 
point her mother loses it, and suddenly Leto are the first tears, dripping 
down onto the frayed shreds of a long; ago frayed life. 
Back downstairs she puts the renuuutts in the bin. Her father looks askance. 
- Your mother won't like that, lie says, mining it decent pair of corsrtN. 
She tires leim it hX)k aiul lie turns away. Nothing more needs to be said. 
A little later and her sister lia arrived. Between them they ttutke 
arrangements. Joan will stay for the toads visit and Susan will go to work, 
a new job started only this week, with the first staff meeting this morning. 
Once that's over, slºe ll come back and then . Jean will go into work lute. The 
beginning of it pattern, of cam, of organization, of juggling, starts here. Yes, 
she reassures her father who Fkviw, concerned about her going she Neill conic 
hack as soon its she can, but Jean is betr, ro VII lxs alright. 
Somehow she t; eti herself to work, two bus journt'ys and ºº long-isll walk. Its 
important, her first introduction to the divisional staff, and she cannot 
concentrate on any of it. All site sees is her mothers face, the pallor, tltt' 
nutrks of serious collapse written on it. Is the doctor there tºo%v? How will 
Jean deal with hint' Mutt will be the diagnosis: ' Her mother hiss 1xvn 
unwell with lxýruicious aimewia for some altintus now but that all sc'c'uurl to 
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be under control. Of course, her mother has got much more forgetful and 
vague lately, sufficiently bad to concern theta both. Jean had gone with Rose 
to the GP for it check up but hell reassur(Vl, just the pernicious anaemia, 
makes them very forgetful, and well, your mother's not getting any younger 
is she... ? Silos still in her sixties, for god's sake, Susan thought, suddenly 
angry, staring out of the lwgrinºed bus, window. Why didn't we challenge 
that? In fact, why didn't Jean challenge that at the time? "0 
She recalls her fathers comment now, and puzzles over it. She realizes that 
it has shaken her in passing, shaken something lielll onto unquestioningly 
for her whole life. Jean is her big sister, automatically given preference, 
deferred to, her autiºority unchallenged. Slip's very surpriscvl that lie chose to 
ring her rather than . Ivan, it somehow breaks an unspoken rule. It tnºtkes her 
feel fmiglºted with responsibility, to be seen as the 'lead' daughter by hier 
father when push comes to shove. Particularly as she has been the one to 
challenge, to fight him, to defy, tlisolwy, to Ol)lx so hin its implacably its be 
has her. Their relationship lots been it nºlletroaster, whereas Jean has been 
the much more dutiful daughter. She has it sudden insight its the bus grinds 
up it hill and lurebes round the bend. She supposes that Jea n IIº[tst have Ix'e'n 
bunlexied With the lead, dan"liter role all through her life. Did she feel the 
saune weight of rc'sjk)nsibility that hits suddenly come to hier? nars been 
201 have a view that unconscious gender stereotyping of women patients In general 
by the medical profession and of older women patients in particular was 
widespread and still largely unchallenged in the 1980s. See Phillips and Rakusen 
(1978) for a praiseworthy attempt to encourage women to challenge these attitudes 
by Informing ourselves. Women GPs were still In a minority in many GP practices 
and it was only too easy for a male GP with traditional gender assumptions to view, 
and prescribe. for an older woman with known mental health problems, in a 
standard way. In my mother's (and no doubt many other women's) case. I argue 
that fixed assumptions prevented the GP from looking past her mental health 
history to see the clear evidence which presented itself of an illness which was 
organic in nature. I would assert that this is an example of patriarchal practice as 
well as an act of agency on the part of the doctor. 
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heavy, if so. 't Susati luts never had these thoughts before, and maybe she 
Sell'; (-, somethint; else, another insight as yet unfortºctl but felt, its the bus 
pulls away from another stop; about parents getting old, about their dying 
and how such parlous events can produce the shifting of tectonic plates 
between family members, cataclysmic movement which changes the family 
. ti) terrtin forever. ' 
This is in the future, but for now Susan stays puzzling over her new 
realization about her big, sister. She cannot remember it time when Jean was 
not there in authority over Iter, 23 it11(1 surely - now she conic to think about 
it - unusual in at child just two }eats oller than the younger once? But there 
it is, it has always lwcn that way, her ºuother somehow more in the 
Luckgrouuºl, loving but vague, fuzzy realty, and Jeau deputed to look after 
her, sec to her, male responsible for hier. Of course older girls iºº those ºlays 
werte exlxrtcrl to nunsemaid the Younger ones, but the degree to which her 
sister did it was unusual, she could s that. A dutiful chilli, she took it very 
seriously t«O. 
21 'Minimothering' Is almost always forced onto an older sister and not chosen freely 
by her. Mauthner refers to this sisterly practice as a 'positioned discourse', where 
the roles are fixed and commonly non-negotiable, at least in childhood. It is seen as 
a discourse because there is a dear power relationship at the heart of these 
positions, with power given to the 'big' sister over the 'little' sister. As well 
'discourse' is also used here to signify a specific way of thinking about or 
representing something which we. the subject, utilise often unconsciously. This 
goes some way to explaining why we come to be positioned In the way we are, that 
is, in damaged discourses. For a useful discussion of discourses of femininity see 
Mauthner (2002). 'Caring' for someone can be as much a site of power as of 
'giving'. This of course Is what may lead to confusion and ambivalence within a 
relationship for both parties. It is also I would argue why the minimother/looked 
after sistering relationship is particularly powerful in shaping individual 
subjectivities. 
n It is not a coincidence that it is an external crisis such as a family member's 
illness and death which stimulates the process of changing subjectivities for sisters. 
This was certainly true for me. It was our mother's collapse and final illness which 
brought about an awareness of a shift in our sisterly roles, our 'positioned 
discourse', which had remained unexamined by me up until this point. 
23 For the many women who have or have had sisters I think it is Impossible for us 
to provide ourselves with a life narrative which Is not also about our sister's life as 
well. 
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Look at the way she taught her to read, just three years old. Off Jean had 
gone to school, aged five and suºIºlenly very grown up, moving in it mysterious 
world of 'Miss and 'tables and 'Janet and Jolºn' b Oks. Susan had longed to 
follow her, to be initiated into the secrets Jean had 1ºu ; trl to herself. r5m 
- Toll Iron t wuleritniid, you ro just at baby. 
- Goa away, I doll 't want you looking, this is tuyscluool work. 
. «'oulºlu't you like to know about it:? Well, you cant 1)(Tallso 1,111 not 
telling you, little crybaby. 
- Go away, go away, ý, k. i uw; y inst...... 
Susan had felt eonfus el, bewilºlercd, but already accepting of the rejection. 
She had already been put into Jeans company and care by this time, 
instnºctetl by their mother to do what . lean said, to stay close to her, to follow 
her when they went out to play in the stivet with the other little girl". She 
wws 1KY'onlilºi; hiabihºatcrl to 'tgging along, toleruteil by the girls gang, all 
her sisters age and a long Wily ahead of hier for the moment in their games, 
their bignews, their language The identification between . lean and Susan as 
sisters was reinforced by Leiuri º1rvssetl identically, Susan just it scººlºvl - ºlown 
version of . lean. The blurring of separate iºleutiticw had N%un, the 
ix silºilities of ºlevelopiººg an autonomous sc'ººu' of self already b econºe 
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constrained, distorted by the unnatural closeness which their mother insisted 
u11oR. 
={ 
Jean's refusal to share her new world was inerplicalºle to Susan and in her 
bid to include herself in it, she took to finding it Ixxºk left somewhere in the 
house, and sitting down on 'their stool, she pretended site could read too. 
Holding the book upside down its often as not, site would murmur away to 
herself, It sing ont; Void copy ing unconsciously the c; ulettccw of story telling. 
She was capable of doing this for hours at It time, it was soothing. site looked 
at the pictures and made up stories about them, and most bulºortantly, she 
pretenºlcvl site was 'at school' with her sister and the other little girls from 
the street 
Then came the day when Jean suddenly cluinged tactics, and for which 
Susan had ; col re. º. son to thank her for, then and much later on in adult 
life. Bouncing into the kitchen after her day at school, Jean saw Susan with 
Ix ok in hand in her usual place on the stool. Whether it was ºt sudden 
wiilerstamuling that her little sister would inevitably follow her to school 
some ºlay, or whether it was the first early intimation of the desire to impart 
leanºiug which would lead her to it teaching caner, who knows? 
Gntbbiul; the lxx)k Jean maule the derision which went down ill family 
le, gen(L fl) 
24 Banks and Kahn (1982) describe the 'fusing' of siblings by parents who treat, or 
attempt to treat, their children as 'the same' rather than giving each child a clear 
role, space, identity. They suggest that siblings can then 'fuse' in each other's 
minds, with resultant impairment to reality testing and a blurring between what is 
self and not-self. This leads to identity confusion and often creates greater rather 
than less antagonism between siblings. On the other hand difference between 
siblings helps make the sibling bond work which encourages feelings of 
'uniqueness' and security. 
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- You have to learn to read properly Susan. 1,111 not being shown up at 
school by my sister w'ho cant read pro1wrl}y. 
Aild so the lessons started. 
Every tiny after school Susan had her sisters 'Janet and Jolui lxok thrust 
into her hand and copying the teacher at sclux)l faultlc sIy, Jean taught her 
to mad. Susan of Course Was unaware of the subtext i, ehind Jeans decision to 
teach her to read; all she knew wa that she was being iuitiat(l every day 
into the inexpressible joy of being able to turn the black squiggles on the 
pare into words and stories. Site maule it willing auº1 fasst learner. By the time 
site was five and starting school site Was it confident ant! fluent re: uler, 
although this ºlid create it crisis for Susan in the early days at school which 
left its mark. 
It es aftevnoo vI tit" beute of 'ny me+nory of thee l4j ht " t3 
classrooms cLndi my f wouri-t' actt ty hay stt rt1 Z4 IZ"t Cng: I love, 
rca&tuf: I cawdo-it, fast, ea ay, gulpcnq'dowvvt3 words', raü,. 4 
throu jiv tim page* ttr ßn i out what happenr newt I as>v 
traýisportrci. to-w na cca world, becaccse' I have, already ºtiuutr reci 
tai' CO" pow die' key whZch# unlocks the' door tt)- endless' 
treauures: I cast remember how I got tz - do- thLsk, secuthtjly Ct just' 
happenedc I am, endwii1ed" by Ova, new AM I have, acquircd4 I 
react, voraciously, worktru. ºny way systr, ouxttcally a. munc1 the' 
roo»v{m»v thee' f nt to-thei last readsnybooks 
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Except I donit do- the' by the' prescribed. method4 Ar t43ua1 my 
newowsnes' and' chronio hlcjiv statr, of ct Let' hak re+tden3d, ºne, 
deaf to- t3 jimp' C. ttº-w tCo-ws, whtciv are, tn- rea& one book, at a 
tr4ne sautGay w ithv the' on&i close st trr the' d" room' door an& t3 nv 
tý react it ttr Mi sr 8 ccrnhcurv ttr na kei surer w e- are- ready to- move- orv 
to- t3& newt booL I do- what I alwayk do; haare' ak to- what tle 
correct proce4ure' ca ul, having already learnt that to- ask' offiew 
i. +witms- arv ccnplea4c t respon ' froºw a+v "ty growty up, I keep 
quiet mud, we iv the' other chadve i carefully. I sees theft' mov%ncg' 
frone book, tn- book and' dec%d, & that what I have, to- do- C ready aW 
th& book before' I go- to- ready to- the' tc1w. 
And, so- I recd' every on&i of tim books, Lw th& clamroo-ºrv at tt'p 
speed. CU tchC. i j't3 ºnost advanced books just rea& itv on& gulp, 
I go- ti, - the'teacherjr clesk, a 4i& asks her tn- hear men rea& 'Oh no- 
dea4' sh& sayss 'Yow wont be, a nywh. eº-e' near that book4 You cast 
read that cne4 C, o-and. {etch m& ones by ta& door. ' 
I aºw coº . s4 What doc4 she/ ºne ? rü aty I ºn e' to- reply. 
`I ca. i rea& taus, book I've. j ws t read, Ct now. "No-, nd shc' says. a r4 
'Yes-, I cafe I say, now suffCaertiy Lndijtiaº1tto'stm+tdºny grott d4 
S3 looks' at ºne, questto"iy, decides' tzr hu. nour thu' sttdA)orw 
fwei yeaº- olds a. º opmr t3 book4 I fly rnrougiv the'pa es. Ii 
no- sUp, no- hejU ttons no- »u5tukes I read' fiuentiy, with' 
express; ons waivpaces withvconfCdence4 Itfs easy. 
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Ifn s1v the' last pagv a +v& look:, up at Mi4k Barn ham, please& to- 
have shown, her I could do- C Shea C loaf Cncy down, at m& wWv wsv 
odd, expressiorv on her facer I ca &t work, out She. Shootk to- her 
abruptly an& t ZU. vj- nee t& watt by her desk' goes' out of t3 
cla ssrooi, u 
I am, worj4 I afro rorwinced I moot havc' dome' 
sontethttig, wrong- to provoke, such' w reactum Already I have 
learned, that ºnost of the' ttrnei I get d vaW wrang, that I cur' a, 
naugl y druid and, wiW need, pc C h+nent I have., clearly bee+v 
tw444hty and, cis- usuab hcwc&t any Cdea, av ttr why I have, 
of endedc I eel, t3e, trark, never far away, thwea. teri'to- rae, up. T7 e' 
chadre+v iw t3& ciassroonv all, sture' ctt me'solefuliy. I wusit tim 
ea. rthv to- opm up ur cIzr my feet. I {icjht desperat ly to- keep back' 
my toarrof fear and, helplcssne .. 
Misr 8tu-nhc sw rehtrnr `Swscuv' shy sayv, 'I haver jwst had a word, 
withv Mi4s' WCl a.., w the fleadmwyess: S}& want yow to- go- asid' 
react to- her. off you' go-, du ke. your book wav your last door at t h& 
e#%& of rho coy-r dor. ' 
I stu. id' rooted to- the' spot M4, is, wars& than, ever. Why cum' I 
being, sent to- the' }feadmist e s, if not for pu-nalmnert? I hove, 
don& sontet icng, sercousfy wrangg so- bads CC LY only pwi shabl& by 
8ecni- Sent To- The' ffead+nistress: The' ticwy now cannon be., held, 
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buck, any longer a id'to- my nu ery drip down' my face, L. v f r&nt of 
the. stu. +'auj' chiid+ ens t3 puled ttacher. 
`Go- ork Susans' she' says, kindly, gt vLsuj' ine, a gentle, pwsiv t we rds- 
the- door, `i t's' aireght, rea2lly. M Csk Wa Ua 4nkjwst wantr to- hew yow 
read. Uke' yaw hcwe j st react to- inne' This fa. l for reassure, t 
Reaýdtn the'book. to-Miss-8urn3uurvh &eewalriýmistake, I can' 
seep that now. Bitt I realise I have, to- go: I walk, slowly ttr the' door, 
an&, now ts-eºnbUng, irv terror, tuke'tGny steps' dowºv the' corridor. 
Perhaps if I walk. ' a slowly "I cane I w%W be, sawed, I have' wse ' 
this strategy before, iw aItsnpt' to- wtv tt, ne, a ml, chance ºwy 
o dai#t dam wail, necessary ehasttsefnent. Teeny, tu v steps', t3 
heel of ones shoe, baangt#4 agatwst tim toe, of ate, other, I slowly 
work my way to- the'; {ecuL s' of ices To- disobey outright - to- do- a 
bu. &' for Ce stvtnce' - iss, wtthWkablei to- w child' reared, on' Old. 
Testu+, wnt da+rs, nattorv of chi, idJwod' & obe, dUence4 8u. t i ctov 
learning, subversi ves gestures- of resC tu nce' early Lw Ure, Awue& by 
a groway, dread" knowledge, of the, savagery of retrthutton" 
meted, out to- sinners-, of whic1v I a4w u+1d4put&. Zy ones It Ck w 
Ions, corridor tow fiver year old' but everv so- I arrCve' eventually 
av'fC tim door opera 
'AN t3 yow are' Swsas u Come arv Lrv dear, cameo along!, a nds t3 
tine. of ct, waniv voice., ev frie+u4Ly stnilc' orv a, Un& face, a. ri iI fret. 
fly gory dryere up. 'Caine, anal stu-ruf by n an& react m& your 
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books M Lss"8 urnluýrv iu tuici. ºne' how well yow read. it: ' A cUte', the, 
{wst one taust perhaps I have, not trans jressed' agal, s st a. w 
wvknoww- by -mee, sins but done, sotineth no- well Gnstw4 A novel 
fcelincg: I cheer up a+ui opesv my boOk4 I would' much' rather be' 
9ý verv the, nexz one, to- read, but if I have, to- read, tIU one' aga4 s 
t aekox. I perform the, Wk agaL4u 
Miss' W aUamk puts her cwiw rautul' 'ne' while' I rea& anal, I 
ün+nedUat&Ly falb C. v love, wUly her, a. ch Zd' co"e-d' to, caumb 
kindless: `We ' don&, ' she'sayi, 'spie di& I think yow could' recd ' 
some' »Hore' ttr mei, don"t you'? ' I nods atu'JI s sticc:. lly, r&t4y ttr 
read. ccnttl my tz» guc' {rays ff nett l for this lovely lady. I react 
oºv stEad4ay through' all, t3w,, books' asid' Pao" she' pair L+v front of 
mc4 
`Wells the t's" absolutely JPICndi& Swsa+i YotJre, w very good, l4ttl& 
reader Uuiee& Now yow ºruast go- ba& to-your classroom 'A ndi so 
I returns skipping, aloruy thee corridor I previot y trestitbte& illy 
way dowry so- treaty days ago. Some' U. ne' later MW-WCWa+ns, pops 
inttr our classroom' au-7, hay a' word, with' MLSs''Burnhaou I look, 
IorVi4VLy at her. tivai, she, nonce' rues givv uw a' specLa'stnae? At 
home tt4nw Messy 8urnita4jv gives' ºn& a, letter ttr take' honte ttr my 
onot er. " 
25 The letter Informed my parents that I had been given a battery of reading tests 
which had established that I had the reading ability of a child of nine years. 
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`1Vhc'J Y thL say' my mother, voice' cdrecudy ri4Ut ' Lrv alar" 
What hcwc' yow been, up ta-? ff cwe' yow bee , naughty at 3chod'? ' I 
recd' ctW t3 si j+tik a tt tiy, flood, wi thv alb the, wsua-L feeUn j of 
terror, confusions helplessness' Lw th& face' of my ºnothe k pa+vx., 
responses aM the' good, f ei. %ruji from bei j- `a, good' littl& reader' 
wCped out, I burjt inizrteary c*. ri' ciwxet my {ate 
By the time Susan arrived at fiter Infant School Jean had moved up to the 
Juniors, and for the first time Susan wonders if this was viewed by Jean its 
stroke of good luck. Maybe she had been dreading her little sister starting 
school. Jean, like her, had loved school from the start and it had freed her 
from the constant duty of sisterly supen"ision her mother insisted on. Away 
too from it mother who, in her misery and confusion and mental ill-health, 
had already begun using this small child inappropriately as it confidante ill 
the matter of her unhappy marriage.. 1ciut had let this slip some years earlier 
and Susan had been shocked. Lot slip' didn't really describe how Jean had 
said it eitler. Maybe they had lern having It disagreement alxnºt sonºethiul; 
or other and, as usual, Jean had made sure of winning the argument by 
bringing in sonic extraiwous lxºiut which Sus n Couldn't Challenge. 
- You didn't know the half of it, she remembers Jean hissing at her. 
All the times I had to sit alit! listen to Mutti going on ttlxntt how awful 
it was with Dad, and what was I suplºo; c+ to do? I was a kill for g(As 
sake. All the stuff site told tue about them - tigglt. You doll 't realize 
just how much I protected you from all that crap, how much I had tca 
cope with.... 
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So Jean 11,1(1 been doubly burdened by her roles of confidante and earetaker. s 
A much put-upon little girl when you thought alxmt it; no wvontler site came 
into her own at school. Already the leader of the girls gang on the street, the 
role taust have transferred readily into the school playground. Site was 
Popular, clever, brood at creating imaginary gains, dishing out the roles for 
other girls to follow, it talent for organization and control already honed on 
her little sister, Susan titouglit wryly. Susan rementl)ers Jean swooping rottutl 
the playground with her gabardine flying out Ix-hind her, no doubt working 
steadily through lessons with quiet interest and ability, liked by friends, 
approved by teachers. School was lest. Later on Susan knew that this would 
widert into it belief for Jean that anywhere other than home was lest. And 
now the detested little sister was coining to school, albeit in it selutrate part of 
the building, divitlttl by big glass floors at the enil of the anritt corridor, and 
Jean did have it whole new playground to explore.... 
"I stu sid' orv th& edg e' of tl playground, ar near' "I 
dare. trt3& t7aacherorvplcy'grcu. rt4'duty. if r gatoo- closeshe'wCW 
26 Given the double burden placed upon my sister as both my carer and our 
mother's emotional carer also, it Is unsurprising that she resorted to the strategy of 
distancing as she got older. 
2' I give this story as an example, from countless others, of my sister's anger and 
hostility towards me. Careful to express it away from adult gaze such refinements 
of emotional abuse like this continued throughout my childhood. I am suggesting 
that such behaviour went a long way beyond 'normal' sibling bickering and rivalry. 
and was evidence of early emotional damage suffered by my sister, and by 
extension, myself. Recent research in the fields of neuroscience, psychology, 
psychoanalysis and biochemistry come together to provide us with some fresh 
insights into how infants become fully human and learn to relate emotionally to 
others. See Broks (2003), Domaslo (1995), Gerhardt (2004; 2010). It would seem 
that the physical development of the brain In Infants can be affected by emotional 
experiences. Gerhardt (2010) says 'We are beginning to recognise that more 
challenging early experiences leave scars, not only In the mind, but also in the 
brain itself (p 81). In particular research shows the amygdala is vulnerable during 
early infancy, the part of the brain which builds up emotional meanings. Similarly 
the development of the orbitofrontal cortex can also be affected by insecure 
attachment on the part of the infant. A variety of personality disorders and anti- 
social behaviours are strongly associated with Impaired orbitofrontal cortex 
development. See Gerhardt (2010). 
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swoop ovv nie., a ru1, giving, ºne, w gentle, shove,, propel ine rotor the, 
mV. d&wi#v the, worc1' o-and, fs , some, frteru1 tu- play w%thu off 
yow go- dear. ' IfI stu, nd tno-f r away thew l wt b fa2L otW deg the' 
ünplted' protection. her presences given ºne' frofw ot3ºer, rougher, 
big r ch. 41 reru And, so- I hover rw-rvou l y, ca. Zibra. ttruj- the, 
c1rensions-of my safety piie hopp', ng' from leg' t- lcgj watthing- 
iny shociv, "ff i, ncj-the' jrcwels lookisj'up at the, sky witWv 
preit sidecki. its city where the' tears-, nCver fc raway, thweatesvtt-- 
spW'over" I {teV Lonely &utrelattvely safe4 
I di& have, a, frieti4' whew I first sau-tic' school Catherine, 
Jenk4u: She, lived, rou ul, tim corner at t3 bottom ' of the' hU our 
road' runs dowºic She, was- stnaller t a*v me, wttJv a. nuns- of blond, 
Curly hair, which' ünmed4fr2y enchanted' ºnec On, my first 
mornitig, strwttn. 'schwoi. Catherine, an& her mother were, passim 
our gat'' as, my s'ster a 4i& I reached' it. Her mother, spotttnT 
a other re, CeptUm agE& di" dwx#f Uy scoops ak up without 
breaking-her strides a d'I found' mnyself uttvoduccdIttrCatherixte, 
my first and' last {rieru1' In' Primary Schools She, ccWe& for ºº, 
each' ntorrtZ. g- ow her way up our road' t V' school' asid' I werft 
3usppay ut - thin. playyrau ul, wttiv her, played' chas%ng' and' 
running-OMneS; shared' my s ppIng- rope. with' her, Iearned'some' 
new strippLag'rhymes: 8utthewshe'didWtcome'asyº more' One, 
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day sip di4, v't turw up at t h& back' door a *i& I waikec'tn- school' 
oivmy oiuru 
I wa4&t really orv my owrv became, my liier sister was' t stder 
permna#wnt stz4u14tj- erde rk {rotirv our mother ttr look ' aftr-r "I&- MY 
lists- a. lwayk deli veredi - grincly - tt-ý- the letter, if not t3eo spirit, Of 
our mot3ie+ýY law. Th« I way CMtj-uctr, d' to- walk, saner Pace* 
beim' her. `Dor"'ttwctlk wCthv me she, would hiss, `who- wu. nt , ttr be, 
seerv wit' a, scared'-y, cry-baby tittle' stistrr I%k& yowl' Shei wou d' 
sty aha4', vh ppcnj. roun& every few stak: 'I've, tz you 
"uLrdyv +)u you, 'rel tDo- º, 4ur. Further backs further back! ' I would' 
by ttr jwlj& i d' then. keep the, regeei red cUUa4ice, betwee+v ws-, 
nu Unt 4v t3 saner paceA There' would' be, other childre v oftrw 
sharifug, our waik, to- school Carol Ilitc ifvs, ari4 Pat Bel' botiv 
lived. a" few houses away orv our road' and' both', bad. Utt for nom, 
were/ the, same, ages as, my sist - cinc, frv the ja me, dims- w her at 
schooi4 Sudv was, th& force, of ºny sister's personality an& her 
leadersiup gaaUae , every tJietiv cºnergcng, that t h& other two- 
Ch Zc1. erv went aloruj- withv her ttrcttcs, ºnore' or lest. Occas(on 42ly 
or& of them', u. s w2Zy Pat, wovl& look, bcickwc rdy a*%& say 'Olv, 
poor U e' Su. sctrt '8 ºct botiv of them' knew betttr tha v to- chaUC*%oe. 
Jetau She' waw the undisputed' leader of the' ga. n j: They too- were' 
frig httne Of her. czd sºüri ngl irret also- Lev duo' whew confronted' by 
her. 
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Hard' for a. {Wei year ol& to- keep up waJv a, leggy sevew year old' 
f iyun j' along,, and, there wer& vartatto, w on, dvýk exerc e' inv 
control, a+1d/ revenges A sudde+ti slowaiT down, c d, whippig, 
rou*id eves, the' odd' cthrupt {uM stop whew I would' almost 
ca. ºlnarv t. 1tu- her. Sher would' gi e, men a, fiyinj' shove' ff there., was- 
no-one' else' aroundVs or a" vicious np if t3 patJv wa' &u y wit3v 
odier :, 
I cUd&t chaAe l ei arty of this: I sornehow knew Lt was, wseiess: I 
cou1 Itt get ahead u d' outru+v her, she' was, Trigger c" fiz4t9r 
d um tim A n4L anyway I knew ff I su cceeded'sh &wou. ld' C. warC thly 
tell our ºnother at home, tun& that I had w't walked' wUly her awl, 
I w&al& Iv, the, one, ttr get a, slap. But it wasrv't- jwst pra j, nattcr 
fatrzUstty that resigned, rne' to- my fate, eachv day. it never occurrM, 
to- nce, to- coºnplai. vv of my treatment by my sCCtpr. I acceptrc' both, 
t3 tYeafinent wrui, my c eserve4 w' of it Id 4sv't question' my 
pia at t h& botto, ni of tl& fc sn ly pecks order andl my SC (Wk 
efTIDII' w superiority aver ºne< I alrca4y knew I way pia. cec' i4v 
t ratb to- Jett by our mother. cuuL also- that I way a, naughty, 
sinful ciülds who- gave, endiesy t auhl& to- everyone else' cw t3& 
fat may. I haul, beer, to d' tim ettowj)v tt, ºne* by the/ agc' of five, to- 
h wc' cntz r# ii sec'tt thoroughly a ml, to- believe' Cr 
23 Miller (1987a) says 'Disregard for those who are smaller and weaker is thus the 
best defence against a breakthrough of one's own feelings of helplessness: it Is an 
expression of this split-off weakness' (p 83). And a further Insight is given by her. 
'Disrespect is the weapon of the weak and a defence against one's own despised 
and unwanted feelings, which could trigger memories of events in one's repressed 
history' (p 85). 
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So- ti-y- school, a t4. I a4ty depa it 4 without a lckwc rd, giancer inv 
the' Tn& mmty' playUrouttd and, my sister race- off withv her f twt4 
to th&jantori" playproundL What ever Catherinei was, attp ' 
the school I had bee v spared th trial, by dLstt ced' walk4iT. We, 
two- hcu' h. appay waZkec' beyond' the' `ti girls', cthsor&e& in. our 
owºv frCcsi th p. Now I asºv clefeftcele4k agaZttst my ststrr'k 
C"Uccthle fury a t& every more., exposed once ov t3 playgrou*i i 
without Catherine' besid& mec Thük % th' first bereavement I 
experience iav my iq i to her terrcbly s 4' long' for her to, I 
with, m& I look, out for her for a long; long, Mtwl, peer%ºu' dowry 
t3& hill outside, our hause., isnagis ng I cativ jwst seems her, blond' 
ct444 bobbing- around, her head, MrHing- Ow,, comer at tim 
bottom of the' road, I a. +w shocked' by her desertions bereft I c+y 
hopelessly, wretchedly. 
I fatoul., out ºy yes- later that c- ek par ºnoved, tn- 
another, more. aýýuent suburb OV t3I city, which' meant a 
trans fr tv- another school No-one' thought ttr teil ºnee 
our school, tj opposite a, stnalL suburbs ºv shopper centve', 
do»n. uar& by the' tou wstz4 thi& ttled' {ºcade. of t3& co-op. on& 
nwrºür my monier comes- out of the, Co-op, a 4i& crosses- t3& road, 
to our school' " it is, morning, pla ytts w- ttr see' if sip care spot my 
si, stpw c*uL nvysd f ! #v our separate, playground'. She, observes- mci 
tzzkin j' up ºry boner stuncc' withi*v the' orbit of the' playcjround. 
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teacher an& st'z i4 watching, mec She, iss' worriedc I am so1 tu ry, I 
a4r'., tot rnixan withvthe, other ch& rens I am notplayingi, I look., 
{vriorns a,. wi~, unhappy. By the' time, wem return, ho e' our 
mother ha decided, on a, comx4e' of cccttons süjt, ü(icantly one, 
which, does- not L+woive, her directly Cry as the, reasons, 
for my piaygrou+u4loner stutuk and, acttre herself on, her ch Wk 
behalf, but which' neatly devoh'" her responsibiUty (thak Csr ever 
tar be t3ie patte, m) onto- my silt r, already a nucch put-uporv eldest 
chikl< She, decrees' that when, playtttine, comes roan, morning- 
CM &q t`? %O s ºivy sister iC to lecwer her frie id Uv th Ju. t Cors- 
pla ygrvustd a n& stzt nd. wt tJv me' c vv the' I n(a ntr playUrotm4, tcr 
`keep ºr' cofnpany', tn- `took, after ºne5. My s%stvr, after Cnittal, 
protest, quietly accept' thts, sent+ wem ha. vuiec' down, fraºrv our 
»totheº. She' º cwely openly chaZles es, pc re+d V authority, but 
looks- at me' wWv every mom dcadLy ha&cd' thaw ever. T 
loathsome. little. scster now has, to be, naoxacc' Lw t3& playgrouri 4 
cw well, asr t v- an& froºrv school Ali became., tho little' sister is, u. 
creep, a jerk', a cry-baby, who- ca Vt fCn& a frier tv- play wtthu 
And who- Crv their right min& would' want tzr play wW v her? 
Secc se' of her Uttie, siýster'k totv2' inadequacy tvv the, social, skEWs- 
depart»tent she' Cs' condeºnned'to- »U sCn - out orv playiony- wtd v her 
own, friends: That vita' few nom, twice' w d. ay, ivv a, chaXs' I. i(e 
wherv playground' {r ti. d4hips' are, forged' at i& lost, allia*wer 
madam gangs' to- ire. Zeds gcu4nes' tt)-be' tswe an& played' out to 
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&ui44stlon4 alb this- ik now denied' her. She, W li vid c Yet a. Jatrv 
th Utti'svster C nu si i j'her U. Poor &iWs%stw. 
8 at it i4&t poor big stister C vv the. I nfv ' pktyygrounck There' Cr i4, 
v"efu4 facriot big- sister who- dvti f, ul. ly troops- through, every 
playtGneirotorthe'In&LnW an&tnkes-up her stunce'with'nie'atthe' 
edge, of the, playground, Does she, help nie' ti o- C tegrate' Lnttr the, 
other groups' of childrm ay a, way of getttj- herself off the, hook,? 
No: Whether th s- never occurs- to- her as- a, soUd'Cons or whether she, 
Ck a2r&t y tov locked. ivv to- her need tt - leeiti nis& her own 
{ri jhtm nj fceU. about this' detest little' sister, she' does&t 
make' any sucdv ºnoves" I wst xv1, the' stands- by my sich a n& drips- 
deadly venorrv into- my shrenkwuj- ecw ' `who- would want- to- play 
wit iv you2' 'Everyone, ha. ,y you thU's' why you luve' no- friend'. 
'Cooke they're' i ugh. s' at yow over there' they think' yaw'rer just 
cw horriq& a4-1 do!. `No-one' ever want ,t D- brr your fries d', you'll 
never have, any frie i". On. and' oru... a-nd' one I stunui by her 
29 1 am exploring here a psychological perspective which provides a plausible and 
convincing explanation for my sister's childhood and later adult behaviour towards 
me. The origins and repertoire of relationships are comprehensively described by 
Object Relations theories. See Gomez (1997). This perspective points to the 
development of the human psyche and the use made by the infant of primitive 
psychological processes to protect itself from the trauma of relations with carers. 
'Splitting' and 'Projection' are psychological strategies identified by Object 
Relations theory as defensive strategies used to avoid emotional pain involving 
denial, idealisation, denigration, and giving to others the painful parts of oneself that 
are deemed unacceptable and cannot be comfortably tolerated. Someone else 
carries them for you instead. The splitting and projection used in that phase of life 
are shown to play a part in adult relating. Hill (2000) says 'Repressed relationship 
experiences serve as the basis for transferential relationships in later life as well as 
motivating the maintenance of defence mechanisms such as denial and collusions. 
The theory suggests the extent of the Influence of unconscious processes on adult 
life. They may be the source of behaviour and emotional responses which are not 
adaptive' (p 606). Using these insights helps me to construct a connection 
between my sister's damning judgement of my friendship skills in the playground 
right through the intervening decades to the night in France described in Chapter 
Five when she says much the same to my friend Alex. 
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side., cryincg' quLetty, Lw lovwl nesk, unloved., defea, tcd, »U eraMa 
`Ohs now looks see., who-' ' cryi, ne a. gai n< What w cry baby. Cry 
De4pit't3ýp of my sia. 'r i>e vi~ towards- my ftt' 
t3 . playcground'I a.. ro i wre, reileved'thawscared't»-see'her appear 
eaciv day. I know that whilst si& b1o tr away at »w' for t3& 
ciura. tto-w she' wW also- see off any chic'that thweatenw m& wlthv 
ratyhnesk or rudeness: I accept that she' hates me' but that sh& 
also- sees" nur as' aav ext sts orv of herself ands her owrv tutu k (. v t3w-, 
contple%% socta2 stratw of the' playgrownd4 Ia sn' aftw- cab her Uttle. 
$Lst -, wh.. cly ntec ,w that sip cam dish out the, rough tr&. tnnent 
with, impunity t7r rue' but others shotd l&'t- th vik they ca+u She i s- 
both , my, tzwmentpr anci protwt»r. I bot3v want her for be, there, 
an& dread' it siun«Uu neau l y. She' makes- her a nUpc4thy to- i 
absoiuttiy pia;, w but she' c Lwayr C efeºuiy me Cf deemed, necessary. 
A coinplew relc t(onship tk underway, chc racterise4' by a hi. Q3v 
degree of a+stbivaIence' and, nt2 thwsi' " ulU ui ly, Aa-ab 
co11&SiO Ulo 
'0 See Banks and Kahn (1982) for an extensive discussion in relation to the role of 
caretaker given to an older child. In essence, the desire to keep one's parents 
emotionally healthy results in the caretaker child serving the parent's needs. With 
the desire to protect the parent comes the task of always being on duty. Behaviour 
of such children is often worried, anxious, driven, for if their caretaking fails, the 
family might collapse. Crucially this raises the question of the quality of the parental 
marriage and exercise of parental care. Banks and Kahn suggest that when a 
sibling relationship achieves an extra intensity (such as ours), this can result in a 
hateful, confusing ambivalence which indicates a clear vacuum of parental care. 
There has been a failure of parental supervision and use of aggressive/inconsistent 
parental behaviour. 
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I aarv desperatri for playmnei to- finish, unlik& cab my 
contrunpor tries. For mue'the'returrv to- the, claasraanv Lk v retw vv to- 
w hcwens sad, warm; cot rtt It (sr also- eWMVe. I a. ºw 
trecji. +lnincj, itr learrv that th C R)-tiwthZng, I ca. +v do- wells that I 
get right for u. grownup, that I receive, prais& a vu1' wcwnv wordy 
for. it Ck nucsf0 to- ºny ears-, recently bla st d' by the' sour brea t]v of a 
frustratrd', over-& rdene4 a. tt ety-drevervcha  
And so it was throughout their chilºlliml togetlºer, Jean ºlisclºargiiig her 
mothers rvsjx)usibilities with it conscientiousness and at ferocity of 
resentment which seemed to grow unchecked over their clºilºlluxxl years. 
Susan felt herself to be simultaneously carol for and vilified by an 
inexplicably hostile and powerful sister who switched alarmingly from 
ºnothering to malice at will. Their mother ºlid not check Jean in hier dealiuns 
with Susan; too preoccupied with her own mu., sinking ever deeper into 
depression, . Jean established a custodial regime over Susan which delivertrl 
" The answer to the question of why I went through Primary School friendless lay 
more In bureaucratic imperatives than it did in personal inadequacy, but it took me 
many years to work this out. In 1952, the year I was five, Primary Schools in my 
area operated a once-a-year school intake so I started school In September 1952, 
two weeks after my fifth birthday. But this meant I was a school year behind my age 
cohort with whom I would go through school. I needed to catch them up. The 
school's solution to this was to put children In my situation Into the Reception class 
for one term only. then to move them to a Transitional class (children who had 
started the previous year but for some reason were 'held back') for one term, and 
finally to join my age cohort in the summer term. This Is what happened to me. 
Catherine had been my friend in the Reception class but left at Christmas. In the 
new year I went back into a new class where I knew no-one and where friendships 
had already been forged amongst the girls. This situation was repeated to a more 
marked degree in the summer term where I had even less chance to break Into 
established friendship networks. Academically I coped with this fast tracking without 
a stumble; socially I was floored from the start. 
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faultless care as required by their mother alonwith what felt like it rage- 4n 
filled and inrmasiugly desperate viciousness. 3' 
As it child Susan had simply not iºntlelstocxl w hy site was so hated by her 
sister. She uwulerst xi that she errs lusted, but site also looked to Jean for 
care, for dring looked after. It was very confusing. 3: 1 There were times when 
site hated Jean back with all intensity which scared her. Oh yes, that huge 
fight when Susan had grabbed her mother's rolling pin left out on the 
kitchen table and thumped Jean over the bead with it, for once in her 
chilllllootl winning the argument. But mainly she fought ineffectually m r9 
against her, luutlpereti not only by her smaller size, her younger age, but by 
her dependency, her need to be taken care of. She never dared push it too far 
with Jean, site needed her far too much. As nulcll ms, Susan local her mother, 
had it profoundly anxious attachment to her, site felt from the earliest ago 
that her mother was flaky. Yes, that had always beds her private «oral for 
her mother. Fluky. Much litter, it will be it wont that, again in private, site 
will, astonishingly', apply to her sister. 
Pcx)r Jean; matters did not improve, because Susan also passe I her 11+ 
examination and took up it place at the same girls (anminiar School as hier 
sister. Ole lonl, remend red Susan, ba(1 thatlxýen a bad move. 
u Psychological perspectives provide us with the insight that when a child's needs 
for respect. support, understanding, sympathy and mirroring are routinely 
disregarded then serious consequences follow. One such consequence may be an 
individual's Inability to consciously experience feelings which are not allowed or 
unrecognised by the parents, such as jealousy, envy, anger. Later on In life such 
individuals will have to deal with situations in which these feelings arise, but where 
they are unable to process or understand them. Milner, (1986) refers to something 
she calls 'blind thinking'. 'My wandering thoughts ... were guided by feelings, it 
believed on the whole just what it wanted to believe, though it always liked to 
pretend that it had taken the facts into account and acted reasonably' (p 123). This 
feels significant for our sistering story. 
3 Banks and Kahn (1982) use a phrase to describe this which encapsulates my 
feelings here; 'a malevolent protector, a vindictive carer'. 
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The- day for thei 11+ results tk here, I have., beefv up sir f first" U. jht, 
as- hay »iy mother. I asrv consc+. ~ of t3& tzwsIow i. +v t h& lhouse. ' 
eºruzn. utt. y- {ronv my mother and' he%jhte+w& to- aw u. +lbearal>jp, 
ieveV wahi*v myself I Cmancttvely know how ºnuciv Gs- rC ituj, orv 
ºny pa sn J' t3w-, exaafu My mother wa-ntk ºne' to- do- cw weil as- my 
older sister, partly for my sake, a n& for her ow vv satts&wttvw of 
h Wvtc two- daeujht rs' past to- t3& grao. nar school wLth t3& 
attendant keedok sip wW, derives from , that But crucially for t3 
oppontus'. LUes, denied' to-hersef, t3 wabafvr&her daughters: Ak 
for ncyself, I desperately want to- follow my bis' svstrr tt - the, sann' 
schools pa+'t15' ar prove, that I a. ºw not complettly wseiess- a3' 
pronotuwec. nutsyr tt, neva day byher, but alt o- beca ceI know uv 
my heart t3uzt I lover school' arid' that I wW, get access- tö- a »t civ 
bett. r "per e+lce, of it at Uras t. uw school I pa sgon. atety want to- 
learru 
A, ui there- ik another rc one I have, always' beery to- the' San w 
School Cmy SWra", a r. & whilst She, raget a$airtiSt the, innpose& 
nwtherCtiT row t3 hew ectvvtec' her due' to- ºsvy et tbaity tzr fn 
ºny feet c' friends, tsv prünt. uy schools I asiv trrrifted at OW-V 
prospect of goi uj- to- w Uffcrent school, from her. 1 hcwc' no- 
Experience' of ha Ly to- make' my owrv way; th hat &eew d'. e ie& 
me'thnngjh' ki, ru vwsk a*i& grisw duty. I do- not reaUse' eentCL nu rty 
yearn is r that CC woul& probably have, been' the' nu Un of me', 
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a*, & her, and our jaNaq ent jwv-rin. reiatromhip, if I hc« 
Nldeecý a to +lciecL a cU erent school M' it ik. my mother L' worried 
j" that if I a+rv des;, gruitzZ tv- wd fiere t' school from my svst ew 
she' wi. W have' to- f tdi t3t& cast of two- school uniforºns, iwstp, 4, of 
paucru - orv my sLst ei ho &-me. -dow, w to- mne She' prays li^entiy 
that rot only wW' I pass, the' wxasw but get a' place' at they same, 
schwul' also: 
It is" a be motif 4V early s« une lk orn n' Lrvjatwl 1958. I go- out 
a ul, wa suffer fretfully around, they g rd es Back, EGvo- t h& how ei 
out tnto- the' gardety aga4u My si4tv. - Iu4* av our bedroom, 
wcUtitt j- to- hear the, worst WW tim postin. aw never cof ? Mum' 
ba#v. v &rcakfast dishes cwaun& t3& karhe. i Both' of u' cu-c, 
a. c4 tt ly trained' otv hearinj- the' tettrrbow cla4 . It doesr "t. 
Instw4d, diem C' a. ºv ccnexpectoc' knock at the, kCtchevv door. 
Opesu m, we, see, ourpost)navvitu+uU*iWthere, wW , a, broad, griw 
on 4k face4 He, knows- well, erwugiv that t3ä4, nwrntng- he, Ck 
uwrying- the, desttny of local, children. Lw his- sacks and, he, care 
U& who- a, going- where by the, siip a ru , colour of the, letters. 
Smalls white' erwelopew are, the, e»tblevv of fa lure4 larger brown, 
envelopes-the, badge, of success: flaw I know th aged, 10 I dar not 
kvtow, but I da: There are, nuts y whar., a+ id, very few browrv 
envelopes. Lrv h4k sack' for the,, ch ldrew of thii, "h our3woc " 
34 For seminal research on the structural connections between social class and 
educational opportunity emanating from this period see in particular Jackson and 
Marsden (1962), a study which gave me my own story for the first time. But I have 
yet to find any thorough investigation of some of the sheer randomness to (actors 
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'I t ou fjht you, ºnic ht b'er wait 4' for di', hei Says a4-t& haml k to- 
Mutes w tcL JC' broww erweiope< `Wett donee 4W, he' wivtikr at ºn&i, 
a4i& sacwttrrk off wh.. lst we Strvnd there', conaciou 'that on& of two- 
key questconk ik anaware& 
Well', says- Mami tuJct ug- of deep breath, an& opentnT the envelope,, 
'wee know yowhcwe'passeciswaa u so-yowhave/ done, very weM An& 
by now she hay the, letter opened vvt& C3 slowly, hesitntt i9ly, 
scanni, +u it, u fa*uWar wWv t3& ofca4Z l 4lcua Je4 Crc Ui3 my 
neck, I react it nuLciv {astir and' whoop ak I see' the, na+n & school 
It is- indeed my sCsttr'y school My mother brea4 into- a, relieve' 
excl uttons scoops- tuen up Ln. w con jratuiatury JvqX, before, 
outside' to- tall, my father, already Ul4tulled' underneath' 
t3 Tatest wrecke& car. " 
Slowly JWl e+y C j,. feet lint, wtpLn j- ht* handy an a greasy rag-, 
a. +ul, for once' c ducüZy look' pleased waJv ºnc4 `Weil done' he' says' 
operating in respect of educational chances, Dale Spender's (Spender 1982) 
excellent research notwithstanding. This fascinates me about educational 
opportunity and achievement. I grew up in a working class, run-down street, albeit 
in a suburban location, and on the edge of a much more middle class residential 
district. My sister and I by pure chance fell into the catchment area of the high- 
achieving primary school which catered for the professional families living in the 
nearby leafy roads. Living a few further streets away, and we would have attended 
a different school, with I have no doubt, very different educational outcomes. As it 
was, every other child on our street with only one exception, failed their 11+ 
examination and went to the local Secondary Modern school. We were marked out 
by this and I was left in no doubt by the next door neighbour that I had crossed 
some unknown line. Asked if I had passed 'the scholarship' and told I had, she 
pursed her lips, gave a loud sniff and informed me that 'no doubt it'll cost 'alf a 
crown to speak to thee from now on. ' I had no idea what she meant at the time but 
soon learnt 
'5 My father was obsessed with cars and devoted a great deal of his time to 
renovating old wrecks instead of getting on with building up his small business and 
bringing in an income to support his family. 
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to- suer, `yow ºsu st have got srnne' braz+w from samewhes-c4 I expect 
yow get theta' frm~v me 4' And, hcwUng- th« c ppropriatp, & my 
aca4emi4c, success-t, - hC- owes gene, pool and, satt4factiorv, he, tunes 
way. 
My nca'her'Ypravery, a, v&nanu are'ct uwereck MysW'Yareanot 
There' 4, no- scatiZ from' her ivv our bedrooin4 She' har heard it a2L 
Of courses, " alb her hope, her iong; s too- luv f ree' Of thüktry4W 
Uttk' sistrr U, F, w ashes: What hei dreaded hod' cmn& about. She, 
ClriZk &i terLy, sittt+ ' ow her bedz cont npiat%+uj' the' csuUAC4s- 
3e. ntrnr& whicIv lLes- aReae she, iuis- to- fac& avo crj4jk by herself, 
for she' knows that she' wLW 1uwe, to- keep her fey hü deni. 
There, iss- not the, re otpst possibility of thew beim, ackknowle4gc4,, 
let aloe' amlerstt od cA pother sec. -et tir keep, »tore, lies- to- etut ct. 
Shea is w ºnuc. 3v btu lend' older chad4 $tjerU - under they 
weight of cuvina. ppropreat-&, a1L- e w4, npa sCtuy in si , other reic4 
Soºfl4el ttme' tatrr »ty parent receives w Ietttr froin' t3ý Lvcai, 
EdtwatEaw Authority. It infvrmw their' that I have., achieved, on& 
of the' highest scores' iw tier 11+ exam' L+v the' authority a*ul, 
shouadl »vy pa. renty wish. º: t, they caw chje' my school preferences 
n GC t Jt hU Smoot Only n& top few per ceº1t Set th ofer. 
The' Girl }{igiv School ii w grant n 3chooL taking, 
imanly fee' payisif' pupil' aloru w1#v a few of d w., brCghtst 
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schwia+ sh p girls- iw the. ' cay. Ity repatat%rv placed lz ai eci3ily on& 
of the' bl. St schoolk i*v the' reJionc it offerY a, superir edcccattoria' 
opportunity. 
My ºnodicr does, º1ot thitib about ft f v' r longer thaw a" few secondz: 
It woukV nteaty the, cost of two- different school, u. ni. {vrntis. It 4- out 
of t3w., q&wsttont Aºul, lt would' meaty that I would, }uwe' ttr face, w 
new trig, school' on, my own, A very posh, one, at that, wtthv children, 
drawn, f rmiv the. Un& of home' my mother uzty only glance' at" 
the, n ga Sines' oiv the, m wsa Je t's- shelf No-, not for the, like of wk 
a*%& cerMi iy not for me. I wouid. v't copes well There, was w lot- to- 
be, sai& for knowUuJ- one's- places i*v ilk art' understmndZtuj- how 
far one' ca. vv go- without getting- above' oneself. She, was- already 
goirug tv- have, to- take, some, heavy crCttci srrv froºIv her brother 
about `wastt+uj' educattorv ovv mere, girl whest' hjj, two- boys have, 
both, fuled't3e, 11 + and' settled'Lntn-the, local, Secondary Moderes 
quite, happily. Far better for ºne, to- go- to- the, sann, school " my 
sist? r where, she, carv conttnu 'ttr look, aftDr m Nice' for both, of a k, 
too That settled the, letter goes- Lnto- her apron, pocket as she, 
moves'o 't -morepressing-clady ºnatters: 
I u. +nv nor coruuitc or e ve sv in f armed' about t34 possible, cha tujc' 
ººLy We, "cztmy untriyearsrlatex. 
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Susan reflects that it was probably from this time that her feelings towards 
her sister shifted. Grammar school allowed her to start, little by little, to 
detach, to find some kind of separateness from dean, some ºlegreo of distance. 
Shakily at first, and then with growing; confidence and plewsure, Susan 
found her feet und her friends. . Jean male it clear, far more openly than she 
had dared to do before, that its far as she was concerned Susan was px'i onrt 
non gratis at school. She had to go on the same school bus with her, but 
never sat with her, always finding it girl she knew to talk to, and once at 
school it was its though Susan was invisible Many a time friends of Jean 
lxtintcrl Susan out. 
- Look, your little sisters there, Jean. Aren't you going to speak to her? 
Face averted, Jean stomped past, dishing out the blanking treatment every 
time. Her friends stolºlxrl Ixiintinh out Susan in the end. They didn't 
understand but they got the me sag : 
But increasingly Susan ºlidn t muinºl. Site had felt hurt to start with, but she 
was able to carve out her own niche, membership of her own little gang; - 
except it wasn't called anything So Common as it 'grin" in this school - and 
she began to flourish. Music had been the key. Seduced by the offer of 
learning to play a violin, it reconler, she played in the reconler group, the 
school orclºestrt, sane; ill the choir, lx'c. ºuºe it nuenºi er of the Madrigals 
ensemble, started up it string quartet with her close school friends who were 
all musical. She took her turn as form captain, ganze-, captain, solid centre 
forward in the netball teuiu, ºt res er"e tennis player if one of the team 
player, dropped out. Jean had ºlone none of these things. Susan found herself 
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wondering; about her sister at Grammar School. For all her academic 
calulbilitics and her studiousness - silo was il good academic pupil and went 
on to achieve three high passes in her'A' levels - she stayed resolutely away 
fron) all the extra-curricula offerings time school provided. As did all her 
friends in fact. (kid that, when you coiuo to think of it. And silo was awfully 
1llltat onistic to Susans involvement in these activities. It was as though she 
took it as it personal affront; sarcastic, critical, derisory, Jean seemed to go 
out of her way to trash Susan's, music and friends What seemed to 
pirticularly rile her was the luilllllo-clnssnes. s of her sisters friends and 
their interests. 3' 
36 I want to explore here the transformative Impact which educational opportunities, 
offered through the middle class filter of the grammar school, had on our sistering 
relationship. Social class is not simply a social experience. There Is an 
internalisation of class, a psychology of class I would argue. My sister Identified 
much more strongly with working class roots and culture than I did, and whilst I can 
only speculate about the reasons for this, some research provides useful pointers. 
Frazer (1988) argues that school girls' different discourses about social class (as 
well as gender and race) and their own social world are dependent on their ability 
to access different discourses circulating in society. This helps the girls to frame 
their experience but can also limit their ability to understand it. I was sharply aware 
that her attack on my school life and friends was mounted in highly specific class- 
based terms. She objected to my friends and Interests because she perceived them 
to be 'middle class' and she had set her face against this culture. I was aware of 
this antagonism from an early age, albeit unable to name it until much older. At the 
age of five I was sent along with my sister to elocution lessons by our mother who 
was ambitious for us in her way and who had an unshaken belief that the ability to 
'speak nicely' was the passport to the good (i. e. middle class) life. I took to the 
lessons like the proverbial duck but my sister resisted with an unspoken but 
determined obstinacy. She went to the lessons dutifully but refused to articulate her 
vowels in anything other than Yorkshire dialect. My sister then appears to have 
resisted certain 'dominant meanings' in a way which I did not. And my mother may 
have been on to something after all. My ability to 'speak the part' certainly eased 
my passage through Grammar School and friends' middle class homes. How 
crucial was this 'voice' and the enculturated middle class values absorbed along 
with the received pronunciation In determining the different trajectories followed by 
my sister and myself? How big a part did it play in the construction of my Identity 
and subsequent distancing from my sister? What role did it play In my willingness to 
access a transformative therapeutic journey which has been resolutely rejected by 
my sister? I am running ahead of my narrative. What I am really talking about here 
of course Is the dodgy practice of border crossing and why some of us will chance it 
and others will not. See Behar (1993; 1996) for a discussion of 'border crossing' in 
this context. Here In our school days, it is enough to suggest that my friends and 
interests exemplified the distance I had travelled from her Influence and the 
emergence of my separate identity. And as for so many traumatised children whose 
key defence in dealing with life is increasingly predicated on control of others, this 
alone presented a challenge to Jean. 
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At home things channel too. A subtle shift began in their separate 
relationships with their parents, especially with their mother. With the 
corning of Intberty, arriving, very early at eleven years for Jean, site behau to 
withdraw from her role its her mothers confidante. Aviv; there it connection 
between these events, Susan specu lattedl? It wouldn't surprise her. One of the 
shocking urinah her mother had flotte around this time %%-us to give her eldest 
daughter the reSlmt ibility of telling her youngest about menstrtuttion. At 
the time, Susan had ret; urile41 the whole thing as it Lit of it joke, but now, 
years later and with it daughter of her own around that some itt e, Susan 
winced to remember it. Her own childish ignorance had ]ter pursuing Jeau 
rottaub the house shrieking with laughter, asking her what on earth that was 
stiffed down her knickers? Her mother going silent, Jean furious but also 
unusually u1 et, slati nting their Lcrlrx)m door shut. Asking her mother 
w1-litt it was all about, what for'? And her another, ob, shameful really, telling 
her to ask Jean, that Jean would explain, site really couldn't talk about it, 
couldn't say. And Jean, poor girl, actually did find it way, out of the 
ingrained habit of duty and compliance, to explain the basics of perils and 
sanitary towels and belts to her younger sister. What a fundamental 
abdication of maternal fluty, Susana now thinks, and her heart contracts in 
cottilkl. sion for that young Jean. 
Whether this incident was the stimulus or whether it was just it developing 
: ciise of herself and the ever bigger world out there, but deans desire to be 
free of the eoufiºlante role at least led her to spend more and more time away 
fron home. 
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- She's always round at 
her friends, complaiucdl 'Mwu. Wo never get to 
see her these days. its often as not she's not even leere for tea. I don't 
know why she can't spout! more time with her own family instead of 
other people +s 
InºlmL 
Reaching adolescence also nºeant reaching for loo}s, and wow, slid Jean get 
going )'oung,, remembers Susan with an iiiwtnl steil( At eleven. to Jean is 
thirteen, anti it very young, eleven at that, Susan found her sisters sudden 
interest in boys totally iuexplical)le. Unºletstoal or not, it made its impact on 
her. F 'or it start it meant that her sister was no longer there ill her life as in 
the all-embracing earlier tiººies, and this was it bit; chaiig Susan found 
sown space, at home for the first tine; it was just her and her mother usually 
until her sister came in. Not surprising then that Susan found Herself being 
drawn into the confidante role by her mother in her turn. Perhaps because 
she was older than her sister when she was given this role and thus mote 
able to cope with it, but the fact was that she never rebelled against it; was 
still performing it rieht up to the end. It wzºs now the younger daughters 
turn to listen, listen for hours on end tos she cotulxtl and styled her nºothers 
hair, to many hours of complaint, misery, anger, fantasy and ramblings. 
'I'Iies se+sions besam e at crucial focus of her time with her mother 
throughout her teenage years and, (1e51)ite the mth mss of hearing her 
mothers distress pouring out day after day, Susan cherished these hours 
together. 'Throughout her early chilºlluxxl, with her sister in the tauch more 
active and ºlominant role, she had missed her mother. It was as simple Its 
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that. Tiro activity of combing, her tnotlter's hair, which her mother loved as a 
small relaxation treat, brought Susan into close physical contact With the 
mother site had always yearned for. Those hours spent in the kitchen at 
home, her mother sitting upright on all old kitchen chair whilst Susan 
combed am ! brushed, teasel and backconihe I, inventing ever more 
extraordinary styles which made her mother interrupt her monologue and 
laugh into the mirror Susan held up for her. Yes, it forged it strong bond of 
intimacy between them which stayed intact until hier mothers deatiº 37 It also 
cumes1ur1 her ever deeper with the increasingly awful hell of ltonºe, spending 
most of her free time there just as her sister, wisely with hindsight, got 
herself out of it. 38 Her mother turned to Susan increasingly its the years 
lutýýcvl, aware if not comprehending that somehow she had lost her oller 
daughter. 'Diese were the years when she began to say liow differently Jean 
had turned out from what she 1ºa d expected, Low disappointed she was that 
she scented to cure so little for her family, meaning herself of cours e. a`''1'lutt 
her mother was sinking over deeper into mental illness was not all insight 
available to Susan at this point, but she slid eventually begin to understand 
that she was ºlealinn with never-tobe-resolved tlcl)ressivo behaviour. 
By thirteen Jean had got herself it serious and much aller 1m)-friend. Susan 
wwi made privy to this information only because site wits necessary to Jeans 
" This was manifested strongly in my mother's relationship with me in her final 
illness but also explains my father's telephone call to me rather than my sister when 
our mother collapsed. My father had recognised for many years which daughter 
had the closest relationship with Rose. but had given no prior indication of this 
view. 
38 As Miller (1987a) points out 'children who are intelligent, alert, attentive, 
sensitive, and completely attuned to their mother's well-being are entirely at her 
disposal. Transparent, clear and reliable, they are easy to manipulate as long as 
their true self (their emotional world) remains in the cellar of the glass house in 
which they have to live - sometimes until ... they come 
into therapy' (pp25-26). 
39 In view of what ultimately took place between my sister and father i recall my 
mother's prescient words here with a shiver; 'Jean gets more like yer father every 
day... ' 
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success in the hot pursuit of this relationship. Jean nmclecl her, Susan 
realised, anti almost caught herself thinking for the first time, but actually, 
no. Surely Jeans dutiful compliance with their mother's excessive deinands, 
her tlºorouglºacss in performing her 'motlºeriný role roust say something 
about Jean's deep need for Susan too Flurinn their early childliood. 4° Jean s 
later need of Susan to help hier pursue boyfriends was only ever 
acknowledged by Jeans standard -and telling, - plºrase. 
" You owo tue, Sns1n. 1' 
. e. s need of Susan, apart from the usual low level stuff like lying to their 
mother as to Jeans wherealx)utti, was centred on their father. Their father 
presented a massive challenge. To argue with him, defy 1ºiºu, oppose 1ºinº, 
even in the smallest of matters, called down at cataclysmic rage, rill 
intractable opposition. IIe demanded unquestioning obedience from wife and 
children; he would not allow city challenge to his authority. Time Lord lind 
made him the heul of this funnily and they would all accept that, like it or 
not. Many years later ixºtlt sisters, in different places and to different 
frien., would remark that it had been like growing up under tile'lýºliban. 
- OL yes, Susan -would joke, our own little Kabul it was. 
" \Iy 9(xl, Jean would explode, lie mule the Thlibau look like Dads 
Army. 
40 I am grateful for this key Insight arising from therapeutic work with a Jungian 
analyst. 
" Behind this assertion of my sister's lies something else I feel. And this is a secret 
and all the many ramifications of that secret for my sister. Because my sister 
maintains her silence on this I would argue that silence lay at the heart of our 
sistering from start to finish. 
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Ile was impossible. Iie was also terrifying, anal no nºore so than to Jean, who 
had never stood up to him, never argued back, never could be found in the 
saune room as him, now Susan came to think of it. Susan on the other hand 
had always responded to her fathers unreasonable dictates with fury and 
outright defiance. Time and again, and increasingly as she got older and 
more articulate, she gave back as goal as got. Site ponre(l withering scorn on 
his attitudle_s, she openly denounced his church and god and to his incoherent 
fury declared herself an atheist. Tnºst an adolescent to know exactly where 
to put the knife in. She ran rings around him verbally. Time and again she 
physically interTene<l between him and her mother to protect tier. Stinking 
with outrage, vibrating with injustice, spitting; defiance, she stood her 
ground unit took the consequence ;" Nhich were brutal of course as well as 
banal. 
She remembers her first attempt to go out wearing some, make up. She was 
Seventeen, and she stood in front of her rather in the kitchen with it wisp of 
pink lipstick and it smudge of green eye shadow. Ile had grabbed her by her 
hair, (irt ; e(l her to the sink, and reaching down found tier mothers 
uI confess to a failure in my ability to explain, push my Insight any further, In 
relation to my lack of understanding about our so different responses to our father's 
tyranny. I can understand my sister's response much better than mine In relation to 
the trauma she suffered, the secret she had to keep, the debilitating fear she faced 
every day. But where did my oppositional defiance come from? Much 
psychological research has been devoted to the differing personalities and 
characters of siblings in relation to birth order. See the views of Adler In Stein 
(2006) and Sutloway (1996) for just two texts. Whatever the reason, it was always 
very clear to me that a high price would be exacted for it. The best I can do Is to 
say that it is accounted for no doubt by some personality traits (along with birth 
order position? ) but also a strong sense of justice Instilled Into me by my mother 
when telling her stories of childhood deprivation and Inequality. I think In some kind 
of way this imbued me with a lifelong Impulse to challenge unfairness wherever I 
perceive it. And 1 certainly knew instinctively that what my father meted out was 
unjust and based on a superior physical and social domination which I refused to 
accept. So are socialist feminists made) 
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scrul)biIIg brush. Holding her bead in at vice under the cold water tap he had 
taken the brush to her face, ripping her clhecks, fier oyes, her mouth. 
Later on she actively encouraged hier mother's tentative defiance too. Silo 
thinks or the slacks scene. It seems unbelievable now but her father banned 
her mother from wearing tro«sen. 
- Only one person 
in this house gets to wear... 
Her mother had longed for it pair of slacks, black jersey, very plain, very 
neat, Marks and Spencers finest for women of it certain at; e. Sus. -Ill went 
with her mother to buy them, and at home slic tried them oil, nervous but 
excited. And ycN they fitted well, and were, extremely comfy and warns and 
practical. Daringly she kept them on and the balloon 85 expected went up als 
soon as her father walked through the door. 
- No wife of 
- I'nn ordering you ui tails to change.... 
- The I1m1 saitl'get thee behind nie satin.... ' 
- III quakt'you take them off in it minute.... 
Susan hui instnict(Yl her mother to stay where she was zivil keep her sensible 
slacks on. And site did, and they won, so her mother got to wear trousers on 
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the day she collaltAtl. 't'rousers and corsets. At the saune tint: A fitting 
comment on her mothers life: 
They all got to wear trousers inut! make up, and "Jeail, latter Susan, got to 
have 
boyfriends. But not without huge, punishing, (lnngemitS fights waged by 
Susan with her father. 
For Jean, unable to face her father but ºlesperate to win some freedom, 
realised that Susan held the key. I ooking back years later Susan thinks that 
this liaºl l sibly been the most confusing and painful period of her 
relationship with Jean.. Jean would stay iºº the background but `egg oºi Susan 
to challenge it rule, defy an edict. These were the years, of 'rite Sting as 
Sus: uº later learned to think of them. 13 Many years later Susan is able to 
reflect that the passing of several more decades has still not wised her ill) to 
'The Still", There will ill fact be it final'stinri' betm-een these two sisters with 
wholly unforeseeable and life changing consequences, but this is in the 
future. 
For now, these are the years and the ex x rienees which give Susan the 
frit; lºteninn knowledge which will stay with her for her life; that her sister is 
dangerous. 't'his knowledge lodges inside, is absorlxvl into hier instincts, 
sometimes lulled by the kindness and care of her sister into it temporary 
forgetfulness, but always, always, there will collie it point when she will be 
uncle to remember. How site will lxs ºuucle to reinem ber. 1c 
"Miller (1987a) says 'a child can never see through unconscious manipulation. It Is 
like the air he (sic) breathes; he knows no other, and it appears to him (sic) to be 
the only breathable air (p 24). 
"I draw on the research Into personality disorders which have enabled me to gain 
some Insight into my sister's behaviour. Notoriously difficult to define and 
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By the time they lind both left school and ruoved on, ieaºt to an all - female 
teacher training college a few miles away from wine, and Susan to a 
s11 eking new concrete and glass university two hundred miles away, a large 
distance, of the 1101, physical kind, 1rad opetiedl up betww-eel the sistets. 43 ILt 
fact, it «'. L4 only when site became settled at university that Susan allowed 
herself to acknowledge lto%v much site had growit to dislike, to fear her sister, 
how painful her experience of dean had lxvn, and how much she wanted to 
let the relationship quietly sink beneath the waives. 
It turuetl out however that Jean sCettºeIl to have it different idea. What 
prompted her to get back in touch with Susan? And to (lot; t; erlly pursue her 
generating some controversy, there seems to be some consensus in the 
psychotherapeutic world although the typology Is often criticised as too categorical. 
Notwithstanding this, personality disorders are deemed to represent extreme or 
significant deviations from the way the average individual perceives, thinks, feels 
and relates to others. They are associated with subjective distress and problems 
with functioning in social situations. Gerhardt (2010) says '(it is] the borderline 
personality [who] is most liable to manage his feelings by splitting, projecting and 
compartmentalising' (p 181) and goes on to point out that children who have been 
abused or frightened by an aggressive parent experience extreme helplessness. 
'One way that [such] children gain mastery over their own experience of 
helplessness.. . 
is by attacking those who are weaker than themselves' (p 
239). Significantly for myself and my assertion of experiencing my sister as 
dangerous she carries on to say 'Children who have experienced chronic exposure 
to mental abuses such as teasing, belittlement and humiliation, often develop a 
paranoid outlook, and a tendency to view other people as hostile and dangerous' (p 
240). 
`s In respect of educational status as well as quality of educational delivery there 
was a huge gap between my sister's experience of higher education and mine. It 
served to reinforce the different trajectories we took through a working class 
childhood to some version of a middle class professional life. My sister's teacher 
training college was all-female, parochial in outlook and catchment area and 
culturally belonged more to the 1940s or '50s than the '60s. She got a reasonably 
proficient vocational training from it but no wider cultural or Intellectual experience. 
She made it clear that she found it a hugely frustrating and narrow experience. I 
found myself at one of the 'new' glass and concrete campus universities, massively 
primed with high quality educational resources and mixing with a student population 
largely drawn from a Home Counties, privately educated, affluent middle class. it 
could not have been more different from where I came from and it certainly 
presented me with a frightening social and cultural challenge. But It was also an 
Immensely exciting, richly endowed, mind-expanding intellectual and cultural milieu 
which I grasped with both hands and have never failed to acknowledge as one of 
the real pieces of good fortune in my life. 
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until Susan reluctantly replied. Susan didn't get an intimation of the answer 
to this question until many years later. 
16 Bit by bit she felt reeled in, Caught 
ulº again in the complicated pattern of being big and little sister together. 
Yes, they were now both adults with their independent lives, but moving at it 
lower level, in it kind of counterpoint to their conscious "'isterbotA, tile 
habits of domination and submission, of caretaking and dependence took 
hold again, and 1ºelº1 each of them in their tlual1.47 
S11'. 111 gets off the bus and starts the long walk, uphill again, to the 
in to meet her new colleagues, they are friendly, divisional office. Going m r5 
welcoming, immediately concerned when she explains why she will teed to 
leave straight after the meeting. She is to be grateful to her Divisional boss 
over the following few months in his quiet understanding or her 
circumstanctt and the cover lie provides for her, but for now, ºneeting 
s8 I do not want to pre-empt the narrative here, to provide a view which may colour 
the reader's view before the tale is told. But there is another matter here, which is 
that I didn't know I had an answer to this question when I wrote the sentence. It 
slowly emerged for me (and I trusted it would and it did) through and because of 
the writing of the narrative. This Is my experience of writing as inquiry. For a 
discussion of this methodology see Clough (2002), Goldberg (1986), Pelias (1999), 
Richardson (1990), Richardson (2000) and Speedy(2005) for a small selection of 
viewpoints. What I have learned is that the way I write alters profoundly both the 
meaning of what I am exploring and generates very different insights and feelings 
inside me as a writer. By writing this story I know I am writing my story of the 
story(ies) of my sistering relationship. And through the writing of it I move myself on 
from my confusion and sistering crisis to another, more knowing place. The act of 
writing itself produces insight, knowledge, which arises out of my experience being 
recorded by the act of writing about it. But over and above this, the writing 'I' 
rescues, transforms the 'I' of the story. So I am changed In the writing of this story. 
Already I am a different 'I' to the one I begin to present here to the reader. The 'me' 
which Is still becoming perhaps renders autoethnography a transient task, but a 
narrative re-framing helps to integrate experience, make a coherent meaning of 
one's self. This has implications for research writings. For as Richardson (2000) 
says writing is never innocent. For over and above the narrative which is told are 
the experiences, the feelings, the processes. I am interested In how I express 
myself around these experiences. Which words do I choose to tell my story? Which 
are the metaphors I pick and why? Why do I select certain bits of my story to 
present you the reader with and not other bits? And in the choice of how stories are 
told, what changes for the reader, what changes for the writorl And, crucially, what 
changes for the meaning of the story? 
"t am referring here to the many and different strategies which are adopted by the 
more powerful dominant sister to maintain her position and those of the subordinate 
and relatively powerless sister to resist it. 
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endured, she turns her face once more towards home, fearing the worst, heart 
aching, tears threatening, sister waiting. 
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Chapter Two Pulling Together and Falling Apart" 
Years later Susan reflected that it was the few hours following her return 
fron work that morning which chtutt; ed everything between the two sisters. 
That was when the tectonic plates of sisterhood began their subterraneous 
movement, carrying each sister in it ºlireetion unimaginable to theuº at that 
moment. '9 
Susan willies into her parents bottle and pause. Time Chios in the kitchen 
had been cleared ill) and site can see evidence of her sisters housework on the 
cooker, the fireplace, the fridlg; e. Je. ut has made it sºuatll dent in the 
accumulatcil disorganised lugs that has come to be habitual over the last few 
years but there is at long WILY to go. Susan s heart sinks even lower its it dawns 
on her what is in store. Whatever the diagnosis they cant let their mother 
carry on like this. For the last two years her parents have not spoken to each 
43 I choose to continue the narrative as a mix of third person and first person 
tellings. I do this partly as a literary device but also as a strategy for trying to 
maintain some balance in writing about my sister within an autoethnographical 
context. I am unsure about this even now, about whether It is ever possible to 
achieve 'balance' from such a situated, partial, reflexive position. And is it 
necessary or desirable anyway? Arguably not so, when employing this 
methodology, so I have to acknowledge it is rather more about problematising 
ethical considerations which loom large for me. In short, how to give my sister a fair 
hearing in her absence? A further note on this methodology. I take it to be a multi- 
layered, intertextual case study that integrates private and social experience and 
ties autobiographical writing to sociological writing (Ellis 1995). Why do I use it? I sit 
firmly with Ellis: a goal is the evocation of the readers' experience, making 
sociology an intimate conversation about feeling, relating, acting (Ellis 1995). This 
kind of knowledge she (and 1) assert is more likely to be gained by actively getting 
close to the text rather than as a distanced spectator. And I, like her, accept that 
such narrative accounts will be partial, historically situated and mediated. I want to 
write about the self in order that the reader can know about the 'other'. I want to 
promote a dialogue which leads to learning about social processes and social life 
(Bochner and Ellis 2000). I assert that performative autoethnographical writing Is a 
valuable tool for promoting such learning. 
49 My sister and I had what is termed 'a high access' bond (Banks and Kahn 1982) 
which refers to the intensity of the emotional relationship between siblings and 
which may be characterised by either positive or negative emotions. Any change, 
shift, in our sistering relationship had been unthinkable for both of us up to this 
point. 
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other. This uns happened before and has Leer in fact a regular, unwelcome 
feature of their family life down the years Susan in particular hass found 
herself in the grin role of go-between, reluctantly conveying ºnessages 
between the two of them. This time it is ºuore severe and has produced an 
extraordinary act of rebellion from her mother in the form of a court 
injunction taken out against her husband, to what purpse everyone is 
unclear, most of all Rose herself. But there it is. They live in the same small 
house and go about their separate lives, neither prepared to take 
responsibility for household chores they each feel the other should do, her 
father assumes it is his right to be serviced by his wife and have his haute 
looked after for him and hier mother Juts finally ºelºelled against clearing up 
after at dirty man with the lowest standards of personal hygiene. 
So the house has slowly subsided into its current depressing; state. Susan has 
done some minimal sorting out, clearing away when she visits, but Iuost of 
the time is takelt up with her concerts for her mother, sitting for hours at a 
time in the kitchen, endlessly twirling strands of hair, it habit of 1ºers, so 
that she looks like it bizarre old version of those small girls one sometimes 
sees with the wiry afro hair tightly wound into little plaits covering their 
h eatl> On little girls it looks cute; on her mother it looks demented, spikes 
wildly sticking out in all directions. Needles of pain imule tuºtnifest. 
That her mother is ticpr«. u'l is palpable, but she las already lxvii down the 
lultl, of Valium heaven and spent at brave and silent year weaning herself off 
the addiction, unknown to her daughters at the tiuºº; 50 This is ono more 
50 In the 1970s anti-depressant drugs of which 'Valium' was the favoured one were 
widely and routinely over-prescribed by doctors. Middle-aged or older women in 
particular presenting symptoms of depression, anxiety attacks and so on found 
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re4 sou Susan has to be furious with her mother's GP, dishing out anti- 
depressants like Smarties, no doubt to get yet another despairing middle nntMl 
woman out of his surgery in the quickest possible time. So the last thing 
Susan is about to suggest is more happy pills. But other su gestions, 
marriage guiýlunce tentatively put forward, more general counselling, 
finding another church where she feels accepted and at hone, moving out 
into it council house, all fall at the feet of this defeated, locked-iii Wonian. 51 
Susan feels completely defeated too; by her motlter's misery, by her parents 
shockingly destructive marriage to which there seems no end and no 
solution. She worries about it and gets caught up in her mothers misery 
much more than Jean, she knows. Jean has perfected the technique over the 
years, as far as Susan is concerned, of putting in the requisite appearnnees, 
doing what heeds to be done to conform to the role of dutiful daughter, but 
has cut off front her parents marriage, from the close daughterly 
relationship. What she began in adolescence its it bid for freedom, it move to 
escape from the inappropriate, harming role tiu»tlxtl on her by her mother, 
she has built on steadily. Always conscientious, never udutiful, but never 
really ptt: sent either. Susan cant quite explain it to herself, what she means 
by this sense of Jean somehow not really being there, it is just it feeling. And 
themselves on long term medication with Valium. My mother was one of these 
women. Research (see O'Brien, 2005) later found that the drug was highly 
addictive. Again I stress the feminist argument that this medical practice was a 
manifestation of patriarchy in the subordination of women's health to the 
requirements of 'invisibilising' women's concerns and pharmaceutical profits (see 
radical feminist writers, for example. Firestone 1970 and Daly 1978). 
s' A large part of my mother's situation can be attributed to the lack of financial 
resources which she, along with the majority of women, experienced (and still do In 
comparison with men as UN data repeatedly tells us (see 
httQ: www. unicef. orci/aender/index binvicture. html). This Is not to say that had she 
had access to sufficient resources she would have made her move for 
independence and happiness. But that would have given her a choice. As it was 
she had her state pension in her own name (and even that she had to fight, with my 
help, to keep) and nothing more. 
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as ever, her feeling's around Jean are confusing, ambivalent at best and 
antipathetic on bad days. 
They haue re-established it rho thin, a pattern to their relationship. Jean is 
still undisl)utc d big sister, and in this 1-010 gives Susan u great deal of 
practical support, %vlticlt Susan both appreciates and resents. Ever since 
Susan hass been a single parent . Tani ha_s niatlo an extra effort to Leconio 
ýfanºiI) to Stts. -110' She has included her and the children on their holidays, 
taken usually in (lamp Welsh cottages cliosetl by Je. uº and involving 
nuuutuoth shops for local foal and pouts of wrestling with entirely useless 
appliances to deliver faultless meals tit regular intervals. Susan would quite 
happily Luve stocked up Oil cheese and broccoli qººielºes and frozen chips 
from Sainsbury 's. Not that she isn't into food hers-elf, and has learned to 
catch up her Lin sister in the cooking skills department, but she went along 
with Jeans dictum on the matter. It tºuulo life easier and Susan feels that so 
far life is tough enough and any help is welcome. 
There is certainly stone forthcoming from her parents, Her fatlter's line on 
her divorce has predictably been of the making of leis and lying on them 
variety, and her mother wrings her ltanils ist distress and pushes sad little 
foot! parcels into Susan s hands when her father isn't, looking. The cats think 
it is Christi as. They do very well on years-old tinned sardines and Pek 
62 The idea of 'family' was Important to my sister, she put far more store by it than I 
did. My childhood experience (and a close reading of the feminist canon on the 
subject) led me to pull away, to experience a deep ambiguity at best and hostility at 
worst for the 'family'. My sister seemed driven in the opposite direction by her 
experiences; a need to re-create, to fashion a 'family' for herself, of which I was 
clearly a crucial component. But whilst my sister Insisted on the importance of our 
'family', my experience of the quality of interaction she and I were able to offer each 
other in this forum points to the impossibility of 'doing' a relationship In a context in 
which the individuals concerned have only ever had negative and destructive 
experiences. 
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chopped Ixork, dug out by Rose from one of her many suitcases festering 
under the bats. Susan and Jean ºlo sometimes idly speculate together that 
their mother is in serious (langer of getting I)IOIVn np by exploding calls of 
pre-war best saIºuou. 5'1 But this is the extent to which Bose can go in 
understanding and supporting; her younger daughter. And it never occurs to 
Susan to expect anything more. Both of them have become babituateº1 over 
the previous two decades to Rose becoming more and more cumcs. hed in 
mental illness, ºlepressiou and ºlchenºlency, and Susan on parenting her 
mother as best she knows how. 51 
So Susan accepts all the help Jean gives her and acquiesces to the low level 
bullying, the dictatorial behaviour, the rules delivered from on high, Its the 
price. The familiarity of the roles between them was like it long worn 
scratchy rug, prickly but warm What Susan does begin to appreciate, much 
more clearly' than she did as a child, is that hier sisters kindness aas] 
generosity always comes with at price tall attached. Tile phrase which Jean 
began to use openly in her illicit adolescent courting ºlays -'y'ou owe me - is 
used Without hesitation stow w"1ºen Jean wants something back. 53 And it has 
" Many people, housewives especially, began hoarding any tins of foodstuffs they 
were able to get their hands on during World War Two and some carried this 
practice through the rest of their lives. My mother was one of these and probably at 
the extreme end of the tradition. My sister and I grew up in a tiny house which was 
stuffed to the eaves with boxes, suitcases, bags, full of out-of-date canned 
foodstuffs. 
54 This was not a great deal. As someone once said (source forgotten) the way we 
parent is usually the way it was done for us. What strikes me here though is that 
whilst still locked into a 'positioned discourse' role of 'little sister' I had thoroughly 
taken over the aspect of my sister's minimothering role In relation to our mother. As 
Davies and HarrO (1990) point out we shift from one to another way of thinking 
about ourselves as the discourse shifts and as our positions within varying story 
lines are taken up. 
"5 Banks and Kahn (1982) point out that when a 'twinning' and 'blurring' process 
has gone on between two sisters, within a context of a highly conflictual parental 
marriage and inappropriate/unavailable parenting, it may be that the caretaker 
sister cannot see the younger child as a separate person. She may be driven to 
shape that child to her own purposes. If rebuffed she may aggressively escalate the 
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to lxs said that Susan very rarely offers anything back to Jean unless coerced 
into doing so. She is too used to it lifetimes one Way flow from big to little 
sister, too seething with unexpressed, unacknowledged resentment, hidden 
dislike and fear of her sister to offer anything generously. 
Now ctmsiug the tiny hail to the sitting room, Susan pushes open tue door 
with dlreJ(l to find her mother, ýlrc scut properly now and shakily propped up 
by cushions on the old turquoise velveteen sofa. 
She is never to forget her mother's smile in this moment. Her mother turns 
her head slowly as Susan enters the room, there is it second of confusion on 
her face, and then recognition of her younger (laughter. The lingo smile of 
ple. º. sun> and relief which coin (s transforms her mother and transfixes Susan 
to the spot. What is there in that smile? What it holds, its silent eloXlucnce, 
fills the space between the two women. It seems to Susan, remembering years 
later, that it contains unforced, transcendent delight. It illuminates it 
profound love whilst conveying it clear certainty that her safe pair of Bands 
has arrived. Susan is overwhelmed by both her mothers love and the sudden 
knowledge that her mother is depending on her to make it better, to do what 
has to be done. 
She º1ro1) onto the sofa and takes her nwthe s hainl, gently kissing her 
clerk 
- Well, I don t know \111111, she says, you've n ianagm to givo us all it 
turn. 
pressure and threats. They quote further research which Indicates that caretaker 
siblings are commonly high handed and arbitrary with their younger siblings. 
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Striving for the light touch, the reas. surini; voice. 
- '! 'lio doctors been, says her father, and it's not so bail after all, she's 
given us all a fright for nothing. 
Susan catches the toile, understands immediately the all-too-really-to- 
believe-the-best line proffered to at frightened man, and looks at her sister 
inquiringly. 
Jean, clearly upset but in control, gives Susan an alital version of the 
doctors diagnosis Pernicious anaemia-led collapse, exacerlºatal by lxxºr diet 
un(I self-care. 
- So what ice re going to do Susan, she S a)"s decisively, is to take M um 
back home with its for it few days, lots of rest, lots of nice meals. 
- Th, agrcvs Dad, too quickly, that will be for the Lest I think, wont it 
(tose' A that do you say to that? 
And everyone in the room turns to the stricken woman who sits clutching 
Susans bawl its if, no, tos her life depeiUls Oll it and Susan looks again, even 
more closely now, at her mother. She notes her colour, her unfocused eyes, 
her inert laxly which will clearly fall without the cushions' suplx)rt. Her 
sense of dread and hopelessness which she felt earlier oil seeing her mother 
in Lcrl returns with it lwm%"erful conviction which Will not give way to the 
overwhelm ing desire she has, to believe her sister, her father, the now 
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departed doctor. She looks again at than. 'Neither of them will meet her eyes. 
She is suddenly stnick by their similarity at this precise moment of crisis; 
her father she has always known to be at bottom it friähtened and cowardly 
man, shirking the difficult decision, the hand road. Now she sees, in that 
moment, something she has never really understood before about her sister. 
Conscious of her mothers tenacious trip on her baud Sunni ºuakes hier 
decision. 
- No, Jean, site replies quietly. That won't do. Muni lilts to go to the 
Hospital and be seen by a doctor there. I'mu going to call all suuibulanco 
now. 
What is tnily surprising is that neither coutralicls her, or seeks to overrule 
b er. 
if you think that's for tho best, says Jean slowly. 
-I sttpIx e it wouldn't hurt to get it second opinion, concurs Dad. 
So there it is. Just like that. Susan has ticken control of the situation and 
tiley have ucquiciccd. No challenge, no resistance. Both of tliem look at her 
iu they wait for her to iuuko the moves. 
Swirling arou lti the nx, ui is an undercurrent, a displacement of soiuethiuä. 
Tears of cstablisi e(i I ttterns of e! i' aaeuient, of dlyntunii, are silently being 
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tipixtl over, so quietly as not to ruffle the surface, much as a tsunami wave 
roust start, slowly, imperceptibly, swelling from the depths 
Susan feels sudden terror. She senses the shift but doesn't yet understand it. 
She knows only that her big sister Jim trausuºUtetl into someone else she 
doesn't recognize, and that her father huts ºrevealed a fragile dependency 
hitherto iuºsuspecte(L 
The responsibility of it all cnislies her. And still her mother grips her hand. 
The ambulance arrives and its the three of tlicnt gather round it whilst the 
ambulance staff with practiced cheerfulness and expertise load It" onto it 
wheelchair and strap her in. Susan finds Lernelf getting into the ambulance 
on her own. Half in, half out, she pauses and looks back, waiting. Both 
«'alter and Jean have walked back to the kerb. Her father looks simply 
relieved and even relined about waving them off, and to be honest Susan 
hasn't expected, hasn't wantcdl, her father to go with them. But she does 
expect Jean to go with her and now she feels confused, bewildered. 
" Amti t 3011 Coming. kaii? 5mal calls 
But Jean, avoiding her eye, moving further back to the pavement, says 
stucthixig nEx ut necrlint; to sort childcare out with Peter and if she Can she 
will drive over to the hospital later and join her there. She thxh not go. 
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Meanwhile Sttsan has no choice; the ambulance staff are waiting to get off. 
'1'1ºe back doors close anti Susan finds herself terrifyingly on her own, taking 
her desperately ill mother into who knows what. 
The NIIS lives up to its reputation of being wonderful in u crisis; swift 
admission, exhaustive tests anti scans, it thorough case history taken from a 
now exhausted Susan in the early hours of the next day, followed by the 
unmistakable, inevitable diagnosis. Inoperable brain tumour. Massive 
growth. Surgery impossible. Very gently, conipussionately, the consultant 
wakes it quite clear that her mother has at most around it month left. 
Sukuis leg g; way and she sits down hard on the chair the consultant 
already ILLS under her. 
-I know it woti t mean anything to you at this ntotnent, lie says 
carefully, but you should know that your decision to bring in your 
mother today has given her it few more ýýeeks If we hadtit seen her 
today and got some effective drugs into hier, she would not have 
survived the bight. 
lie is right. It means nothing to her now, but she is profoundly grateful to 
leim for his thoughtfulness in telling her this ißt the years to follow. 
They bring their mother homo after ten days, after they make it clear that 
they will give their still unknowing mother the 1a t few weeks in her own 
home. The consultant a rocs, but wanes them how hard it is going to be and 
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dispatche, them with a couºplicatal cocktail of lethal º rugs to be 
administered precisely ttcco[Yliººa to instructions. There can be no mistake. 
It is the dispensing of the drugs which gives Susan hier first intimation of 
Low impossible her father is going to be; that he, not her mother, is l oing to 
present the most difficulty. She draws up it chart for her father, with clear 
labelling and directions. She sits down with him to go through it, and 1ºo 
doesn't want to know; 
- Oll, you two will see to all that, he says, waving all airy Immi. I can't 
be bothered with it. 
- No Dad, says Susan firmly, tlieiüi Il lxs tirues wile,, Jean untl I won't 
be, here and i1111111 will net 1 her ilnils, so You have to lcaru how to give 
then. 
. What do }'oll mean, titucs )-ou lxtth won't be here? What auf I 
suppo et1 to do when you're not here? I can't look after her, oll no, that's 
Jour job that is, you're the daughters, you'll do it. 
Ikrp bnat1º. Don t Io e it ]here. This is imlx>rtiuºt. 
- Dad, you know i 'rfectly well that well do as much its, we possibly 
can but both of us have full time jobs and children. Were both going to 
ask for some time off work but that still means mV II have to go to work 
at some paints in the week and the children still uieed looking after. 
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There ll be times w"ltert You'll be the one looking after Atunt so you need 
to know about her medication. 
- Well I'm not. I cant do it. It's too couiplicak l and I'm too old to 
learn it. loci 11 d10 it. 
Said With finality. 
Susan eves her father. She reads the signs clearly, she has spent it lifetime 
surviving her father by reading the signs. And she knows how to play tier 
father at his own game. 
- So, she says, I take it that you're quite happy going to meet your 
maker when your turn cones knowing that you've killed your wife 
lwcause you Couldn't ixe bothered to learn hier medication? 'fiat's right 
is it Dad? 
Venomous loh-. His hand canes out and takes the chart from her. 
The lutttern of their mothers care and ºººanngetuent of their father is set 
early between the sister In truth it is no more in souºe ways than ºi 
continuation of what has gone before. They are 190th organiser these sisters, 
and they share as well a common view of their parents marriage, and the 
difficulties presented by Walter. They are used to pulling together on it 
practical level, to juggling demands and children. They share enough values, 
attitudes, so ºt_s not to have to spend time in discussion, in negotiating g 
the sisteri Matiottsltip is also draped of course by their parents, their 
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i trents relationship with each other and the ºliffering response and 
engagement the sisters have had with each of them over the years. ' 
For a start, there is an unspoken but completely acknowledged recoguitioºº 
between then that their mothers final days, after an heartrendingly sad life, 
are going to be as happy as they can make tlºenL But whilst complete 
agreement exists between them about the importance of their mothers last 
days, their father is also in the equation. Well, yes. There is the rut,. And on 
that score, it is also unspoken but understood that following; the pattern of it 
lifetime it will be Susan who will challenge him, take him on, sort him out 
when required. Hence the initial skirmish over the dregs. 
It is whilst their mother is in hospital that the sisters sit down and work out 
what ucrxls to be done, how it can be done, who Will do it and when. Neither 
have any sense of this beginning it trtuºsformatice process in their 
relationship, merely a necessity born out of evil. Just like funeral 
arrangements provide it distraction from the first violent pain of 
bereavement, so the complicated timetables, shifts, picking up of children 
and provision of meals helps both Wvowen through the first awful days after 
their mothers diagnosis. They are given some help of course. Susan has il 
sympathetic boss and secretary at work, at liouio her ex-husband Iknuh, it 
58 It is only by writing this narrative inquiry that I have come to recognise the many 
and great differences between my own and my sister's experience of our parents 
and more fundamentally the way in which our sistering relationship was shaped by 
them. One reading of the story is to focus on our father (the Prologue tale) but there 
is another reading working In counterpoint and hidden behind the paternal 
Bluebeard figure: a much more painful reading in its way, which turns on our 
mother and what can only be described - with a loving sorrowfulness on my part - 
as a clear dereliction of duty exacerbated by collusive behaviour. It is difficult to 
avoid the knowledge that by positioning us In the way she did, our mother played a 
large role in distancing her daughters from each other. It is always more difficult to 
face the frailties in those we love dearly than those we do not. It is always the 
deepest and most vital work to bring those spectral figures out of the shadows and 
turn them towards our gaze. 
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comp ssionate man and not one to hold grudges, steps up to the iiuark and 
takes on it lot of extra childcarr. Peter, Jeau's husband, takes over their 
houseliolil and children and does os much as ho can to sit with his mother- 
in-law and play peacemaker in the non-stop run-ins between his father-in- 
law and slaughter, It helps that Jean is on it sabbatical from her job that 
year although she misses out badly once more on getting it full university 
experience from her coat-se. " 
During this period as well they sort out the house. It is difficult to describe 
the state of decay and disorganisation it has fallen into. At first their father 
seems almost pathetically grateful, then becomes alarmed when they make it 
clear that lie will have to put his hand into his pocket in order to rectify the 
mess. its Jean rolls up her physical sleeves and sets to with the disinfectant, 
so Susan rolls up her sleeves in another way and sets to getting cash out of 
hier notoriously tightfisted father. At this point «'alter is still badly 
frightened. Ile has had it nasty shock which comes oºº top of two destructive, 
mean, angry years with his wife. I, veu 1ºo must have it moment in the dark of 
the Ili-lit when his conscience twitches. Thus Susan surmises, because getting 
him to cough up is nothing like as difficult as she has known it to be in the 
jwt. It won't last of course. 
s' My sister missed out once more on her chance to get a full 'university 
experience'. She had spent some time negotiating a paid sabbatical year from her 
teaching job and getting her university fees paid in addition. That she managed to 
secure this demonstrates the high regard in which she was held and that the LEA 
felt she was worth this 'investment'. As it turned out she managed to complete the 
coursework and get a pass but she failed to get the full benefits from her year 'out' 
because of our circumstances. Yet again t would argue a feminist position that the 
patterns of gendered care giving In our culture constrains, limits, and determines 
individual women's professional development and progression. I think most readers 
will concur with my hypothetical speculation that if my sister had been a brother it is 
likely that the prioritising between professional advancement and care giving would 
have been different. But my sister had a gendered subjectivity and so, whilst she 
did not have the closeness of relationship to our mother as myself, she was 
sufficiently loving and caring and crucially gendered In her response to the situation 
to sacrifice her professional life at this juncture to her care giving role. 
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But it is Susan who takes oll the mammoth and dispiriting task of getting 
Social Services aids and help, GP and District Nurse support, Macmillan 
Sisters arge lined up, the Hospice contacted. Jean is brilliant at the household 
stuff, cleaning for hours, sorting out, her wonderful cooking producing 
lovely meals for Mum, but she seems reluctant to engage in tile 'public stuff, 
the dealing with officials and specialists, and particularly with the hospital 
and doctors. So, ag 15 ain and not for the last time, Slisall finds herself taking 
the lead, the bin decisions on which so munch (lepenºls. She fights the Home 
Help service, waning a prolonged battle to get it few Bows it week flaut it 
beleaguered all(] overstretched set-vice, und having to counter not just an 
ºuulerfunded service but the breathtaking sexism of the female supervisor 
who tells tier that it is it daughters duty to undertake all the care. Pointing 
out to tier that she is a single parent with it full time jot) buys it few seconds 
of silence. Susan uses it to persist, hunt; on, and it, the end gets it. She 
organises the lºouºe aids, the commode, the wlºeelebair, the bath support, all 
of which site will end up paying for herself. `alten site is at work she seems 
to spend half the morning on the telephone doing battle with one provider 
after another. 
- I)oesii t your sister do any of this? asks Mary, her secretary, one day. 
It is it week or so after her inothers return home and Susan is juggling 
it full tiuno job with her kids and now nursing her mother on it scale 
which is already looking, nigh iznpos. sible 
Sus: ui looks up in surprise. 
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- Well, says 'Mary, never one to mince her words, you tell me you're 
both sharing the care of your Mum, but it's you I see doing all this 
running around and organizing. What lit is your sister doing then? 
Not a lot from where I'm sitting. 
A lontl sniff of disapproval follows her words, and Susan, too tiled, too pre- 
occupied, too upset, ignores them as she picks up the plione again. Mary 
doesn t know what she is talking about. She and Je: ui are pulling together 
really well as fur as she is concerned. 
Later that night though, as Susan wearily drops into bed, Mary's words collie 
back to hier. She is so busy, so tired, so upset, that she hass t had any time to 
process what is going on really and reflection is the last thing she feels like 
doing, facing just a few hours sleep at best before she starts all over again. 
But site has to acknowledge that hier role as little sister to Jeans 
unchallengeable bin sister role has changed, is shifting in some kind of way, 
that the overall responsibility for their mother seems to be on hier shoulders 
it lot of the time She Il think about this later. 
The days move into weeks, the (our seek milestone passes, and hone is still 
responding well to tier medicatiorº. The consultant tuns explained that the 
58 Now I can see that this was the point I started to understand that the dynamic of 
'big sister -little sister' was fragmenting. I was not able to take this any further at 
this time and I think I was alone in this knowledge. My sister indicated no sense of 
sharing this understanding. Mauthner (2002) theorises helpfully here. She points to 
a 'positioned discourse' where the roles between the sisters are fixed and 
unchanging and a 'shifting discourse' 'which captures moments in relationships 
when role reversals occur, illustrating the post structuralist notion of power as 
fluctuating as well as fixed' (p 62). See also Drewery (2005) who writes about 
positioning theory as an aid to developing our understanding of how 'different forms 
of selves-in-relationship' are made. 
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drugs will give it temporary respite, an appearance of improvement, but it 
will be illusory and at some point their mother will move into a final 
decline. Both sisters understand this and are braced for it but for the 
moment treasure seeing. their mother finally tucking into her favourite fcxxls 
with gusto, speaking clearly, appearing to enjoy some quality of life- Susan 
givc her mother the little gifts she knows site loves, chocolates, morutous 
toffees, fills the house with flowers, sits with her on the oll sofft for hours, 
her mother always holding her hand, watching the usual dad time television 
dross. But there conies the tints when slowly, imperceptibly, (lay by day, she 
deteriorates a little further. The Urfies have done what they can and nothing 
is nor going to stop its insidious progress. 
Except that «'alter will not have this. Whether it is because he allows 
himself to clutch at temporary straws, or because he puts his faith in his goal 
delivering a miracle, or because he is simply old and unable to take in the 
limits of the medication, Susan ºloesn t ktºow. All she knows is that from this 
time on the nightmare becomes it lºell as her father, locked into self pity, his 
needs increasingly sidelined as his wife becomes more desperately ill, starts 
to reveal a personality which leaves even his knowing and long suffering 
daughters aghast with disbelief. Except that Susan, as the daughter with the 
lifetime role of challenging Walter, begins to struggle under the weight, the 
ºlCStntctiv'entss, of the burºlett. 
I trud-ger up t3& ha to- th& hau v, my l, va n workbag, tau mn ptfe 
ala"t my ,w shopp"iT 
bag, a *%& flowers' (' ºwy other hand. 
The' hill does ºwt get any easier however many tl mes' I do- it froºrv 
tile, bris' step an& for tile., umpftent3v tttne' I witiv I ha& the money 
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to- het a, car, but gettCnTd ivorced', mo vim- hvwý ha4, cieatw& men 
out for Owl next year or so: At leapt she, ield' haw got a Inaba nt 
pLthUcr travuport VIM" It'3' jU4t that I would. save, a, lot of M ne/ if 
"k m4k I cou d' get 
{ro»v work' to- Mcuw'y by car. Ay Lt is. I somu%ttow 
they bu4 at one' etid or the, city centres connectton, with, the, other 
bus', an& tt'r all ttfne' I could be, spendis ' wi#v Mu+n4 rime' 
rumutuj, out, how hutch' tttna, left? She s' have on' tuna. i+ j. Ly so 
{a. - but Ws' co, nifu-, oh' please ºiot for a. little, whim yet, let tue' 
have. Mcuw jwst for a, bit longer. O3v god4 donit stzxr up here, Lrv the' 
street, for goWkjake., na free, han&to-getto- my ttsscc, stop it.. 
I get to- my parents' houser a ruL walk. £s to- the. kochet t It hits' in& 
straight away. It's- frees, ivu' cold' " herec We, are' weWL into- 
a. utuAn+v now an& my parents' old' {wsi c d, housee, has- no- 
central/ hea ; just two- cou. L fir", ones i+, the, Wthew and the, 
other fw the, sCtttn' room. where. Mutti' spender her days. I a*rv 
instu ttty furious: I know exactly what the, realorv 4, for there, 
being, no- fires Cn, the' ka dw. 4u I go- ttr put the, shopptvuj- ow the, 
dra4ntn9' bocwd, and, nonce' how knessy it is; piled, up wWi' 
u41 washed' plates f romrv the, prevcous' day, saucepa#w aw the, cooker 
sail/ withv the, remains, of food, Lrv the4m What'Y going, on'? Wh. a. i's' 
Jea. +v been, doing-? Or not doCng- more' to- the' point. Fartouse now 
with, two- people, I tzike a, few deep breathy be, (ore going, Cn, to- see' 
Mum I know how short a, fuse, I'nv m thesc' days: I'nv so- tire. I 
{eel/Ughtheacledc 
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Musty (, k $ tttr - av her uouat, places o vv they Sofa, anti Dach 14- Lw tJt i 
odtier easy Char readiý 
" Ah. goo&, h& jayr loakituy up br y, yotVre' here' s 'sr 
he. -D 1a e4 yaw C 4l' ha vex yaur U tc3v raw. 
I move, tawardk Mures to- give/ her t h& w4ua. L ký m n& put taw' 
flowers, Lnttr her rustles', pktcUtif hands: And, thew I sttrp a*l& 
sture' at her. Mause I'k sti2V C#V her v jhtte' her jVthy nigh" 
Congealed' porridge' Cs' dearly v es aA& cli-Cb lecl clawrv t3& front of 
it along- witiv tea. stz:. ivu- and/ j nc Her hair a. wi. Ids her ft c& 
cru4ttd' with't3& remains, of her foo L She's- cold's w rue' on, t3& 
stool, hasn't bee+vtuckked'roand, her. 
I whip rou+ulto-{ace. Dad. 
- Whores, going, one? Why LYMum in, th44( stater? 
- 0113 Jea+vcauzdw'tgethere't3 n orn ng-, he, says, casuauy. 
Car broke' dowry ernnivug over IZ"uji tjlow. Th n4 tt's' the' 
gears. Sound ttr me' lak& Ct might be, a, bigger proble ' but 
she' wouidw't be, toici of coarse, I've t, ld' her about that 
cgearbow before4 What I thank, %... o3u..., wells anyway, she, 
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fauncl' cv phone' to, let ºne' k. 4 1M, but she/ sic" ' she' coutciiti t get 
you< soinery aboutyocv bewog, in, a m, eettng; 
It's' the' c isua ' tDne' whOV does- it. Th4t, cuuL th& Lntarest 
expressed, i. *v i3ý bloody car rather than hts' dye wife. No. 
h UU4uy my anger now. I ro id' ov htov, tryLrq, not to- rani ºny 
voice, so- Munn worvt get upset but my tt, ne is- ves onwu, asdi he' 
hears' Ct 
- Right, I say, that ecpiaisw why shek not hem It doe tv't 
e%pl L 4v why Meow Ls- st-(I. L inv a, n htt&, a. Rlt3w night(& I 
»tL jht point out, athalf pa4t one' inv the. ' a fter-nouns 
- what'Yyerpro&terw? h. e'says-tº-uctdar. tiy. She'Yair%ght. Look, 
at `er, sig. 's' camp enougiu A bit & c1i- Z 1. ed, porridge, 
Cs&t do' 'e any har n 
-I a#rv lookiruj' at her, I h4k, a d' what I gee' Gr $orneonewho- 
hay had, no- care, tu, kety of her at alb si+1ce' I walked, out of 
dlik door yestcniay evng: Shej diny, se's- wa, -C-$eck 
sheY wick Itjr disgraceful Dad,, you, should' be, ashcuncd of 
youurself 
He' t»-uiiek at the' crtttci s»u SiIZe. MAdW ', seif pity evident CV 
every kw-, of his, body, hei raises-hC books 
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shut up, h& i . 4, ta& to- º Uk& that agai4v and, yctVw 
k vow about it I knew yaw were ccnt 4i sa I dUWt need, to- 
do- `owt: Yaw're' n&d htt-. Yow'w do- it. 
I {eeV sick, wale ragt 
- And, yow're, the. luobczr d Da. &, I crnn& back, at him Just 
re m4n& ºn&, whit way it yow pro- i sed, Uv church' le fo re' yo . - 
a. Ughty go&, guru? Som; 'h ng, about to- love, ari& to- che. - h% 
i. +v sickte» c d' inv heait ,? Might have, svm& expULIn , ng- to- 
do-whesvyowgetto-tho eipea4y gatm, elvDc d? 
He, ha, If rises- froov him chair, link amv outstretthedc I know I a4sv 
safsiy out of hid- reacdv c si I look, at Mwn' pointedly. He, thinks 
Fetter of it anc, sinkt back, 
- Just look' at her, he' sa yy, waly a, contsnpt " hCk voiced 
which' is- new, `caa her a" wqi'? Yer th ,I nee& tu, be, 
bothered' clea*%ing, `er up, dre3sUij' `er? She' dorv't know any 
better now'. 
A n& he, raues- his book, onc& m. or& a ub tuen k tim page, " 
I choose this incident from innumerable others where a similar dynamic played 
out between us; my father insisting on his patriarchal dominance in an attempt to 
dictate the terms on which our mother's care would be carried out, and the 
challenges I consistently made to that world view. At times and without 
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Not that they are short on sympathy from oulookets and supporters. The GP, 
having put in a shamefaced appearance on her mother's arrival home, gets 
increasingly fed up and then angered by the father's maudlin self pity and 
evident idleness, well to the fore on each sticct! ssiVo ltotuo visit. E'vetttuttlly, 
. is the weeks go by and their stricken mother hangs on, the doctors 
1ºmfcssiottnlism slips to the point where 1ºo delivers all extensive and 
forthright opinion to the man about his behaviour and treatment of his wife 
and daughters. Water off it duck's back. Or as the kindly Honte Help puts it 
a little more pithily, 
- As if it isn't 
'aril enough for you two girls without that nasty of 
Lugger on 3-er backs, 
The sympathetic Ilonie Help manages to wring some more hours out of the 
supervisor and her quiet housekeeping skills make it real difference to the 
sisters. A couple of elderly long standing neighbours pop in and drop off bitti 
of shopping for then. The district nurse is it stalwart, having . ºs sed the 
situation with the husband shrewdly in the first visit, and visits more tluuº 
she is scheduled to do. Doug conies np and sits With Hone to relieve Susan 
and 1ºo i, good with his ex-mother-iu-law. She has always been fond of him. 
There are however few other people to get involved. Rose and Walter have no 
friends, never have had any. Other than their church attendance they have 
had no social life whatsoever, together or separately. Family members are 
exaggeration it felt like a life and death struggle. Our mother's life would have 
slipped away much more quickly if my sister and I had not been vigilant in our care 
and in my insistence to our father that we expected him to step up to the mark. 
Although this never happened he knew better than to push it too far - or so I 
believed at this moment. Finally he was beginning, belatedly, to understand that he 
was in a relationship of some dependency on us. 
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now very thin on the ground. Her younger brother, Bill, Susan s favourite 
uncle, lives nearby and ho drops by occasionally but lie finds it very difficult. 
The sisters understand; by an awful stroke of fate, his own adored wife died 
a few years previously from a brain tumour too. It is too close to honte for 
Bill to deal with. Her parents' social isolation, apparent to Susan frone 
adolescence, is Ixºtlº magnified by the crisis and magnifies in turn the Lernleer 
on the sisters. 60 
So whilst the help they get is recognized with gratitude by the two of them, it 
is the sisters who suffer under the burden of their father. And because 
history and practice determine that Susan 1ä1S the role of managing her 
father, then it is she who bears the brunt of his increasing resentment at his 
own plight. This will eventually erupt into the final crisis of the Wilms with 
consequence, unimagined, but for the moment lie simply will not accept that 
Itoses brain is deteriorating daily, that her constant restlessness now, her 
60 My parents were cut off from social interaction with the outside world to a marked 
degree. For the twenty years t lived at home I never once saw any person come 
into the house other than certain family relatives and doctors. Some of this can be 
explained by social customs and conditions prevalent in working class homes in the 
1950s and 1960s. There was a time-honoured tradition of 'keeping oneself to 
oneself, and when one lives in high density housing with shared backyards and 
privies, one's privacy is guarded. Kynaston (2008; 2009) provides a comprehensive 
analysis of this period. Most working class homes in our neighbourhood were, like 
our house, sparsely furnished with the minimum of equipment. What furnishings 
there were had to be 'looked after' which meant not using them. As a child when 
calling at another child's house 'to come out and play' we were told to stand and 
wait at the door and not asked in. We never played inside each others' homes even 
when it was raining ('you're not made of sugar so you won't melt' was my mother's 
telling line). My parents had no social life together whatsoever other than to attend 
Elim Church services on Sundays. Of course attendance and practice of such 
fundamentalist religious beliefs acted to limit the already constricted opportunities 
for socialising. Dance halls, cinemas, theatres, pubs - all were 'sinful', 'dens of 
iniquity' and worse. My father may have had the odd acquaintance but if so contact 
was away from home, and my mother had no personal friend at all apart from a 
brief period after t had left home when she joined (with much persuasion on my 
part) the Townswomen's Guild. She made the mistake of bringing her friend home 
for a cup of tea. My father's strategy at this threat to his dominance was to be so 
offensive to the poor woman that she broke off the friendship immediately. My 
mother, completely humiliated, never went back to the Guild and my father 
effortlessly reasserted his total control over her life. Patriarchy controls women in 
so many ways. 
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repetitive questions, can Mio longer be controlled by her. Except that for all 
her mothers descent into confusion, she rcznemlers, hang's grimly onto, one 
piece of knowledge and wont let it ba ` hen Bose was ºlischººrgetl f [-()III tile 
hospital the consultant had a kindly chat with her mother. 
- You'll be wanting to sec 1110 again doctor wont you? asked Bose. You 
know, see how I'nº getting oil like. 
Susan had looked at her mother sharply. The words sounded innocent, the 
normal assumption of st woman ignorant of her diagnosis, her fett: But 
Sus: ui knew her mother thoroughly and there was sometililig else in tlºe tone; 
the words hell - what? A plea, a quiet desperate wish for reassurance? 
'The consultant Iliadt miss a beat. 
- You Lave just got there first; ho said with it smile. I. lll boing to have 
a quick word with your tla»glhter about when it will be hest for you to 
have an appointment for my clinic, OK? 
As her mother left the room Nvitlº the ºuiise, Susan turned to tho consultant. 
- She will remember sho's got to see you. It's the sort of thing; silo 
worries about, not missing itip iutmeuts. 
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-I understand. «'hat we'll do is give her an appointment well into the 
future. Will that be OK with 3"ou? 
She had appreciated his grace anal tact, an experieiiccil gnaw. They had been 
lucky to get liini. 
So the appointment is duly made, her mother clutching the appointment 
can], as they returned home. And Rose has carried on clutching that cavil. 
She has it in her handbag, and she keeps it by her at all times. Fiter oil she 
clutches the bait; permanently oil her lap, endlessly shuffling through the 
detritus in it, refusing to relinquish it to Walter, driven to dish ctiou by the 
constant repetitive rustling sound. 
The caul, and the appointment, reveals the first open split between the 
sister dean's view is that her mother clutches the card simply because it lims 
come into her hand and its her brain functions deteriorate, site becomes 
ob c Ave about it. It is her bit of security, it familiarity, rather like it baby's 
comfort blanket. She doesn't think the hospital apixAntmettt particularly 
significant or something they should have to think about. It isn't boing to 
happen anyway. 
Susan isn't so sure. She was there when the appointment was made. She lind 
picked up on her mothers words and she Jus observed her mother's holding 
on to the carol and wonders about it. She also knows that for years now that 
their mother has been much closer to her, has talked more confidentially to 
her than to . Jean. On it couple of occasions their mother has seemed to 1ºint 
that she has it clearer grasp of what is happening to her than they all 
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assume. One day when Susan took her mother to the bathroom Susan had 
almost lost her grip on Rose lowering her onto the scat. 
- Oh whoops Mum, sorry about that. That was it bit rough on your poor 
01(1 bottom Ivas1i t it? 
- Don't worry about it love. 
And then sotto "we, just caught by Susan as she bent over Rose, 
- You maybe won't have to do it for much longer. 
It had profoundly shaken and upset Susan at the time. And now its I oso 
hangs on, the appointment dato which seemed well lotst the point she could 
reasonably be expected to survive is looming. Against all the odds as well, 
give her increasing confusion, Rose remembe s the ditto amid time of 
appointment precisely, and repeatedly starts checking with them all if it is 
the day she has to go back to see the consultant. 
As the day draws nearer it new crisis, of management, of linde standing, of 
love, is reached. Openly between Susan and her father, and more 
subliminally, but no less profouu(l in its iuiplicztions, betty yen the sisters. 
Mcurv ct4%& I are' jctttng, t Jethier orv t34e, so&, ham- ha+1ds as 
usuaiý I do- thi cticrea i* Ly now c ttsn"Y iuuul& becotine' ever 
more'restiess-, »tovitug' (v a, never etuUAT groove' froºw stnaathL ' 
her dotlw% rub&i nW th & sofa a rin' stirring- th& cont tt' Of her 
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bag: She' does' t3u4, now, puV.,; u her han& away anal withdraws' 
they now crumpled, familiar, arid, dreaded' hospttu. L appoi+ltmestit 
cai'dc 
- Is-Cttoday Sutarv? she'L+1yutre* Shay J we' hcwe' ti, - g- today? 
What's' the, day today? I' it t3& hos-pct&t& day? A nice' doctor 
Cst* he' Susaty? Iss Ct today Susarv? what'' th& day today 
Swsa v? Is- it the' hospCt&i day? f ei'w I)v very cross ff I n-c4Y the' 
appoi ttine+lt Wha. t's' t3. & day today Swsaw? Ik it the' hospctcd 
day? 
fl4s sittt+uy acraw the' firepl e' Lrv him out, easy chair hay 
h. eaw-ci nodii. of this: H Ls- recent wUaiaw tö- Mw V4, %swea4i VLy 
conf tise& an& repetCWver que4ttorvw Ls- to- damp ht 4- Citt evv Ban 
ra&a ea phone , finely over Nw easy a ul, turn, up the' va"n&. 8 at 
he' picks up 4o1nethJ' bec w& hei looks' up a n& cats e' my eye, 
A n& I decide d we, and, then, that this ham got to- be, dealt wW v, 
for all our sakes I know I've woiaed the, issue' up tv- rt w Ueýi 
for the, i. -st tt ne' I jenseJeaiv %sw't witJv me' on, thu- ort a *ui, Dad, 
waZ tý hi s' wsua L truculent self I feel unsure. how to- go- with' itt but 
I know eaw what hak ttr ire donee 
My %ntujuorv t04 me that M am knows- sown hi' of t3v& nature, of 
her ab14S$ She' know' more, &xt4v ShdY lettl. w oru I Stgpose' a. ' We, 
ää ik. we, am preb cttti her, the'tru#v LY that she's lo- proWcttve 
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"s: I a. 4fv the' only ones ta- think, thu' but I know now Gtiv my heart 
that I lwwe/ not, dot' the k wrong,. I know my Mu 4w bettor, aw closer 
tv- her, dva rv either my s6tpr or father. if I'nv rC ht the re M vAw a- 
cU*uji ng- on, to- the, appoitu"nerLt aw a, source- of hope, She' both' 
wcinzy to- show her consaUtwtt that she's' cdois ' weW a n& hear 
ecactly that {row leck Ups- too. Shy ik desperate, to, be giverv 
recLssura nc& that her worst fea. rk area grou+uUak.. 
And, so- Mu. rn. »u t b-& al. loweci tth- keep the appainbne t They 
qu. esito ' U, how to- deal witiv Daca cmdi JeatV objecttorw to th 
ancl, also how to- rnariag' t3& pr .I wait' untLl' Jea. rv 
arrives-wtt 'petera. +idthesvty e' my cri asicec 
-Pete4-, do- yow tnUnais+xtiwCthvM u-fv fora, few rn ut? 
We, wed, to- sort out ci., couple' of t +j - 
He $- {tine, wain that a nc1' Da& a4l& Jea w "U W& WaIv me' intim the' 
kitthc u We. cio- taus, oftwevtou h" for itnotto-camwconunestt 
Deep breadu 1 scvy it's, about Murr hasp nV vLSit. Dctd' gras .w 
c L4%& turns to, cgo- back Leto- the, saffr - room but it Ls' Jecwt who- 
SY hio 
- No-, coin orv Dads shy says: We, do- have, tn- dpi about- 
thik 
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Qaod4 That fw4 better. I ex laav my. view. I glo4k over my 
cetrtact-ay of MLt#Wv knowledge, of her partout position' and, 
cotwx4itratv on, ntakZtuy it $i4nplc4 I know t3 stzindk w better 
chance' wi, tWv Dads refasa y to accept ws- he, does taust Mm w ho. 
any awareness out her con UttQw ;a cc' of 4ß ieecU u r& 
believe, that, I tit" sourly. And, maybe, Ws- not only Dec& who- 
need ttr beUevc' it: I let tauet f leetLn 'thou]ht go- and. concentrate, 
o gettttuj, thtes1V both' on board, 
jeczrv hea. rj men out but I caw tra she k troubied4 There sl says- Lt: 
" But what ovv earth' ck the, consuUv nt goinT tzr th4lk. SlM'? 
shekcUa#iy trotdAe& bynq acs ttotu 
Wer can't watt' aus' tt4nw wttly i camplettly useiesk 
appoi+uinent W& cat, know he, c &t aawa4 do- arvyth s 
now fvr Murk 
- Yes- he' cans I rou. ' orv her Actvcly, hca. rt3Cd' at what shc1 
just $a" 
He' cant/ give, her sofft peace. of m4vu1 He, carv gyvel her th & 
reassetmncc. I think, sheJ lookMj' for. If that helpr her 
through, thes& last few... , wells as yway, U s' worthy x 
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- Jeo v right, says Dad., a4- I knew hei wotadc Wer cavv't go- 
bodwrctuj, busy º ,, Uko h 4fl4 fle"j done, what hei caw 
for yer 
Mcufu 
" Looks I say ctesperatr2y, whet if we., rtn3' hit secretary and' 
eycptaiw t3 sitUattavv? At least wer cavn" tzike' some' advice. on' 
titiy? 
Jeaw Ls- thinking, it over and, shc's. stab uneasy about it It strlke4, 
mF, not for t3 first a me, now, how alike' shpt ik to- Dach Lrv so"De, 
ways: 80, tJvoverawed. by authority, by stutus: 
- Wells OK, she' says'sivwLy. I dorv'tsupposeit3 ra's' im cdvha. »v 
inf ri+ig(4 y hi$ sccretztry. 
Ands wai, diniºnygaSes 
- When. yaw rCj' her da be, hottest witWv her about' t3e, stage' 
Mcuty ha y got'tm. 
The-'yow' it not 1o3torv rru, ' 
V aä cg rowii . He' doch &t want to- know about ct+1y of th4k. 
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- AncV what `apPesw tJWfV they say yet? h& d. ina+u 
tmuaat tiy. How do- yaw thünk we're' joi ruj to- Oet her them? 
I look, at h4, v i. n, confusion, trod' thew the' pr dawn' oiv 
me- properly. Wer have' aw Am&ula,, ice' Services dispute, otv Ui' 
Sheffield, a+u, the, Service hak c Zready givew nottce- that they will 
be, orv strike- t3& day of MaoVs, appaint»w41t. I don t have, a ca. -. I 
Iooi atJeatu Sh& cooky e +nbarº a ssed' w she, says, 
- Our uw Wta be' Off they road tltiat Cl" Ste Booked. tni to- 
sort th w' gear' out. Cart t astir tt-, W tukew ages' to- get t3 
garage- to give. Uk th 4' slot YouJU, ha Ve. to th stk. Of soi)te iltno 
elsex 
The 'you re4+4tt. -k aJcL 4l4 For t3 first tt+nei I fee srnne "er 
resi+uj, a4 i& I stt( it. Cav&t afford, to- fvW out now. Too- »nu h at 
latkeA 
Va' Iookk tn. cunpha nt 
. And. yer uuv forget about ºnineA 1h wew'C taxec1' it jr o 
these, S+Y, monatss scwcd' a bit o-' moray tJutt `as: %IVA 
titark Sort di it thcs 'c &t CC? v v& c &t get he the e'. 
A ºuL he, tuna, away ttr lecwe., t3 roo»ru 
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The. familiar sic, ru, n wave, of fury cams now. 
- So- thorn it, iy it Dad'? Somei3ünJ- else' you, don''t have, to- 
bOdwr yourself witWv? We14 cf we' havesv't got w car betweerv ws' 
whcU wronJ- withv a tu ? Maybe' sonne of that roa& taw 
saving' could. go- Ovv 9CtttlJ' MU-+fv cv tux4 eiv V4 or have' 
you' ctlrea4y spent Cr ori, yourself as' uscoal? 
I kýww 1'ýsv pusiüvuý it, hýttGricý. ")t, haý-cý wit3v my cu Jer asud 
sa+ ca tiu So- does' Jea. ru She' gives nw' a warning, look, her face' 
ttghtwih'a. rw- ety. 
fie, swincj ' ro to, face' ºrt& now anti I see' the' reddc ned Iowere 1' 
{ucei, tJw., ftaMre jaw, the, l uZtisiv necks ULr bulk, loots, over ºnc I 
3Ctlt 4. my q rotoul41 hcwe' beesv here'too- many tu ce' bef vre< 
But h& doesn t rcU e' h4k {ist InstcQ4 L(p curUnj-, contempt hG 
dowry t botlter tv hides loccUnj' aus voices. he' pwshcs' hr word try 
m face,, din t inplacat1, fi+u 
Vin, not spendin j money on c, tax for yeº- mother. I'ov not 
spe anotJter penny orv `er. If yaw want to- get `er tv- 
'01PUM4 trL 'er yersew orv t' bas, 
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I stnncl roottdc I cc , tot &e. Ueve., W. Ar ºnuch' as, I know thus 
uiliousnestof myfathierI a. wsaouw, & bythL 7lathertn&, wCtI 
a. nv Lrv no- doubt. I look, at Jea+v1 wi. ldLy, for help. Shea Ioo * 
301ckerti a #'& itarý 77. ew shelook s away, shit ' her stzL Ices 
" I'W go- a n& reUev& peter now, she/ Says, ct. id' shc"j througiv 
tit& door t. t u ti y. 
IM this' rnrnnent I krtow that I hewer fis aV y cc»ne' f VtC& tn- facer w%t , 
thin esse+u& of thi mare A nd, I know withv cue rWmy that "los%ng' 
ºny mother I wi ll jl dly lose, ºtvy father fron ºtvy Ufei tao: For C. v ºtvy 
sotto to, the enci. of my dwys,, I wa never forgive. thj never {vrget. 
For t31e, first tt4)tei i. +ti this d esperatt journey I a. ººv orv wal v my svsti 
If eel co»1pleteIy alor " 
The transport problem is solved by Bill. Ile Sometimes lxýps in to sm Susan 
and lie arrive, at her back door it couple of days after the confrontratiou with 
her father. 
"' This moment was a significant If lonely one for me. It marked the point when the 
'fused'. 'blurred'. 'high access' sistering I unthinkingly habituated began to 
noticeably crack open for me. I had felt the tremors earlier, but now I saw the crack 
under my feet. Or to problematise it theoretically, how much weight do I give to the 
role of my agency in determining this sistering relationship? By agency I mean how 
active I felt myself to be in acting, or deciding to act, In order to bring about some 
change in our sistering relationship. I think this moment, whilst uncertain and 
confusing, was when t realised I needed to re-frame my relationship with my sister. 
Of course, given the circumstances any such project, that Is to act decisively, was 
deferred indefinitely. 
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- Is that kettle on then lass? lie says cheerfully its his head conics 
round the kitchen door. 
- Oh, hello Uncle Bill, goal to r; c'e you. 
Susan gives him at wurm kiss and switches on time kettle, put the mugs out. 
How s site (loins then love? 1w says tluielly, its he takes il sip of his 
te. L By 'eck Ia ; what's this you've given me? ('111l this teºi? Are you 
trying to poison pur, or sunimat? 
Susan I 'VN into her mum and rc; tli 4 that site liras ºlmplxtl in Earl GVe) 
teaba; without thinking. She grins at Bill. 
- Just thought I'd educate your palate a Lit. You know I like at 
d iallcugc 
'1'1ºcý liuºýh tol; ctlºcr; they have always had all easy relationship. Susan tuts 
loved hier uncle devotedly from the day be came up with the cash to buy her it 
violin when she was twelve anti tlcslx! rutt, to learn Mº that she could play in 
the school orclu'strº. Her father of course had rcfnse(l lx)iut blank - 'w11y 
Should I waste that kind of m oney on your' - and her Mum, without any 
utoucy of her own, luui finally approached her brother for help. lie had not 
only count up with the violin purchase but given her it brand new violin case 
to put it in as 't eH . From that tlaiy onwards Bill was Su. 
-41n1. s favourite family 
member and the affection was returned. 
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Susan looks at Bill autl makes it decision. 
- Shes going downhill quite fast now, but shes still alert enough to 
remember this hospital uplºoitºtuºent. It's caused at real problem 
And Sui: ºn finds herself pouring out the whole stork. She normally would 
not say anything to ]till ulxºut her fathers behaviour. She is still influenced 
by her mothers stricture about snot washing dirty linen in public and she 
feels as well that such knowledge night put Bill in an awkward lxrition. 
But she is lust caring now, past feeling disloyal, jt covering up for her 
fathers mistreatment. 
Bill listens in silence, sipping the tea, head bent. He hears her out and there 
m ug Is it short silence. Then lie too smiles to come to at decision. Putting his 
down with it thwup Oil the kitchen table his heul colut up and ho looks 
Susan strtight in the tact. 
- Well, its far as getting )er Mum to to pital's concernºYl Sti. Nim, there's 
uu pn blcnº. I'll tek 'ter. Glad to do it. As far aº. ý; your Dad's concerutyl, 
well... what I'll say is this. I've known about yer Dail 's behaviour for it 
long time, he got it view alxnnt how lie's trot my sister down the years 
and you two girls, W t'll.. _.. )-ai Ve lind it bad time of it. 
IIP stoi . And then it Comes, forcing its way between tight 
lily.,,, It chokeil 
Voice. 
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- Iies it wrong 'un your Dad, Su ii. I knew it the minute yer Mum 
brounlºt iºu'Ollie to ºucct us. IIes allos been it wrotig'no. 
Susan is never to forget the visit to the hospital. Once more, she is the 
one to take her mother. Once snore Jean makes it clear that site cannot 
be there. I'll(, reason is as ever wºcliallengeable and Susan knows that 
there is not any mileage in trying to get Jean to go with her. But site 
feels extremely nervous ulxntt doing it without Jean. Her mother is now 
sa ill. If it wasn't for Bill accompanying them site thinks afterwards, 
she would have pushed it lot harder. its it is Bill keeps his word anti 
chauffeurs them ttp to the ITttlliunsltire Hospital, dropping them off in 
the car pari:. But that is where lie intends to wait. Ile cfut't bring 
himself to go inside tho hospital where his beloved Vera diel and 
Susan [eels that she cant possibly argue with ltinº. So with it deep 
breath, 
- Come on Mum, out wo get. W'e'1l just lake it steady. 
At first her mother units to manage the walking quite well. She had got into 
the car steadily, with suplxort, at 11011io and she geb; omit of it ill rut almost 
sprightly mamuºer. TTrying very hand to put on the lx-, t pOSSiblu performance, 
Susan realises later. Lraning heavily on her daughter, they move very slowly 
towards the maim (1(x)n. Susan lutsa t registered how far away the car lutrk 
is, but llow she sºuldenly realises she is in tnaº ble. Her mother, after the 
initial good start, can hardly keep her lugs moving and luaus more jaul more 
heavily on her daughter. Too far from Bill's car to attract his attention, 
nowhere near the twain shirts, SuSaII looks around in de,, Ix- ation. She spots it 
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wheelchair ab: tncloncrl it few yards- away. Brilliant. She inches tier mother 
towards it. 
- Ilenm, ate art.! \[uut, she 9, LSJ)S. Lets get 3,01t sittittt; in this atilt, tram we 
can get more of it stove on. 
- IIer mother rear up sudldlenly, uliuost toplºling tlienn lx)tlº. 
- I'm not getting in that thing, she says with surprising liminess. Oh 
no, I don't need it wheelchair. What an idea Sui m. Ill just take it 
slowly. 
Oh collie oil Muni, Susan says aghast, it's uo lit; deal, and it will give 
1110 SOtnc lIetl). 
But it is it big deal of ccºuttic: ]lose, tlchjwrate to present the test possible face 
to the consultant has no intention of giving the game away by arriving in it 
wheelchair. She will walk into that clinic however ]on,; it take. 
No matter Susan s increasingly ºlesp mite pleas to get her tuotLcr to sit in the 
chair. Hose will not sit and Susan cant physically make her. And all the 
while lla; A considerable weight is hearing down more heavily with euch 
ia siu minute. As luck has it there is no-one around to whom Su: auº can 
appeal to for some help. Of course, thinks Susan grimly, if Jean had beemi 
able to bring herself to face the hospital she wouldn't be in this pickle now. 
She is leanºitºg it few things about Jean that are new to her. No time for that 
now. Concentrate on Mum. 
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Somehow she does it. By the tiiiie they teach the clinic Susan is virtually 
carrying her mother, soaking in sweat, shaking violently, nauseous with 
exhtuistiou. It is the most terrible journey of her life. 
'fliere is more. Apparently Roses consult: uºt has not been warned of her 
attendance. s Susan hauls her mother through the consulting rcwuº door 
she registers the look of absolute shock oil the consultants face. It is gone ill 
it split second. Moving swiftly rolmºl the ºlesk lie grasps ]fast oil her other 
side and seat., hier. Susan says as quickly, its casually, its she can, 
- We ring, your scrtrturT the other day to let you know that Muni had 
minenubervil her appoiatinent. So hero we are. 
Ilca picks it up instantly. 
- Well, hose ho Saks, ? oui ro looking grand. I can sre that you're doing 
very well. 
I1er mother beams, 
- Ole ye, 1 am doctor, she says, I feel much better front the mwlicine 
oil. ve given me. I think I'm on the mend. 
-I think you're doing al"lutely splendidly, he sI) The don't make 
Ulan likt' you any more do they? 
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Anºl lie IUOVC$ sm(X)thl)" into .º thorough ºnedicaºl examination, talking 
quietly, mus uringly. 
Well, I cant tell 3-011 enough how iilipm-'5ed1 I aºuº with you llosse. 
Now I'm going to have it quick von]. with your daughter, and the muse 
will find you it wheelchair. I know yon' re doing great but I can't have 
you overtaxing yourself. 
And with that her mother happily utov, t-., off into the whiting room supix)rted 
by the two mirso, who have suddenly ! naterialiuyl. 
The consultant looks at Susan for is long moment. 
-I don't know what to say, lie admits, other than Well done I don't 
know how you have, done it. I have never seen it patient in your 
mothers grave condition survive this far even when they have refused 
to let go. What I can tell you is that there is only one, reason for it and 
it has to be, the truly wonderful lore and care that you are giving her. I 
am full of admiration for you. 
Susan looks at the man with gratitude. 
- ý1nt1 you (loci t know the liuif of it, she think-.. 
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Chapter Three On Various Kinds of Spillages and railing to 
Mop Up 
1V L. Ztr, r now, wi. nttr everywhere, The' moors' d«ste& withv thte * first 
snow, Mtuw'vgardewwitWvhoar-1L4necVtree, 3hrubs-droopin9Clow w 
wiziv ices I too- CL41V droopCsuý, we ghcd doww with, CC&, {rvbcw 
heart, st ppeci veC*W HeW vs&t fr c', Ws- CM Ice' and' area wss: 
Tircd. iesr so- ºnt. ui-nun , ºlever-end, cv ttred+l4C4s- which, 
tuke'possessCorva jcU. stall-cravLný, bej i. i 'sleep. 
Th1. s' C Lnrwt go- oru Nwrsexuj, - ww tIwougiv tim rü, ghtk now, weg 
tuk&it i.. v turns: At least that C the'theory. But Vac, simply caw't 
managc' it, a*ud not surprisi. + eitWter. He's- seventy eLPub cm& 
worw out too- i. rv his- own, way. Severab ttuuw now either Jeaw or I 
hcwc, arrived. i *v the, » ortU. J to- find. Dad. Csv bed' asleep and' Mm iv 
iva, wet beci'. It 4 Wt as t3wufiv we, dorv't heave/ opttony IUe' cdo" 
beuuwse' I have' see+v to- thct. t I cantactrc ' t3 Mc coii 4tty nursin j- 
tc L. w ages- ago- anc'they have, runj' up several t(m& to- check' on. 
the'situattorvaºuLto-offer ºüght nursitugsupport: 
IV& have, broaehe& Ow., Night Ntwic, op"vv with, Dct& several ttow* 
bat her LY car hi, - u t di ffla t, ºnost a&no%La w- 
" Vin, not km. i y strarijers, em-o- me' houses at night, ye# catv 
th ikcJit WatuWcoxg-rounds nosyi-ncjiwdrawerk, st 
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w)u ver they c tv ft4 Yer cam forget it, both' ow yer. I'm, 
not"a Wre it', c 'that'Y f t4 Weli manaoec&: 
It Lsr º1ot a$ thou jiv we, luve, tu- pay for t3& services, aak I anw at 
pains, ttr point out to- flails knowing' now 3 wCW not spesi, 
a. ºiotJtier {a. rthL. uy an hik dyiruj' wC(c Ancl., we're not ºrtaru gi#uj,, 
not any rnom Jea v anä I a.. & styetrhed' beyond' oursel vek a4- cc (4, 
we, ca* azk& over Thi4)y nighty arv top of our ownu But th ik of 
course' what 'Dad, wants ak ttr do- an& th MJ if hei hoW out lonj' 
e+wtgj hs ieavey Mum' Lvv wet bedr enou4 iv times, we"U, do- it. 
But today is, different Yesterday a, car knocked' me, down, dtv the, 
street withv my dacujhtt-. It followed, a, º1i, ght of nursing- Mmtu 
anä then, w day at work, before, I walke& down, t3 hab to- the- bus, 
stop to- pick up Emi y cot 4uj, home. {ro, rv a, {rtenWk house4 I 
walked, straight out inttr the, road, withv Enuly, sleepwalkihuy. Wei 
were, ve+y kicky. We' got bundled' off to- A £r E, ducked' over aid' 
dischar¬}ed. with just a, mass- of Lwv-4c anti cuiy betweerv ws: But I 
hcwe' got t3& ºrle sa$e4 a*u , now I afw about delver- it to- Daum 
Wha. t', 'ver the, re-tý I shall K49- thud Macºnillaw tu"m today 
ancLget t3 NüghttNurse' 
62 My father's reaction to strangers in the house was I think complex. A combination 
of Victorian old-fashioned notions of privacy fuelled by a prudishness which 
bordered on neurotic (this was the man who refused to be observed by us if he was 
wearing pyjamas) along with an almost 'primitive' superstition of allowing any 
'outsider' in. But over and above this was his overwhelming need to stay in control 
with his authority unchallenged. He had already experienced challenges from the 
GP, the District Nurse, the Home Help, which every time left him incandescent with 
fury. Increasingly cornered by our mother's escalating needs he sought to exert his 
dominion in the one way he had left; over us, his daughters. 
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I wail' WUIV excrwG: attng, cares into- tho house, pray£nj' #uit 
Mm)VY Sight los wab rnea. º'she' c &t jeep my biat a n& Mice facet 
Aytd, &tdoes&trejist r, thasik'gads 
Dach however looks- at in4, arul' la«jhs: 
- tVe 4 who-' ve yow bce V CWgUjng w%t3v? 
}fas blood y ha Hei ett3w doesw't grasp what took place# ar simply 
doesrv t want to- kr aw. I cavv't be bothered, to- go- Lnt& it jea , 
C; M)Wj- t e' kitchens lecwi4i - Pete- to- sit wit3v MccrU si 'y 
heart''ny voice. but stopk short at the, sijht of rre 
- 4700& gads Sum, she' cries; whateve4's- happe ie4? ON nvy 
god, yoty tool' areaa Aº e' yaw alKght? 
I ttW her briefly, an& reassures her that we' arm both O. Sheik very 
upset. $hake+v at what hay happene& trr me', especta ly that E may 
hay bcew invoI. ved, She' doesw't nee& ºne, to- point out at& obvtows, 
to- her, so- whew I say to- Dach that we' have, to- tuck. about th& night 
nur$*. u9 sitUa. ttotu Jeat% louned(a&y acjreek a+ul with s uprestruj 
firm, ieis. 
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v4 facel shut-, v down T7ve, nudi sjv look, C Cnstutu y ther^ci, the' ctw 
out; t3 h u1 lowered< Jeaw atub Ie chc s e- ' weary look', but we- 
are, "ether on, thi s; I senses it str'on jLy. Of course', so- cZoei-V adc 
1Ve" ga thurncgh't3ý argament ' yet a jai. +n We, point out we, can, do- 
na 'none' o. ui' V a& cannot äe' left ttr cope orv t3 other n4f9hts: It 
ls&t fair onv hiess; it is&t f it on, Muo We, nucst now start to- use, 
tJw1Ni4ht NctrstnW Service 
ate'tr tnstzitttty Acri. occs: 
- I've, rout, or. 1'ver tvlcl' yet- 'taa I'ºtv bitte, av t'f ucc, r will not 
have/ th4 m' women. . ºity 'ou$& Poking, around boWng, 
wc. yvne' t. v jig ht. i. tt +ýeri. u ; »wddU. 4y- woine+u 
I ativ tat, ºv at this, ºrtolºtCnr. MY ºttwuý 14, ºº UP. 
- Vow nfmic' yoty d orv'tfuzvea choice, any lorVer abocct thü. ' 
I )a44 Jea. v arutI are a3 real' o vv tht 
" Yer'W duo-' yer t Idi Yer th datujhtýr. . yaw'U. do- ar yer 
to144 
III$' te. tiler t oroug; 4 lost 'now, he' raises- JU Sk voices ct. u1' Jc v 
(ftstittctLt'e1y steps, i navtLy back. ' frat)V "tu 
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- Na, Vadj I jay. mnusttrC. ty alb nvy reserver, it daesrvt work' 
iik& that now. 
- By 'ecks it does, hem 3ºlarts" L *v my {aceA Yee d. &t d%ctut' 
what'appens$ tw my 'acs , tars: I do. AU. «, ' dC4s au"$, wW' do: 
Yer' ' cio- akyoterc. to1d I'm yer father, yer'Ui do- "I say. I'ºw 
ye, - father, do-yaw ear arc'? 
A sui' now I aov looncwiteM eise. I have, reache, & my Limit No-, a+rv 
bt , nd. it. 
I look, at hä. º , directly now "I say to- haw what he, hay con n fJ-, 
has ha4' coining, for tz~ U(Mote< 
-Ik.. ww y mere, my fatter, a n& no- - one' reg retr it mor& 
thawI da. 
The. v the, woriä explodes: I a+w off ºny feet " 114 blow Uf n& a+uL 
I ilasw ajc « st t3 L tthew wall, before' cru. npU-ng- dowry onto- the. 
ftaor. Ik tow what it eonünjV now. I trtstt+utWely roil, into- a 
foetal, ctrl' and. un cr ºny h w2' with, t ivy arntk. I ca. w't nta noeavre- 
tzr get away firnw hi. ns th& space. ts'too- s mail, a #Ul/ I aL+rv boxed. into- 
.- corner 
by iü. rt< He, ho4 n and, he' knows- X. The' k4c4re star'), 
atine4' with caluclat'Vd" cLe erattorl at my head4 iris' hecwy shock 
firuUttj, their target 1 atty (tv tmttbies my body ik sail, 
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tnutotattsec' from' t' car clri vcnc- tnttr X anc& I uuv't protect rwy 
hea4 as, I nea t&.. I know he is w'to aauj to- stop. 
But he' does. I hegte w s"ted. rnoise ci+u& I enterb au 1' look up 
to- see- what it hppeni. ng. I ca&t take it Ct Jean, ck trying- t v- paw 
v a& off me< She' Ct screw ituj- at h4+fu soinethtrW I caw't hear 
property, drnv't u, udersra, uis soll thcnT about knowing, 
some"uT about Mini, sornethhMj' she'W go- to- Ow., police' pout 
now if he' doesºtit stop thus' ºrtixutte< And' he- does sttp. Iwstutttly. I 
look up i.. tto- hik fszce' a. uL what I see, is' w {ri jhtericV rfu.. ru I sta 
don t u' de, stzs+ui' whc:. t hak happened. to- nusk& h4C4w back' off but 
tt ts" clear enotujiv to- n that something- ccbout Jea& word' . re- 
powerful' e. wugh' Ur control thik P ULI to- strikes w urrar irv hLin' 
now etrhC& orv iüs' fa4M 
An& tJverv Pettr it thrvcufiv the' door. He' looks a. jh t, takes' it i, +v 
with, a fast appmisinT gia+uC' aruL actr swiftly. P VU*Uj Jeaty off 
Ucuis i ichrdowrvturýnt3ýeý--iw-iaw wWvc ývirowgrtp. 
You basta c hejays-tightly. Yow ever touch Swsa+v or Jecuv 
agat"'4 aruL so- help nnej aY of ar yow are I'1L brat the, Uvin J- 
dcyriiqi out of you'. 
p a, & ittunp$ de featr& a+uL' ak peter lctr "w go- he, JUnkr out of the' 
door. ott (#'t& tjagardcsu I pull rnyself up atto- aclair atuc c4cst 
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ºnysclf ctowº% We caty hear Mm Wk voices a wavertnJ' cry fi-mw the, 
sann DO9L Peterstzwtuis- looking, framiJeawto-mom 
" Go- one r say. go- tzr Mcuns we-'W sort our$clve' out 
I took, atJeatu She, iv asherv a. nd' visibly shaU+ j Thew I rc U ei 
stur is, $h ktru9' not from fear but from rcLJec She' £ beside' herself 
with, rages w tvweg Crxaruiescent rage, I cannot reinessnber 
ewe see ty bei 
" Stray t3eov'Sccc" she, whispery, I'i. L get soltu; t: 3üauj to- wipe yow 
«p. 
I ha C. % r ýtioaceciý tiuýr Z a, w WedrrV,. 
Arut, ' $3hcicm(cites, by me-clab&ituj-c we y 37eitrills'meiGvStöty» 
' This was the first and only time my sister defended me from my father. For all of 
our childhood she had done the opposite, to 'set me up' in a way which invariably 
delivered me into our father's hands. So her action here was quite breathtaking, 
incomprehensible to me at the time. Writing it makes me confront it. I have several 
thoughts. On a practical level Jean needed me. She, like I without her, could not 
have carried the burden alone. Such were the difficulties of our situation that this 
required her to override the pattern of a lifetime and intervene on my behalf. No 
small matter for her given her by now pathological fear and dislike of Walter. My 
second thought is that in some way the scenario she watched unfurl between 
myself and our father took her back to the dreadful day by the reservoir, the 
crumpled body on the ground, the towering figure of Dad smashing down 
repeatedly on the inert body. This time she was an adult and could act. And in her 
action, and more so. In her words, she set up a new dynamic which would dictate 
their relationship until " no, after, my father's death. My final thought is that my 
sister's words should have been prescient for me too. After all my sister had traded 
in her lifetime's silence and given to me a vital piece of knowledge which had the 
potential to transform our sistering. But it came at the wrong moment for me. I was 
beyond being able to reflect insightfully on anything other than my mother's 
situation. 
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Row tlits four %%t 'ks later. The Macmillan Nigltt Nunina Service is it 
t, 'OlI -A-11d, ºuaking it i ittle for the sisters to carry on. Walter tla's not put up 
any loom fight, objºrtion. 110 withdraw s into his CII radio, his walks, his 
Ixxtks, leaving his tlnugltter. + to manage everything, but leaving them alone 
finally. 
Itight at the end their mother is moved lutek into hospital. Both sisters feel 
t tricken; they feet they are bunking faith with their mother, the faith she 
has entntavil to them in her last few uºantlºs They know they have no choice 
but it ih s not make the derision any easier. 
Su to Itx, k+ at dran Conscious of having txrn the one to take her mother on 
all the trilti to the ht pital she oxlxvts her sister to w ant to 1xß there on this 
1u., t journe . 
" S11+311 we go together with Mum Jean? she asks 
Jean stay, silent. 
" Ordo )ou want to go with her by }'ourself.? Susan wonders. 
Jean tlºxsºi t inert suds e) c!, 
" Actually. he says, actually ... I think I'd better lx°lº homo to organise it 
few thiti '. I'll M1 )Ou later at the lL($pitul. 
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Taking her mother out of her homo for the last time is uiilxaraºlºly hard, one 
of the luºnk-it things in her life which Susan has to ºlo and site ucurly doesn't 
manage- it. But her mother, as though knowing somehow, hells her. As site is 
taken into the ambulance she come, into her last few minute, of lucidity. 




You are my joy she said 
Confined now to her bed 
Leaning over 
Make more comfortable 
Wipe face 
Tenderly comb hair 
Rest back on her pillows 
You are my joy she said 
Her mind now gone 
Recognition past recall 
Clouded eyes 
Suffused with love 
Lock into mine 
You are my joy she said 








Facc upturncd to mine 
Last words 
You are my joy she said" 
a Written in 1986 after my mother's death 
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Chapter 4 Distant Lives, Still Voicesas 
After the funeral Jean tunny to Susan, and holds her. 
Sue, she me must alw'ay's stick together now, we mustn't, let 
anything come l ct e cn us, after all we've ixrºº through, all we ve coped 
with together" 
S U. ti111 j lst 11t*I 
They du chat h. i to Ixe (lone, their father leaving everything to them. The 
funeral is urr. u1i-wAl and got through, the headstone onlererl and paid for, the 
heartl, nakintu. +k of sorting out their mothers few clothes, knick-knacks, is 
dealt with. SUitCaMS full of ntsty faxl calls are decanted into the bin, and in 
the bar; %%hich her mother had clutched to herself with grün detenuituttiau, 
Susan tlit1s%eN t hundred lx, uutl:; in premium butuls. They find that their 
mother hma. liitltlt'u away little caches of pound coins, fifty pence pieces, 
tnngItrl up in her uuuler' ear, shoved inside shot . It represdnts the sum total 
of their mothers uealtlm, her pathetic bid for it little inulepentlence from her 
tormentor. Snipulou ly they split every little find between then, saying 
nothing to their father. Ilia final acknow'le*lgemnent of bis daughters part in 
caring for their mother is to ceremoniously give theta euch twenty i lolls 
'3 The title is a rejigging of Terence Davies' title for his seminal film of a 1950s 
working dass childhood. I came across it as a sub-heading in Mauthner's excellent 
book (see Mauthner 2002) which text gave me my starting point for this Inquiry and 
I hope she will forgive me for using the title. 
0 Whilst being chillingly Ironic given future events Initiated by my sister this 
comment also confums for me the Insight gained from therapeutic work which was 
that my sister's continuing need for me was just as great, if not greater, than my 
need for her in my childhood. As well, I think it confirms my earlier comment that 
the idea of 'amity was crucial to my sister and never more so than in the aftermath 
of our mother's death. Out of the blitzed remains of our family I was the one still left 
standing for Jean. 
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'fur lookiºi after 'er w well '. Unºloubterlly in his eyes it stagrerinnly 
munificent gvstuivorgeneimity. 
Sn' an t1Irous her note on the fire in front of hing. Jean keeps hull of hers. 67 
TIºcn' is not, e%er, may t1iýCUitiioi alx)Ut how their nmother% illnt: +s and death 
kM lxru for each of them, : uul not another mention of Jean shocking story. 
Sutiºu ºla, try; she uutkt-, several alx)rtive attempts to open up this 
c-out(eri: ºtiou. For her, it firls inºlwrtant to go through this proccsi with 
Jean, a kind of di-briefing stur su1)1K) s, and without it slit, is left with 
clu-, tiom; and ptuhably mor s u1ut' But Jean is different. She will not, 
cannot talk n1Mºut it. '1'1ºis l*'eoiiit painfully clear to Susan on the first 
nttni%etsary'of 16-A, s death. 
It is Jean m Ito moots, the idea that they should always mark the anniver iry 
of their \Ium. % ºle: ºtlº. 60 SIºe says this at the Nulle tiuºe tos insisting they must 
always stick tt;, al! ºer, and Susan is Iºttppy to mirve to some kind of act of 
nvuºeºulºrnutr. 
The' day I haw, brew dread, t is- here 7lu,, ntetinoric* ar& evert 
J per, Hure' "oru. sire than, I expects I wonder rather 
dcipe+nWy how long, it Li going- to- take' nip to- recover, move- 
foru. 'ard4 I a+w not sure- how I wab get througiv today's' grisw 
anº Acesa. y day. but I wCW it least haue., Je 4v to- share' the, 
°? This difference in our responses was something I recalled sharply after my 
father's death and made a very different meaning of It from the one I made at the 
time. 
t° Given what transpired { can only speculate that this suggestion came more out of 
my sister's need to find something which would bind us together in a permanent 
way than it was about re-visiting a painful memory. 
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hýarttic3 wi t3ti ýf Them wab be someea sing I t3 , rnne'sUjht 
Iesseni.. t4J of t3 staraw grief. 
Ilx 4' the chadrew Unto- tim car aftrx school, ands set out far the 
flerbyshwm valcuje, where' Jeaw kves: The. child-e+v are" subcieeed. 
but looking, forward, av weWL ttr see4vuJ' their cowsinsw, sluwInj' 
soicthii of thi v day with theme It wW' heIp thefrv t'oo. 
ß cý tiüýuý} s sb i}ýcý im, L, v arv off key as, soon" we, enter the' cotta je< 
Jeaw Is- at her tntsCesr, tiv a, none-step {lorry of household jobs-, 
tcaci4. ij prep. organisenc3Peterand. the' kids: 
- If )ow warft- ttr stay, y Wr& welconw sip sayy, but cam yaw 
uL+ti scG St e' I've' got a" lot ttr get tIwougiv beforc' trnnorrow. 
I stn. rr at her. I ant, wrorui, {ooteds nonpU, csse 4 Have, I mad& a 
mistake, about her intentionr fvr tho' day? 8cct the' knowk why we. 
arcs he. -es i iuLVe+v r ju$r ttcrnC& up out of th& blAtC, ff" there, &eew 
a change, of heart? perhaps shejust t41. , nds, t0 get the chores 
do fir3t? i dori t krtow whet to- tJu& . how to- rear 
now., passes: I hang, abotct, u. erttur vacs Jearv snap;, 
oraewk ar her fuºnily. Th chZl b-e, t, wtsely disappear toto. their 
coust, v SCºnoWs' bedroom' an& If *ul, myself sitting, on, my awry Lrv 
tau' kitchen a' cooling- ºsuuy of ttcv trv front of ºfm 8otlvJeaw an& 
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Parr area nowhe v/ to, be, secºv cznä I feel a, foot' somehow, a, spare) 
part, a'v appeoulage' to their live I heave/ either read, the,, script 
wrongly or it-h Ls h a& a dmsttc re'-dra t Cv my th3ence4 
St ayIm mymind4 
" co» ("vWki. I yell, up t3 3taü-s: TNneifor off. 
You're' wekrnner to- stZXY fir supper, Jeaw suddenly 
reappears= she, looks. 3heeptslu 
- No-, we wow't tJuznky. I say briskly, a 3- f ivm2y "I cave 
I avoid eyes crnttact toot I know I shout ui say sontetiu n- but dock, 
it av a-ce. " Just get out of hexet I bundle., the, kak tnt - th& caw, 
wuiv whitwv about no- tecv ema. nattng {rann the, back seat, shoot 
down't3e, 1UW an& stop at the' chippy my th& village' higiv street. 
69 Power relations between sisters can indeed shift but can also be reasserted 
within familiar and familial discourses. As Foucault quoted In Danaher et at. (2000) 
points out, relations of power are not set In stone. It shifts, it is fluid. Long 
experience had trained me into avoidance of direct challenge or confrontation with 
my sister. especially when I sensed (as I did on this occasion) her emotional 
unease and the potential for an unpleasant 'scene'. Mauthner (2002) says 'Power 
comes alive in enacted practices and experiences' (p 65). So I failed once more to 
challenge my sister. at least directly. But In truth something did shift between us 
because I was able to assert my autonomy for myself and children and leave. 
Unusually for me I took charge of myself in an Interaction with my sister and acted 
decisively. I achieved some power indirectly. I offer this as an example of a 
feminist reading of power, that Is. there can be no one definition of power as being 
possessed by one person over another person, but rather power relations can be 
both, and sometimes present in a single Interaction. The action was not lost on my 
sister or myself. And the Incident also represented something else. Looking back I 
can mark it as a key turning point in the decline, the increasing distancing, of our 
relationship. 
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i'ku tr& by tau- rare, treat of 141v an& d 4k out of a, bam, the. 44 
nuuuh avI do 'tep over tau. dcw ºfworl tide 
- Why cU&ucc, gc-Mtom? Tom asks: I thou jhtyaws ud'wemwere 
going tö-do-So»tetJU ij-ttr re, nember Orcisui. nw? 
" Yes; I thought so- too- love', but X seemed' likesJea+v did4Vt 
wait tv da that ajtr CLU4'° 
" 1Ve11t why didrti tyow ti U' her Mum'? W Jvc coºný at al L thL<' 
way, n. %. she, Muth,; t even' Jay tIw. si. k' yon' tn- ur You, never tea 
fea. v1-! tuft; W roAwwRysher tdI si. J. yatu 
A pcuLses theºvmar'ºnu»tbtes'through. a. ntauthfu, of ch ps'. 
-I get ºeerily /i ZI up wWi Jeans I ready, reaUy da: I dorv't 
k. tow why Per pu up wCth her. fie. shoui&j t tuke. SCmovv 
a+ut, Kat-& arum get another house' to- ii vG ivu 
- Yes: c: $. cesk Emily i, w a %' egeuilly stuffed, voi-cc anc'thev' 
they wo lV bc' »tore' happier, wauld&t they? 
7° It has been through the writing of this narrative that i have understood the extent 
to which my sister. in my view. relied on denial and repression to survive 
overwhelming emotional pain. As much as I feel this has caused me some distress 
and a measure of Injustice I can feet nothing but sadness for a woman who 
appears to have made it her lifetime's grim work to build and maintain a defensive 
fortress on such shaky ground. 
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The iucitlent marks at Shift, it turiting txºiut, it turning hick, after a brief 
cathartic ix-ri(Al. The old 1ºattertts, the old niles of enganetneut lºetwmii the 
sisten, no rt thettt--wh- m Sc, it is that as lxºth of them move through their 
fortits nothing and evt'r)thing stºift i)etwtvii them. 71 
On the, surface their lives and their relationship appear more or less its they 
haßt' Ixen. But the change which their mother's absence brings alters 
something fuutlametttal in each sister, ix't; in, it slºlitting, it sliding, an 
opening tip of uº eluLan Iwt nett their, and more darkly within each of them. 
'llºcir mother, St ho in life seemed so potver1es, ut weak, truly pathetic, in 
used of lit-Ili fnºtu her slaughters just to get through her life, IULS exerted it 
1ºuºterful Iº+nttl, has t t'u the glue, which had kept their lives stuck together in 
mute M"wblance of ogler and normality. Now without her, and without 
rvali. atiou on their INtrt, it crumbling lxgins, it slow decade-loll" 
dibiute grttiou. 
The ºIºraºIe+ of their forties nut;, uuuervingly similar for Ix th sistetN, along 
1ºar. llel but im1wr ptibly divergent trucks, Both ºlo well in their 
pnºft i ional li%ts moving surely and confidently ill) their respective ladders, 
Both an' o er«lºeluticcgly busy with full working Iives, growing children, 
itnol'. ettuCut ill the local I tbottr Party, school governorshils, trnºl union 
Y' t want to interrogate here not only the question of power relations between two 
sisters, the forms that power has taken and how it has shaped our sistering 
relationship. but as well how each of us have been shaped too, that is, our 
subjectivities. I take 'subjectivity' to refer to our own sense of our identity, how we 
each experience our selves, but the crucial question for me is just how much, and 
in what ways. our own sense of our self is shaped by our sistering experience, and 
even more, our feelings, our meaning-making, of that sistering experience? See 
Davies et al. (2002) and Walkerdine (2001) for a discussion of this point. This 
raises another issue already referred to and that Is the matter of agency (see 
McNay 2000). 
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activi'l1471 Increasingly they ". tw each other at constituency branch meetings 
or %tuiucn-4)uly +orksilolº; rather than ono-to. -one. And this cross-over 
contact brings its on problems for lxºtll of theta. Susan, increasingly 
coufillcnt taub the inure eslx riencctl of the two in public speaking because of 
her job will be %wul.. Jeau, less 11"t 'd to large public forums, will stay quiet 
for much of the time, but squirm Jutinfully watching her younger sister 
perform. Een now, in her forties, site cannot throw off the feeling that she 
i.. n. lx, rº, ihlt' in spule way for her sisters behaviour, that it reflects on hinr. 
ITtI'iuI for a tireatle, ltllt+l's stricture's still ring deafeningly in Jeans ears. 
MIe; ulttleibt Su'-'an, fillely attitnttil to the nuances of Jeatis lxxly language in 
tlºhr meetings alternates ktuten annoyance and gut-rotting shame. Has 
she uº: ule is texºl of herself Me Jean uº regularly iºuplit +" For both of them 
them is no i' zipc' fron, their mothers intricately constructed Pandora's box. 
Such in tihctucttt leaves theta less tiuºo anti energy for their relationship 
deY pite Jeati+ tuuse hack into the city Its, than it utile away fromm Sus7Ut. 73 
lint Jean dots continue to m ake efforts to include Susan and her children in 
particular cvlebrttiolL; and hoiitlays. 
7 It is time matter of holidays in which 
" Miller (1987a) points to something I have long felt, that Is that 'political action can 
be fed by the unconscious rage of children who have been misused, Imprisoned, 
exploited. cramped and drilled. This rage can partially be discharged by fighting 
'enemies' without having to give up the idealisation of one's own parents' (p 121). 
This is not to denigrate the integrity or sincerity of political activists, but my own 
long experience of involvement with people active In 'left' politics brought me Into 
contact with an awful lot of angry, unhappy and (in my own view) damaged people. 
I do not absent myself here. 
73 Another Indication for me of my sister's need to maintain some kind of close 
connection with me, symbolic rather than material as it turned out, given the 
decrease in contact over this period. I feel I was Increasingly responsible for this 
developing distance. Unknown to my sister my heart sank on hearing how closely 
they would be living to me. I was still a long way from having a conscious 
understanding of my need to re-negotiate our sistering relationship; unconsciously I 
acted out this need in the material world. 
'+ Notwithstanding my Bartier comment I can recognise with hindsight that even 
whilst Jean Insisted on a close family tie she also regularly used distancing 
techniques with me during our familial socialising. Her behaviour on the anniversary 
of our mother's death became the norm. On countless occasions I would turn up at 
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their tleselupiug elitzttuv openly ttuinif«t., iLself, Jeatt pushing energetically, 
Im-nuasi ely, e%er}' )ear fora joint Vacation in French gites, and Sus-Ill with 
(41ual Ix-r. 6teite', n. i'tiuý;. Truth tall, Swan is on it bit of it hook here, her 
children liming, mlx-lletl against nn)" future joint holidays following it 
Iatrtirular dli-u, ter t%%4) )gars nftcr Ila e*s death. 
%rriving 110Uut after that particular holiday Torn waited until they lind 
carriºrl all thw gear into the IL LL'4 uuti tlºeu l(x)h'((1 squarely at his mother. 
" fin not picking is tight Muni, is haul Said quietly, but 
fin just letting 
you kuuw that Ins not going on holiday with . Ie: uº teer again. 
" No, pil"I up 1 mila" loyally, uni neither zun I. «'cýtl rather just be on 
ON% nti ,t tht r. 
N%'C %r tulkwl ttlxnit it M[um. '1710 110lidlay-s would lxs brill 
if it u n., jut I\-ter uut1 Simon and Ente, but Jean six i1 everythiuk 
Sº that uwi that. Ikºth cllitilrvu are attanLant and never once waver from 
their Imition. Susan miliplctcly accept., her childrens stand. Ruefully she 
nvY ; ni-e, that they are bwvr than her. They have found the courage to 
ri*. ak the truth u hich i+ uºun+ than she Ims ever manui; cvi to ºla with Jean. So 
e% n year 5u. a11, j . thetically, iu%eut., zwille tltlº(1 exelliN, house unconvincing 
her home on invitation to find myself swiftly 'parked' by Jean, whilst she vanished 
into her non-stop t: urry of busyness. It would often be the last I would see of her. I 
usually ended up spending the time with my brother-in-law and the children. This 
makes me realise that there is an omission at the centre of this part of my narrative 
linked to my sense of my sister's need to 'story' a close sister relationship Into her 
narrative seit-and"pubtic 'telling' but which was apparent rather than real. This 
omission reL3tes in turn to the powerful presence my sister had In the circles in 
which we both moved and that I was known almost universally as Jean's sister first 
and foremost and only then as someone In my own right. I struggled with huge 
frustration and amb va.. ence concerning this perception whilst at the same time 
colluding with it 
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htory, Gs wt ttºcttt orr the hook Itt the etttl Jean stole asl: ittg, but regularly 
allude, tu how dkth)IKºiut(rl she i.,, The repro; tclu, go on for it very long time. 
If their profm iottal nnul acti%e live, are working well for them the same 
cannot iM' said for their emotional live-, Again there is it deeply unnerving; 
parallel 6etuven the si, ters, '3 loth embarking on it series of relationships 
ell hout their 
fortits, o1wal) in . lt'atis cu. S4 and with the seeming tltniug 
iuTvptanc of 13-ter. Each relationship for them 1)0111 ends in entirely 
predictable tl6alirr, until Jean finally pulls back to her husband, borne life 
and ºr)1 wt in is form tt Itich only nu tifest.. itself to her sister it decade hater. 
Su'. an, Oomer to learn, without a stalwart 1º: ºrtncr to turn back towanls, 
etulº: ºrls uu a la4st final tlestnºctire affair. In the throes of this self-iuflicteti 
angst Sus-tit fails to notice and understand that Jean is undergoing it 
pnofc%. %iaual rrixi uhiclº only nvºl%« itself in it 1wrial of long term sick 
leeuºeuutl ewtttual early retirement just Ix-fore hier fiftieth birthºlay. 
is The para»'eis are unsurprising on one level. Both of us were fortysomething old 
women, both similarly affected by the political and ideological zeitgeist of the 
previous two decades with its emphasis on sexual freedoms and a woman's right to 
ctaLm for herself what men had until recently abrogated to themselves. But there is 
another reading to be had. Both of us were arguably experiencing some version of 
a 'mid tie crises'. which is about. as much as it is about anything, a crisis of 
subjectivity. My instinct is that this lay at the heart of our mutual 'crie do coeur' In 
this decade. Our individual subjectivities. shaped so profoundly for both of us by 
our sistenng relationship now lay beached by our mother's absence. How does one 
carry on being a 'minimother' when the mother herself Is no longer around to 
substitute for? My submit to a dominant caretaking sister when a mother's death 
has fnatty made you grow up? 
rs kty sister's early retirement was forced by a political campaign by parents at her 
school against the newty introduced tests for primary schoolchildren. The Ineptitude 
of the Local Authority in dealing with the crisis revealed, in my view, a willingness to 
sacnfce an experienced and valued Head Teacher In order to save itself from 
further trouble, hty sister was the Innocent victim caught up In particularly nasty 
cross ire and there was nothing she could do In her position to shape the events. 
For someone who seemingly functioned by feeling In control of life and events at all 
tunes such a situation was particularly challenging, and eventually, unbearable. 
She took long term sick leave, then argued for and received early retirement on the 
grounds of ill hea. ". h. This turned out to be a poisoned chalice In that she found 
herself bound by tie retirement rules and could not work as a teacher ever again. 
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As . lean moats uncertainly into her fifties, beruft of her life's kork and 
rai, ºu +li*tre, 4tnºt; -; ling to re-lxk; itiuu hetsclf, ºlevastatcrl by her empty nest 
as her children Irate hums' fur university life, o Susan meets her own 
utt4, t. ltt. l. Ilavin. ftuallyý frucih herself from her affair and just past her 
fiftieth birthday, a major tlepimsite illness sweeps her into her own period 
of loud, term sick lease. It fix) coincides with an empty nest, her children 
having alyº t, ýsue off to university. Nit for Susan this proves to be her 
turning 1lint. Site will say ist future }ears to anyone who asks her about her 
1ºreakilotttº that it %% 5 the hMSt break that she ever got. It is only the truth. It 
sttº-, her life. " 
S, It. the º1ºeMe tunº. nail both sisters mope into their fifties lift is lutnl for 
each of thent. Audl it is all indication of how far they have moved apart that 
each of them º1%es their lift, crisis in quite different ways and without 
letting each other know nu)tltiug of it. But it further life crisis is alxmt to 
roll, utue till uuknmiim, tin.,: uº, iuul it is this event which, dredge, to the 
%urfave the tlkw1lot 'lulligitaac)", the darkest shadows, laid dawn in their 
º+lºanrl and buried clºilºllnxxl. 
" Jungian therapy over seven years enabled me to begin the process of 
individuation as Jung ca!! s it as well as to confront and work through much of my 
chil4hood experiences. I agree wholeheartedly with Miller (1987a): 'experience has 
taught us that we have only one enduring weapon in our struggle against mental 
iciness; the ernotonal discovery of the truth about the unique history of our 
childhood' (p 1). Individuation refers to the process of psychological integration 
which leads to me development of the Individual personality. It is seen, and 
expenenced. as a process of transformation where the personal and collective 
unconscious is brought into consciousness to be assimilated Into the personality. It 
is regarded as a natural process which leads to maturation and has a holistic 
hea!, ng effect on the individual For a Jungian perspective see Jung (1954), Jung 
(1967). Jung (1971) and Jung (1989). 
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Tow walks, t1w0u4Jiv t3 door cou-1, gives, ntei fuy usual bear hcuj: 
flroppiey a huge ntckscuty t, v the' middle. of t3& floor, he. looks 
LD md, Cat restai; 
" Yot'w, got it iook4. uy really ºuce' Mw+nk Ws' very you,. It's" 
rcauy ci . jecV sC" ce'r pai,. ltcct the' wails- f yr yciu4 
Intl" & tt hi. k- Part of my recovcry front' depr ssCorv hay been' to- 
grasp ct, painfttL melde' arui move' housed T'hi4, tv Owl first tGne' Tony 
hak bec+v hoot& staue he' ca+nc over for cw weekert& and' hclpc4' ºr 
slap c+ºud iLt ' on, the' wails. Now heu' back for Eastrr amid I'm 
delighted to- have, him' to- myself for ev whüc4 1Ve' settle' ins have, 
stt per. ttdL flows- wbmtt his, coy rsc,, his, Photography project-, h,, r 
gielfricru1 Thou Ive, goes, stuide tly q tZet, reaches- for a"Cher catu 
of IcuJer. Downing- thc+w too- fast'. I notv dGs i pprovin jiy 
lie, looks, up cand, seas- my eyes: SLul4c lLy my heart stups: 
SOtftelhirio- is- CQ1KNt$: 
" Z%v, got cv 
bit of cw itcci. ltiv ºnysmry, he, sayv too- ccu .I 
wcair, 'tot by-eczih . tj. 
1've, gor this, ficemy lamp my my a. rnu u& roily up ho 3Zeeve,, 
Showy at& 
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I've. 111e31er see. any hi. y like, tr bej, r& tic aas siüsvy, reds odds 
Uttie' g stoles: It looks Sore', anti, thcrek a stttriv thieree 
-I went to- t GP an& hei ref erre& fine' to- t3 consccltn nt, 
aruL tiwy L, e, done' tat. of trstk, biopsy, and' they tom, Ws. 
3rnºte, sort of lymphoºncu 
Ir all, crnner in, a" Jug, rushy ak he, gaUopk h16- way t3wougiv thL 
3pcectu I carry on, tookiru, y at him I'nv frv3m rooted< it iy only 
when, he, kuu9hs- like, he, always' does when, Wp frightened, and" 
t)yi. %9' not for show it aruL he, retches' out to- me, end' says-, sorry, 
sorry. sorry. do, ti t rneaaw to- JtUtq s oh. go& I knew thL- would i 
tim worst thi. rt9 far worse, than, having, the, bloody thing:.. 
And, I gather him, c. my arms; holds him fiercely a4, though' he. Gs, 
a sºruLW chid' a+ul, not a six, foot' f vc matu my sºna b boy, my only 
boy. n. u'1 k. ww th worst'has jjtst'happene 4 
Except' Laust it has- nod Sornett~k # sky {s: ILs Lrv ancL thew gety 
put back. up "at"u Te"v long- years- Iatrr we, know %t',, OK " 13 ut 
those'ß. t' days: +ºsonths were, bads 
rI It took three years to get a diagnosis of an extremely rare, thankfully low-grade, 
non-progressing tymphorna, followed by six years of radiotherapy and a final year 
of a new. radical treatment before Tom was pronounced completely free of it. 
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Torn' nuLkesV it clear tit- at his, preferr&L way of dea2Lj' witWv it ck ta- 
riti+ti. +n se. it - acv Uttle' locaV difflaaty' he, quips, - arud. 4Y priority 
c his- aejree4 
The' only wct yI caw do- t3ä01, M unu 14'to- tqa4uk, it untW after 
{i+uas: WWL you' comr., with' mc' jr othh., co t4tr nt's- 
appo ntrnesw An& then, youº Caw tu1k+ to- htfiv awl, fin& out 
everyt3ýiý } yow cc si &tCtjccst let nt., get throt gh th tt^irts 
get »ty ß+ualv aor .. 
liv trbrttiýc. aý d'se+ts4bie. cýrttýe, riordivuýry. 
I do- as- h& ask=s, West he'throwJ himself Ut - his, {i+ I tu& to- 
his, conse4Uant aruL reseamN trawU. t3a, weir for hours- at a 
tLrnej read' thuvtu}iv impenetrC ºnedLc4 1' articles: I &i. *v tzr 
learns tzr get somºsc grasp of t3 tssuces% but not it heZps" to- take' 
away the, terror, tja sickening- {ear. It ik alnwst Nrtpossib1G to- 
contzu. u Good, friends, help greatly, I am &1e. ssc& witWv my fru std s. 
8c4t rwt witiv rºty si, stre. In. her own t wror a4ul, fear- whLcly it 
»u vfest a+uL geru ne, she, Copes, itv the, only way she knows, how. 
[very day $ is, on, the phone, 
Wtcw to- this: Ski jays. Thos- iY what it Sayk about 
lyºnpho, nns: So, What you, ucst do- Sue, cr rte- up this. person 
a; ui, .. 
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Ow anti o6U this- goes. In, vaL6 I say wluzt I a4w doing: it iy not 
e+wugik Irv vai"v I teil her that I'ºw doi. ct Totifvj way. It. is, 
wrung: Tiierg' is- only once way to- han4k think a4l& Lt iss' her wcyr. 
Sic cantwt hoer ttw 
-I dow't think. yow'rc' dort bothere& about Tom reaUy Suet 
Yaw wosad, %%C be' tz 2ki. ru -k t3ti k if yaw were4 I've always 
thunujitt» w were. a kncsy nwth r:.. 
I bat tr away. I Jutve, other prCorCttess th& chief of which ty 
Tat 
" Im going, to- ri oug To w up, Jea+v on& day. I've, 
got as t pis- to foniuztioty and. you, womit ttW NOV soo- IU Iwe' 
Lt>. 
" You"U' do- na s«ch thinT, I speak sha. ply, fi 4-fttuy. I've/ tou 
yow 5C tt$nek now how Tom want-i, to- play tau s- for t3w, 
mo»tunt. lte. 's" nt de' it quitr, clear that he, doesw't want any 
dtsucssLan abotLrir'ttVhe k thwough'hGyfirt 2s. 
We11s 1 dcPv't agree, wWv that sues Jea v pronounces' 
tde fi. Utely. so- I shaU ri. rug, hi. ow now. Anyway, r neecL to- tra to- 
hi, ºu for me I nett to- Ilea r WY OK. 
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I aov dcc 4l yc tLut, bat the., ice, tw my heccrt pours' utti »ty voices 
- Th4 C ri t abocct whc yosv agrees or c sagrec' with This' ß&t 
about. Wtv cst- all, Ws, about Torre I i, +tisvst that youv respect 
To-ties, wisho; jea, k do-yowhecte etw? 
The, phon& tr discanvwxtc& csbruptiy. A few rout ut w later it rimy 
agc'. M Ject. k witJV t)'ütftt phi iw hei' voice4 
" 1VeIL I'%Tjccst spokew to- Tont' an& he' was' abs*4ttvIy {i+ie 
about it tt'e ve, fuub cu very good chat about it . U4 
Ir is, ºny tttrn tO- pc&t thei Phone, dowºv sharply. Irsw Tony {c; cu-Cs- 
Ow" wont dtvaaing" what I wab hoar. To»vr cU4tvess- "Lard m& 
dowºi t3 kiuc 
. Oh. Mu, n; why dtd#yat4 ict her r ºncI? 
I say whit I cart to, uilrw Jth v. ºeasscu-e, hi. 4w CC wal, never happe+v 
aoai#u With. rage, tev i>ty heart I punch, iw my sestw4 ºuunber. It'r 
her I uwcnt to, pe40 ch For the, first' Mite, C. My U(c, I givciJearv a 
ciresst. uy ciown4 Wetther of « s, wiZL forget I have, never spo" tD- 
her Uke'this: tHy htnv now to-toy dowwthe taw. 'You' will not', `Do- 
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yaw WU-UntZtfUW, 'I hopes 1'"V nusk IUY ºtvyseZf dear? ', 'I a+w only 
goin to- say tIüs" oºc'"" 
Wei haw l ºw conMct- far many weeks: It Ck the, longest M ne, Cw my 
U(u up ttr thi pot. tit when, I hear nothj#Uj, front' my 3+4tpýr. I fceV 
relief. sch, relief 
Arut, Tonle any Worutrous, a+"ttuf, sweetheart Tons wa&k away 
frank htr Atuitisr withv Ant class, honours-k, w di-stUlcttoiv tw his, 
pro fessiovutL ez vots. a+ui" the, Nottoto ' best Photography Student 
of the' Yeast prqcA 
I want to riº }, Jeanr tip anti shout T a, boo- sucks to- yaw' dowry the' 
pho"wA I wa. %t to- go- rotoud a. ut, sack two- f 41Jer r ccp tn- her. I want 
to- dance' zºu front of her wltiv my tJuun& on my nose, I da none, of 
tJUsf of =a w, I stay reso1t tay silent: 
lº i, au opett tuniiug 1K)ift in tlieirsisterh *xL 
Jean writer t letter e%eutuully, Mom- the lines of reproach and exprn sing it 
alº>in' for 4 wort, equal rrlation-Slºil-H) It is time they sorted out their 
" it is of course not coincidentat that it was because of my overwhelming maternal 
need to defend my son that I finally manage to find the courage to confront my 
sister and in so doing break abruptly and definitively with the positioned 'looked 
after We sister role. 
w It is clear that the message t sent to my sister was correctly interpreted by her. 
And it seems that she tried to reciprocate. I Interpret this as an equally heartfelt 
desire on the part of my sister to shift our positioned sistering roles into something 
else. Her expressed desire for *a more equal relationship' Indicated how fed up she 
had become of the minimother role and her wish to wave goodbye to baby sister. 
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nvIatitm, lºip the later -: ty She is tinyl, she asserts startlingly, of being the 
big si, tº-r. sum is tx3th a . touished and elated 
by this and talc's the letter to 
shim with her 1w, }elºotherapisL 
- (io can-fully Site, Ikth: ulvi, (ti You have done it lot of work on thcso 
., tics but u. wi far u, tree know Jean lmm t. 
But her therapist i wi! ýo and cautious r pon; e falls on (leaf ears. All Susan 
can hear is that Jean finally t'Cifls to 1x) Olen to wine real communication 
Ixkt iteu them. Now, at last slip farts, they can (teal With the root cause of 
Su.: uis fining, tuw: ink dein, . Kauas feelings towcanis Susan. They can talk 
ulx, ºat their chililluxt. Sa-: ttis reply is to u(klnti; 1ºmcisely thirst issues. 
J(aii s sºdr+("tucut n'lx, L.. e pruft-oes not to have any kiow)(Ylt o its to what 
tiu+. in is referring. She had at happy clºilºlluxxl and is sorry to hear Site 
(li(ln t. " lltnewr. %he Olles not ever intend to Gasei;.; her childhood with Site 
anti n.; long as Site ugnv-, to these teruº., site was happy to continue it 
relation-shill! " 
However. I theonse that alt ough she was clear In her desire to relinquish the 'big 
sister' rode, she was quite unable to contemplate giving up the dominant power 
relationship integral to it. I do not think this was thought through or acknowledged, 
much less understood by my sister. I would suggest rather that her deeply 
traumatised defensive coping behaviours roquirod her, in the absence of any 
therapeutic support to maintain this aspect of our relationship. To put It another 
way 1 suggest tt t she desired to give up the rosponsibilitios attached to the 'big 
sister' role but not the rights. And for as long as she maintained this position we 
were not going to go forward in our sistering relationship. 
O'R1 ier (1987a) says 'the emotional world of a tormented child is itself the result of 
a selective process that has eliminated the most Important elements' (p 21). uA key factor in a: t relationships which undergo a fundamental change Is a shift In 
feelings. and more crucial stdl. an awareness about those shifts. Reflexivity can 
lead to new understandings. Insights. which once perceived, can enable the 
individual to transcend existing relations and reach an accommodation of 
differences hitherto unaddressed. However, for such an accommodation to be 
reached betAeen myself and my sister. reflexivity had to be present for both of us. 
For further discussion of narratives of change see Mathias (1992) and Sandmaser 
(1995). 
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s, u, ati iý l, ittýýrh ýlisa q*ýititwi. She is also gohsUiacked. 
Jý"ctºi ý* denial of their shared history is astounºling. She can't count tile tilims 
mhen they hale sat up over u Ixºttle of wine and reminisced about their Dad's 
nufultI4 , their 
\[utºi, -: ul lift-, the ghastly- non--slxakinI periods. But she 
aid) iºntnediately utºderstauºls her mistake. Beth Wus right. She has been 
morkin;; in therapy now for sinne time. She has started oil it painful but 
culightening journey when' she is gaining ºtne insight into herself and 
family 6-ha iouM Not only is she learning it lot but she is Willing to put 
iteei dlf tltmugh a fair amount of work and grief to carry on learning. She 
kuows she has only ja4t begun this journey. But Jean untlerstantlably has 
not taken tlºk into account. More itulx, rtantly Jean has not clurncu this path 
for herself She Im' not done any therulx'utic work of any kind. 
Cn, urprisitºhly now to Stº.,: ut, she is distuis.. sive of it. 
tiu.. ut mrites back briefly, uNsuring Jean that she will respect her wishes 
where at all li"ible, a kilo ledgiug of course that the subject of their 
childhood ikci t entirely avoidable. ") A deafening silence ensue:. Eventually 
Peter ring% b. Sue Milt intending to speind two weeks in M-uice with them in 
A11-111.4 IL: plyzuu. t' i: he still intending to bring her friend? Cum there be 
otuw uwu&liu., of brittgt p erhºaj*,? Susan hats as uuiet111 at the holiday - ye-, 
"he 11&4 finally ea«il in. to Jeans pleas many months previously - is off. Site 
" How crucial this response turned out to be was only revealed with hindsight. My 
understanding of my sister now leads me to speculate that only with total 
compliance on the matter of our childhood, that is. guaranteed silence on the 
sut ecct from me. dpd she feel safe enough to continue in some version of a sistering 
relationship. So %hotst 1 thought my reply to her was conciliatory and respectful of 
her wishes whilst being realistic (and privately resigned to the knowledge that I was 
never going to get her to talk), for her it represented less than the complete 
obed+enco she required in order to feel secure and thus I posed an overwhelming 
psychic threat. 
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clc, cýci t *, ct lIt) l it call lo"'illy work given the situation. But Jean comes on 
the phone, ei n*trite, apologetic, pleading with her to keep the arrangement. 
It's all futgottett. Sue, all utult'r the bridge. Ike sq you'll come. 
And it itli the gr%%i t of mi i%iu h it i+ aigm(ML"t 
Maiºy, years 1. t*"rSa an will mflt' t that the years were the real tragedy, the 
n. -º1 failure. lXrpite the Irºººc"rful Inuº1 forged in the furnace of their 
inotlu"es 4yiºº11, their st-parate histories and early tramims, prove too 
O%º"rwlu'Imin};. Souwho their mother's death has set them lxºtiº spiralling 
dueineanl+ to tanl. de tniction. %%'liilt their mother was alive it was as 
though uRalf-ýlºýtnºyiýl, disintegrating gate had still field up to the elements 
dº lºitr c"ýrrytlýiu,;, hart 1ºeld on, kept the gal) clm, cd, kept at bay the (lnrknm-, s 
gathering on the other side. Once fallen, the tiarkuiess glides in, slowly, 
ºtntlrtcrtcd, inexorably, and LA-cl; lXk%S('I1Olº. The sister, are lx) merk s to 
Im-wilt it. Unable to fne, theuui, elves from the march of their shared 
chilºIliºxxl, the) lo,. *, their chance to transeemi that narrative iuul story it 
different one tto-ttºrr. 
, 11, i, i,. the tiuº+, %% lieu the si,, ters lt their wily back to each oilier. One sister 
%ill al-A) hr o the %ta back to tretalt. and um, sister will find her own luºth 
" Usg wings on both our parts t am certain. We were both extremely nervous of 
encountering each other again, as evidenced in my conversation with Alex on the 
twain eng to meet her and her absence (and silence) on our arrival. The question 
hangs, *by d4 she make the effort to persuade me to go and why did f agree? I 
am stet uncerta n in my understanding of this, but my gut feeling is that it was a last, 
residual loya'ty to our mother. to a lifetime's habit of being sisters 'for her' as well as 
for ourselves, some lingering nostalgia about the importance of 'family' (although 
this was a". hays a stronger motivating factor in my sister's life than mine), a hope, 
against as odds, trat aua would find a way to re-negotiate a more reciprocal 
sisterir . 
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Olt %thich tu tr. nel. But that lie, in the futum. tlere, however, is wliero the 
N't'11., are AOWI1. 
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Chapter Five Madame Sabatiur Heads a Diary 
We- travel, soutik the' TGV slid g tty througiv riu a. V Fra cei, hot sun, 
sicultf*V,. bternU. tg" t t*vttghv fields' of upturned su tj1ower hew3y. 
our ucruh" is- scnttt: rcd' curosf t3 table. 8a nette-, p4totp black, 
oU tes: of u slice' of ärCe4 whites peaches-, thte' deiiciousruss- of 
which ice ens- only pouibte- in, "belle, France, 
We, bolt, sigh, aha sitºtttitn. leousiy sg+lk, ba WD- our seats: We, 
took, at eßc3'v other across tja gottrºnet cru+nl s: The, holiday stmt' 
here' a"uL wer are, both, grntrfcel, for it, two- weeks to- ju+np off t3 
ho4nste. - wheel of cork, 8eßt'yetwe'are. unrelaxed, stU4 JUOII iy orv 
edge, ? d'ot'"tiv eadv other, no". we- as- cvcr sccov to- have, droppe& 
effortlessly t'ttzr our cuual harmonious, ease, with, each, other. 
Working together. sp-efuiisug, ttme' at encjv other'se hontes, despitt' 
living, tkm hu. ui, V anuL fifty miles- apart, we, ar' ased, to- 
hoU 1 LyL. ij}- together. We, hcue arv esnpathicr atul, joyous' 
relatU. vm; u-P. o1e' which, we, both, think. of as a sistr. -i+tg onc< ,: 
u There is an interestng conundrum at the heart of this notion relating to the 
contradictions bei een the pot+tical and literary discourses of 'sisters' and the lived 
experience of s stenng for so many women. Feminist theory from the 1970s and 
beyond has regarded the term 'sister' as containing certain characteristics such as 
solidarity. reciprocity. equality, sharing. togetherness. Such characteristics are 
imputed to the biological sister relationship, and yet research and talk amongst 
women who are sisters along with a considerable body of literature focused on 
sisterhood and my oAn experience tells me that this Is far from being the case. The 
central issue of poser reiatons, so integral to psycho-biological sistering, is much 
less an issue, if there at a. `l. in political or friendship sistering. Perhaps the key to 
this ties with the noton of expectations and also of choice. Sistering friends get to 
choose each other. 
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I th &' ºww taw ewer present Alex, hay been, tz - rte' recently, so- 
stecu4 fast i. "v her support: D try the' ", iner months- or so- of deep 
cIepnesstow which mTrtuvk, one' lastyear she' rang- ºne, every single' 
cti'ewti+uO}: Never' rºtü5e411 c' one- A wui when, Totiw dropped' his- 
bombshzU she, droppedi everything, c: rut- ca., ne" up tb- spe i4' w 
weeke+uL with mec spent hours, going, #wou jh" all, t3 researcIv I 
hcui come. up w th check«icy througiv 1V tau,, opttonk, the' posses 
outcomes: 'rawng, sense, cctlºnly, holding' me, firmly, easing tlw, 
ts'. rmr. 
" Youure dw., IC$ttr I never jams saykAiexs mwonLy ch Zd4 
- Yot0rr. thin. s{streI wishI iuu1 says'I. " 
An& hers we, ar' going, tvwarctk »vy other sister, my fI&v a%& 
biom1 sistrr, whi4v accotm* for our air of sUght tensia v a4' we/ si t 
aru , scuwy taw last bit of cheese 
- What 140" k. u, w vUexs 1 sny, mettuclowsly sUci, ruj the' Brie' 
t+ý tk'o. '$' t'UVt7 this wüL be- ºtutkci or break. tt f for m'a1 
Jea"u 
I aov nofi stu-G what I ººeet+v by this: The.. words, force thetº- way out 
of my »º utly by t3air own, voiltton ' but owe, spokct they hcuiT 
°d Women friends may become subsbtutes for a sister relationship (notwithstanding 
ft contradictions inherent to the role as outlined above), and the strength of this tie 
wti1 be socia: ty constructed rather than biologically based (see Gialombardo 1966). 
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between ces- a. u& cause' Alew to- frown, apprdw, isively. She' ha4 of 
cotu, c, ttw' t4V fact), of what has- passed betwe&v Jearv an& irtei, 
both' t. v recent ºnanths. as, well av historCccü y. She, hcw voice& her 
doubt but it', the.. e t4 has, been, prepared to- givee, it w go: She, loves' 
F+a. %ces she k desperatr/ for same, suty aruL she, ham ºnet both'Jearv 
CLfUI' Pet4r, spc. uliºug last Christmas' day with, thcnv a. s' my fa. ºnay'Y 
guest; She, 3uir fvuºu'thetm , welor"nituj, friendly, accepttnc, - of her 
ar my frier d4 t. npresse& by their considerable, 3oaaV sktus' tw 
1ayt+uj"ovvafnmilyChr shiu'. s; eisuperb-nom 
A tittle, dcz. 334td" by tic, pretty stone, vcrl ysh c cottage,, th& 
ov"ttonaly vaL jc. seatºu3. tire- warted. pcw. cjv whidu preety our 
cwruaLthrmtgivtzrthe, goodePort aruLlog-{wed c' perfect: ChrL t»u 
cant day. por fectiy cleUvereci4 She- fe she- ca tv hack, it, whatr ve. r 
ºfuty ern'te' up between, myself a+ruL Jeans the, hay more, tha #v 
e, oL hý }ociaL st illy hersel f ttr ride- out any u+1coºnýCýZziýi>ie+ý ess: 
I look out of t3ewt"ulow. sta eý at the acrt* of vCstes f is siti+uý past, 
an& rresoh c' tt mike, the, effort to- tluuuz, ft cey wi. tJvJea tu It wW' 
really help of course, if she, can, breo. 9- herself to- tu k. about things, 
but I'm' not holding, my breatiu 1V1 let her set the, panu+ w ers- I 
th &I wori t trea& where' she, petits" cep keep off f nottces; but I wWi 
9' 1 am giving voice here both to my uncertainty about my reasons for embarking on 
a potentially fraught experience with my sister and my intuitive knowledge that this 
was probably the last opportunity to re-negotiate a sistering relationship and the 
outcome was unknowable. Through my therapeutic work with a Jungian analyst I 
had started to recognise and listen closely to this 'intuitive knowledge' and was 
discovenng the power and accuracy of it. 
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be, true ttr myself liavirur spent years- cow w& tiv w di stortU, 
vers%oºv of myself a. uudJearv I have, done. Just erwuuiv dwapy 
wUh' Seth tzr Jum v an, idecv how thu. how she plays- witiv my sense' 
of ºnysel fz anu not a" Tong, distance, traveller yet otv thi r roads but 
I know I've ººuu1eJ a goo& statt a4uV I cmv slowly beginning- try- feet/ 
I know myself a little, better, metciv more, ce, ttreC4 certainly more' 
sttsbte< If Jearv Cr teruibie'to- nccept'the' way is whorl thei ourney it 
citiafugtng- rates thew sa be, it. "' LearnCvuj' a sl, ºrtpte! ºtteditz ttorv 
vu. ettne' has, herpes' eºwrmausly aru' I feel, reassured' by thcs- 
thotcght I hatte somewhere to go- whererJecnv case follow if it Cali 
been itz, v too- »ucciv 
So-, arriving, t. v S..., edighUng- onto- t3 ptatfvrnk I look, arou+ld. 
wtt3v some/ o"c*iwss: witWv cv sonic' of ai. tcapc ton; of my 34tDr. 
Withv tv prescient 3eºtse' of sttddew forebodC. tj, I see' Pet Pr step 
forva#V4 lie, is- 01 %, ownu lief greet, uk wart y enou jiv but z 
k. ww rette ive11 I taunediatrly peck up 3omethLt iw 3Uht sensc' 
of fraýgies a lithe' tta bbr jht bchni. ec Tlwre' (i asv underlying' 
a. txtocuºtess w}ticjv hý usw't cýttitý ctis cwsc from' nnec 
"W crc)siJeaýý? I i. tqu rec %VctttttuyUvtJ%&ccw? 
"t would suggest that my own sense of 'subjective agency' was already strongly 
developing through my therapeutic work and this had profound Implications as a 
site for the transformation of power relations with my sister. Much of what followed 
in the subsequent week was a working through of my sister's growing sense of my 
autonomous agency developing independently of our sistering relationship. My 
sense of myself was no longer predicated on the identity which my sister had 
consistently mirrored back to me. I would further suggest that whilst she was 
unable to access any insight or understanding of this shift in me she felt 
increasingly threatened and destabilised by it. I was becoming unknowable to her 
and thus by extension uncontrollable. 
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" hlo-. nt hoi e rweczki ruy taw' s upper. 1 said I'd. co for you 
Good' jour»cy Alex'? 
So, net. No g'y not gwtr, right: It Csn't U; x je-a w not to- to Ct peopled 
at th& stattork AnZ twee Ung, av supper Cie not som, eth stj' my 
highly orja+itsecV ands foi-ntüiaiity good eaoil of of stistPr ever ha 4' 
to da: 
On. t3v, short jouYney tv- their vtUagei Alex, glawces, at me, 
appraisingly. Shed is, as, tuner. into- me' nI cmv to- Peter. I give, cw 
sZzght shr : ti 'not sure' looks an& we., pul. up outside' a, funny, 
higgiedy cottages partly lacht t+ tr acv asW e, sit town. wa. U4 
Lrrelni+ºutuy deli htraly. c3uttts Atuy our way into- tit& house', I 
stop Cr' thu' hallway. not sun> where, to- go-, but struck' as, weil 
by... wha ? it is, tja sitecue4 No- jmty eºnerges, to- Greet- ws', there, fk 
na sound' f om' tat' kitchefu Peter pushes' pc*st me' calincy out, 
Were, hen> wwe%ti'' a, fl te4 Tiu' silence. Gantf#uces. There' Cs&t awy 
movement; Peter looks, uneasy. covers, it with' welt practtsedr host 
"Ut'ne ers. and' Pu %Cs" off into- the, utthew havtfuy Cure t d' us- to- 
the, sitttn roottu As, we, explom they rooms the, tome. iengthe m Alex' 
a+ul, I ezduut je pce33led' looks: Peter suddenly e. ºnerges' withv a- 
bottievof wi"t, eran4'jlasscs, aru'stttrti-to-pou. - 
She Co»it*M}; i says; jit t got iur thee over 
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I IooL at h Ow 4hctepiy. 11 look* away quickly, 3snooth. Ly stank up a 
convenaMyn' with, Ateau 
We- a. v,, half way doww our fZrst glasses- before-jea v comes' "u As, I 
get cup to- move' towards' her, to- gt ve" her a, kiss' a*wb by g-, I reglwz r 
soºneurhere duirshe-doestVt'look, quite-right. Ica *purmy {roger 
my it fiter {cue' i' very reds but of course' sip has' bee. v cooking: 
Sher pttt vw av lot- ºrtore- weicht, seems- av bit, wells puffed tip 
somehow. }! er nusnr r is, Stuprisin9Ly a. wkwarcL(or her. Her m "ab 
umtnu1 e%d' of tile, 3acü4V graues' scents- ttr hewer cla erftd' her. I 
dicier irr because' shc' - e, nbcwrmssed. about our recent excha Vck 
a. ui exert' ºnyself ttr get past Ct at sip doe tVt gfv& me, the/ 
cJta ueA She's' tunti ng, ow her heels head4tuj' backi ttr they kitth uv, 
r, OtioyUt%T as. to- go- anus. stt at the'tobt& on. the, ttrrac& 
"I `IL get yocc cU ha ºuL wit3v t3ýei dtýhý, sýJea+1s I call out. 
Mo-. Intel ect]r Pctier. you, two- So- CLncl, sift out ow th3 tprracec 
I'ILSee. ttrit s uddtoof r»nly, no- brooking, of cugu»u 
. iicz. a, uib I stterttty mo%C' out onttr the. t -race' aUl, shsicje, U , - 
Guth}: 
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" What's, goinJ caw? Alex, hisses: I anv right; uWes t I? 
Solrtcd li tug's- going, oºk 
" Yes: yot rw right But 3eardv me' what it is: I caw't nuke it 
otte Jea. v cioesiyt- seem' t7 o- her usuct' seid. Uut shy way so- 
dear about' waning cis. here I do&t ocncierstu nc1' it. 
Jearv ao, & Pctre am vex with dishes: plater, w wonder f 1, mea .c Tlwl 
wig Motivs: tiüºujs- loesc. v up, a sense, of relief paipat w aroan& t3 
tniº4 . Alex, a"u4. Jraty are, d -C#u Mtj' far more, tlwL*v Peter an& 
myself I'nv COPUC oust of they way alcohoV cc n' fuel, tensions, when, 
Jeaw tr armut ' so I shirt- a$I ºnccs+v to- ca. -ry oru 7 cotwersutton, 
flows wt, t3v t3 wine, I realise, I asºv wet ttvuj: There, rk always. a. 
point whet-e'Jeaw taI4, 'story, or maybe, two- or mores about u to- 
whtchcvcr of my friends- she, is, withu She, never full to- do- taus, on, 
meeti"u3" ' frieºul, of ºni. ner Soancr or letter she, will la"ndv into- it-, 
nwsr ustus liy üu' story of my birthu I C4L V jccst- about set my watriv 
by X. Thy image, of a, tom cat spraying C territory coin k 
u. tibü14e, toto- my head'. Yes, he e, it cones. Lea ti, ncg, bt cks fu, ce' 
fUtsic n. üntat ds sip wavek her win& giasy va jueiy tw my 
curc'molu 
"I bet Suef has Wt, ever told' yovu how we., werer first ' 
Alta 
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A 3tnilütgý siuikcr of t3 heci4 twd1 the' tute iC narratrZ vncei 
aQat. u Bt u'thus, ttnie, I stop U. -the' word  t& t1w, effezt th& 
story ts, having, on, the, Ustrner, arud I hear properly for the, first 
tun& t3 per ion, tPlUmi- thee, tt lc4 A n& what i hear C grief and, 
rage- aºui wholly WI-processed' angtajlU I hear w very S+na1L child' 
howUr j- with, disbcüe f arub patne As I watch she. becomes- the, 
3ºtta1L chills the, tittle, girl of fifty years, before The, story f4, le4uy 
told' by that i+t fant. not thud g row w wonta. $v Saut j, there, acroi s thei 
tublG 9tdpi. ux wi. Here, is- cv revelattoru She, IS, the, s»talZ child, 
sta IS, alb I care think as- th. ef story wNtds- down, I haves jmt 
u"ilerStMt soucethiuuj- crucial, aäout Jea, i4 cuid JIM T71, z& Story 
tsr t jusr a talc, an, amassing- an cdotci to- trot out ttr tiV frie+uds; 
This, is. w priaºULL wocLV div%4J a, ººaLssi ve, wrong- which She, is, Uvttuj, 
agatrv aruL a4aiºk a wrong- whiic; v is- never rightedi which I never 
put rigivr. 
I tiVrtit t cL'st)ULU expcriºncni: Usually I makc. na ca nnuitt at the' 
tou"Y' of t3üs- tzaleA My . uZeý Ls trr j«st Icsccgiv a Ions, U Ucaty by a 41V 
expressive, shmg} ci rouitu, - of eyes- he cwe+tiw . -c1 CL*' tt spokew 
acceptun i of my j"ttquLtvtt$- role. "the- lorry story. This- tt+ºte. I 
kucqhr as 1,44w V wheºvJeaw e+uls" but the+v I s(giv cct4v4. Liy, reach' 
my ha. ui' ottt for the, sal ub bowi4 
Latighihig'l sly, 
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Yes: thhi, ikv t? cuis not evetv cv day of mub my card. ' 
marked' for life, witiv bij 3 is: 
Jea v; r head comnek «p ftcrccly. She, sttcresw u. wainprehzru ly at 
rfC' O%C4 tier tab1ei for N lottg" nt statt Peter changes' th& 
Conttricztt4L"U" 
Lcttvr, sittU. r up i. rv my ºrutkcshi f' be& t. v the' sittuug' rooov I pick, 
ttp my jottrnab to- writes ct' Cv ºny ha. bit. I dorv't write' any of my 
thoeujit about what has. happcncd'th eve a4uy. It'Y too- close', 
I'm ' sCUV pnxessing, what I thc& cuuV feei4 I writes about other 
thhi. r a. uL the, look1 around' to- put it dowru Awkwcwd' not 
hwc. y »ty owty space, i anti' conscwus- of th& nee& nor to- cU4play 
my journal trnr opeºtly. chadhood, ex. perie4we. bei vuj fa4- too- 
ct%grat. terL for art& to- thärtli about it, it £y ºnere y a, reflex., Insid& 
my Iciggage bago is, ctrv obvcocus no- go: Iw tau. ends I stack up a piles 
of books: rust ataj n by the' sofa, as, though' there, for me' to- 
kork, my way throtiugh, a*ut' I pý any, journal tvwardý t3ui boitvýfv 
of t3 pile, It kooks, l e.. just n+ otJw book4 Sattsfieds X switdy off 
thtw" ICL*Ktp tuuL sdtIv to' sleep. 
8% 1 then so hero that this story was crucial to my sister's projections on to me. I 
suggest that at one level my sister was troubled by the power of her hostility 
towards me. One way of dealing with this concern was to build up a watertight case 
against me which served to justify her animosity. My attempt here was to try to 
penetrate this defence by putting the blame where it belonged, that is. onto my 
father's behaviour and away from my hours' old Innocent existence. But it was also 
an expression of my changing subjectivity as well. Miller (1987a) points out that one 
of the tuming points in therapy is when we recognise our 'false self which has been 
demanded of us and after the grief and pain which accompany this recognition 
comes a new authýnty. 'a new empathy with her own fate, born out of mourning. 
Now D e) does not make light of manifestations of her self anymore, does not so 
often laugh or jeer at them' (P 17). 
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We' wake, to-Jcaºyr plans- for t3 day. A scordwar, shy 
Ceti go- tzr t3 {mater' nuLrket trti th& ºnext tbwºv CL u'they, move, 
one to- a nearby lake, for w plc io koch It'k a good, plane we're, 
happy to- go- with, 
" w41, tw a to- set up cv kitty (br shared' twusekeep 
e ises, jlw, briskly stmt s; a. id' we, d«ly pooh our 
She- stab seems. m4we distant. tht ' nwrt slg-, but not isv w way I 
ta. v easily i, ttttrprer She. ' keeps, ºne, at c r» u' le vth' busyi. n j' with 
foo& Ustr citui, shopptnrg, bags. bath"uj' tvwelk, flip fops, suuv 
ceem I am used' to- this, actwcty aro td' her a4u , faU' into- lute, 
a3, does. Alexs followirur my leads We' pa& ice- their car, and. 
siwppt+ij" bags. oveºßiowinjy with, deUctour goodies- a*ul, cheap 
wL, w i#v plasttc, bottles. weg set up camp at a, gloriottk lakeside, 
bead tie. Uful, the, Fr, enchv do- so- we& 
- iccnW, k Parr, Atex. s busy withv the, scuv creamy Ohv bU s ohv 
fny. 
I co "#%fr pik CC betttr. r for CV fc, W hotwr it See, n3' Wei are' a, 
woruierfuZZy reln pC CCI%. Cts h r»toniaus- Uttic' group. we eat 
a. uV cir't. We, folk abocst- thck a+uz- that, we, pic%o up ea4C7v otiier'k 
books, auu4L stmt' madtng- thc, we, wa. i4cr dowry to- tier la"jcu, 
e410cs paddle' th. -augiv tug shallow ripples; press, f vnvcw& tNitt1 we, 
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feel, ourselmv float turrv turtle' on, our back-, drift past each' 
other. 1t ($, pe. {ett a jhrnoonc 
The sky eve. thuslUy stt . tY to- clocu' over, a little' darkeninrj' belinkk. 
-0" oh Jc . 'i says- squi ittruy up at the' sky, tki4, ck what care 
happe. v her v Lev t3& tatr/ aftrrnovru Better stu -t getting, 
pack" t, up. There' may be, ra i. w atv the, way. 
Alex, a uL I heat ourselves" frorv t3 l« e' cmd, wcc2k back' up ter 
otu- spot We, nn' Uutglvi« as. we, came' back. a n& ºny arºrv go" 
cLrota. ut, sU&3r shoulder itv atv a 3quec We, pick. up 
ottr tvwely ttr dry ott rscZ4'c ' ofd, dresk ourselve ' c1 icrectiy uu er 
theºru As, ever. I ººuiºt ge, it badly. I have, aLwaysr bee v hepeiesw at 
this- "U%f%Oett . rc alwnyr tn, awe, of thaws who- seen, tzr acco, tt U3h' it 
ccistuilly wilhv 9rcer aruv without reveaiu a centCme&ci of {iesiu 
z get L. tto- ºrsy ccsuad tnºtgicu 
" Oh ny gods Alex, hott ix, ºni rth what do-yow thLsi1# yow'rer 
dair% 5& ? just IooLCtt yot4 I uc&Jt &cUeve, anyor could be 
s<r eac usºui¬4Ci4 Oh come. here, fc r hecwerv's- sake` before, yaw 
get us. LZL t. owty off tau' beachc 
I $tz }Ocr owr to- Ale, M-P Up over fite. traaitij- bat3v töwels an& 
coiiapse t, v a lwap ctC her feefi t'i9htttJ desperately to- keep nvyself 
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ca%cred4 The ridiOUIes-nest' of it overco»tey wt' a+u& a4, Ale w tries' to- 
get n1G to , ley feet, nnui I try to- ha tug, civ to- my towel weg are' botiv 
scuidenty totnity h lplesr wü3, ha wcty. We, rocJv wUiv laughter. 
Peter getffaws. 
- Christ, whatapair! 
An&dtewa. vIcy %o ice'hi. ssCn¢: 
- For gart sake, yoct, two-, people are locking... 
Alex, aaI both, look up at the, sa+n& tt+n& and, Jea-vv mowers' over- 
us: hier fiste- i. s' twisted wWt' distzLsM wUiv fury, a u-b so, nethM0' 
CI$C4 I cat r ar this, nwyºtent- know, only that it ik nakeds raw, 
only af tectlng, ººtillisecoºut, atzet, thcsv Wk gone', but qua, 
un. rüssabtes u, l, nistnkabte4 
Tbc' sky darkc. ui a+ui, cv btcu, L. cloud, passer over tim jwv a4ub over 
ºny heart A)' 1 hoV Jearw Lw 'ny geI &a c tremor of {ear. I 
iuwwc sect'' aast (cue` many Mites- be{ores and, I give a 4v 
tnvoitt ttnry shi%vr. The, wort& hay suddenly gone' my eold4 I 
gla. ue at Aiew nºut" she' meets. my quest look, Yc*, her tuo: 
Sit,, Jus, jccw it aºud felt üW/ saººiek 
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We, d. m' bt cL to- üve, cot"es Ales atuV I tw sabdve ' nwod, Peter 
d#Ives; »uski. iy occasioruiL g la+uek atJeaw'sr stvwy pro filer who- sit-k 
silently beside hiºn4 Yes, I si jiv inwardly, weg all., hcwe, caase'tb- b' 
apprehe. 3i ' now, ºwt just Peter. I derv't know whcit hays- create& 
this- mood, swtej Lev Jeaºk nutyber Pete- does,? but whatever U' 
cause- t3w, dyºuas ucs- shift, significantly, anc1' for t3& worse, 
betweerv as. 
I txL a" a up breativ »tcr. tzi. üy ci, u1' hou tnyseif sti 4y. 7 hi will' 
be, CV t7Csr of my neu f au' stMbiltty, MY cha fV-V to- cU saver (f I caw 
ha. uilcjmtu atuL myself wCdvJeans any betr dta. +v before, 7 
nU. u trr we, aer% ' iw, nJJca. v cUsappears' into- their ro »v c103410, 
t3 door poi, 4Ly &ehin& her. Peter loc, 4 every more, nervous 
tha. v bt ores Is wi, tTiei ttr action 
- OK. folks: Ice$' Oct thus ººtieaV strt4P-& Caine, orv Peter, show 
ºn& where' the 9oa1d" knives am I bet yow've., got' a great' 
sclecttoº ' of Saboafe, 1r tim a wcwy, rv'e C Ce' pas,? ON wrong: 
Yotlve, got t tietiv hext, orti your worktop. ShauIdr lave, knowru 
Aºub prnttit. uj- outs ptaUll out dishes; saucepans, vcgetubUk, we, 
'nave, through' tie. moºnent toget1w, chopPinj,, sttrr%nf, jashzncg, 
sippi" ;a ttnit c' lithe' ba"uds patttrug tvgethter a, good, mead a 
good, de(etv. 4 
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. Suppcr'vmtayJcct z se, +uj'oar 
" It's OK, 171, get her, inuttzrr Peter an& shoot,, Utt& the, 
bedeot"tk 
It tikes' (v few 'ituutps' f(W Jeaw ttr cnnerge, ont, - t3 terraces coin 
sit dowry at' the, table, Alex, an& I bothv »toni, tar her carefzdy, they 
cU ff ere"ue' belruj that I know just what to- took, for. She, doesn't 
iookv right despite' the.. sºnaei, tie' frCer4ly ºuariner. she, cloes&t 
look, quitt;, welt, ... She, 
looks sort of a- bit fitly, but I ca. &t put my 
finger ow X. I uiw feel, Aiexls, relief come, th rou jiv her body sitttny 
next to- Ute' She, think3v tt'k alright avuV she, e e4-t3, herself to- 
reciprocat> wi. thti Jca. k cha. ttGuj- away, drawtru- her %ntn- 
eortwrsattotu We, move- orv to- yet another bottle, of w1tw, a+%& to- a. 
UUsutssi. oriOf MiticS. 
" . iºuV whet do-yaw thinkSRe'? Jearvscays softly. 
A3tc UUPr e Ca»LCS the' LeSC 
I pul` foru. a. d acy view i#U ar cal.. rv cuu1 ple $ant cv tom! tw Icv 
fib Jean Iecýýw fvrtivar2 {ter voice. tos- s%Iky, w voice' I recog u e' 
t. tstzuttty as ciaýe. vccs: 
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- rfutreso rwharyawLtsc&tn-3cySw Ifr re ne, -rjhtty 
y ow used to- say srnmctJtt very cUfere nt: Not very cons t +it 
are. ybtt,? 
I keep a cabs level, voice, 
"Id tcse ' t& tJu+ik di f cre+v 1y about' C WeW reinefnberedc 
13 ctt ctovtt uiw 3c, & I've change & my view. Li. &, moves- on, arid' 
WC' »»1 OvC witiv it. 
fiter eyes' narrow. regardings thm4ghtfuL Su. dd tly she swin, 
rauoui to- Alex, 
" Welt what do you, th, 4#. of Scce k ch sser of heust Ale w? 
vo. u r yow fi. uV it cz bit dcs . your fry switch 
mitionr tike. thcs ? 
Aiew is, up to- Jctt&r gcuP e She. kutghs; reachev out to- UUhtiy 
tx, u. c # ºtty csrºn. 
. Oiv 1 kwulaWr Atui. Sued half as- tntvresttn j, a" frieºu' Lf sip 
3tnyec' tw the' sann' trn. Utnek tW tau' tCsne4 That's- what 
ºnakes- her sR {unk YOU, never know what she"s- goin. 3- tv- 
co, ºt4el out wttt' i tt 
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Peter l uj ihr a. ut chuff rt9C4, the, subject Jea rv sits back, avul, l oo4 at 
ter both, 5he'Y uvrk4 y oitt th& next movec 
pattern it ser for due, next few days Jearv keeps- on' thwow 
our (v challeruje. t- me' anti. I equally conscstzýntiy decZ e, to, pick 
, it uff. She cast t «rulentnnd it z have, atwcvy' Irv back before 
she has, always, uu1ºutgeds however tong' it' took to- baLt me', set m. e, 
µjß for cu SCLn3: I feel I nrºv doi tuj' awfu1Ly well at this gam' anä 
tell, atyself I'aa getttny tca sintuJ by half But tithe/ trutlti C4, that for 
º)U' jr i$n't CL' gtiiºte< ? "1y U fe'shift has ºnea sit that I gerutwtely dorJt 
care' aboutJetºt scoring, pointl, off ººze' a+-ty loiVicr- My 411#141g, of 
tau. shoulder's' is, trot alto act~ T7uit'' why I ºttan. wje to- º uu. it ,. v my 
stuouej why sh& tarnt Eirum the, chintz, I know 3hei's- took for. I 
haw, c)ut.. iquls Ct. UV Jean, i' begin$%n. J to- understund'taust; And, 
it is, rattling. her. I know now. cLt t3ä. 3' point a the- hoMay, that 
tare' hoped' for ststrrly detettt-v 0 not orv t3 cards. Anil, I cwv 
t"u , a$ingty uuious, aºut, stmped' about Jeaw'sr expressec' wCsh to'. 
hativ, us visit. gi%vrv her disMywi cJ, tivul, Subsequent s thtle' 
a., titzjon:. sººu What's' in, it for her is- the, questiorv I keep orv co»U - 
ba4cL to: - An& what is- it aboat her tacit just does*- seem- right, 
doesrti'C tuU, lip? There- 4 srnttething- gaitE, odd' about my sister, 
6" it rs with haids. jht that t can see my sister must have felt fairly quickly after our 
arrwal that a re-ne ot: jt4n of our relationship was not going to happen for her, or 
at teat. not in the way she was able to do it. I do not suggest that she was this 
clear in her oAn tt r ng of motives at the time any more than t was. My feeling is 
that she was increas. ncly being overwhelmed by fear, hostility, projection, as the 
week wore on, as " ta: ed to find her familiar dominant position with me, as she 
observed w: th increas. n pain and resentment my strong friendship with Alex at 
close quarters tier gnp on rea. 'ity wavered as the level In the glass went down. 
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her bt hw our. booty l nog wy e,, which throwY me. I ca Vt 
recogOuse, it, pinc& it-, atu& i e&, trout imy. 
Zr surfa". v dttrituj- ctty etu iy ºnorni, s tJ vt sit tz - the' ºnarket M& 
rujht befam jca+v anrtouncesr that we' need, ºnore' pro-visions- and' 
the' kitty is, c ni#v empty. I uruie. itztnc'taust d4ti a 4t& wLnituj- 
at Jcaºyr tavtsh' Ievel does' not come., cheap and, I have, cones 
braced' for t3 experlse4 Nat so- mews who- deserved, ttr have, be esv 
forr, U, a ed' about thew but it wasrvt something Ito uijht about 
before' we' c wve . ilex, is, OettUtj sU0htly wormed, about th& 
trwoadss which t! kitty's cc tselesr dem t, ld4- are, ha vc# orv her 
f u. uis: it's- ruoC that sip does rv t enjoy tau, U festyii arut' hay come- of 
course' prepared' to- pay her share, but sh& tech that she, ham n& 
say. as- ,. meet' she' doesrv't, i. rv t3 I4, ve , of speudituj' whidv gees' otu 
she, is, simply directed' tzr cough' up for meals' which Jea+v has, 
planacti' aruir shops' for accorclt tgty. If ea rather gu. Uy about the' 
t411pcut of this, otv ritcw crud writ ' about CC tw my jo mal' that 
ntg lit 8 ut for t3 ºnoºnent the, kitty purse' 14, fdb an& I volunteer 
to- go- wjd vJc. v the, net ºnornistj: 
WýZL hi c' Rr ýa eýrty Su% shc' warns It'ZL mccýv cc, quick. 
itn. t othetwise, all, t3&goo&prodttc&wa bc, ptc4&over. 
She' docsnti't see»w alb that pleased' at t3 tho« ht of hcwi, º lily 
company btet I doi t warbt' her tD- be' left with the, ttisk. of doi, ruj' it 
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al Ar keim it ni4 jht gives »w w chancel tn- be, witWv Jea. w on' our 
owºu it iuzs, r happc iecL so- far this- holiday a4A& a, bit of m& stab 
hopc for a rºutWLbreakthroujlu 
We' set off ewyi. V tim ººwrning, in, Jea&i car. She, ik drwinW 
erratically I nottcc I'ºw not pc rftcul trly aiarºned4 it's- too- early 
for any tmf w ttr be, about and, the country Inns, are, generaUy 
very qutetanyu%Ly. I pcctitdowºvto- tfrednesy. Co-nversattarvi vvt & 
caA lags: jean, is' not' beicug, ca tnum ca. ttve, but I persist, aW. ei. % 
wt,, tncojuegecenttaL topics. It tk when, we, arrive, an& park, the, 
cow OwX I start to- kvi y. Jearw stn gglek to- get the, c* Cntb- a, 
perfectly easy parkte}- space, She, Lr fiustvre44 It (4, whew she 
fi 14 . Uy abcilu1on3 thei strcujgler and. steps- out of the. "W that Ia 
4W 
st enly arrest V by the, sight- of her. It's, as, though, I haves just 
seer, her for the, first Mite, agai Site, ciuwgc off wWtaut a, 
backuwc%r1L' giancei body thrust fvrw w t', ºnovi#uj' too- fast (n, a 4v 
atrendy oppressive' heat: She'seeºns- to- have, develope 'a turchtng- 
gcstt I not1Ce4 I call, our to- her, hang- arvJeans let , ne, catrhv up, 
a. ul, sf whips roux d Hew {nee Cs- bright reds ftashedz ancl, ay I get 
esse, t her I see' for tim 141t Mite, t red' rnreaa4- of vecny arms- 
her noses her Cheeks: Good' g rief, I thinks you've. really let yourself 
go: You ri' agei. %9ý fest, spent too- long- Gtr a" hot sane In, fact, she, 
doesºVr. ºny sister, took' In, gooc'shape- at- ail whe+v I Cnupect her 
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ufre fuUy. how CU4 Site, get like, this? How come' 
W4- takes ºne' 
low- 
to- nonce? "1 
- AcyowcL rPub? I CtILtientarcvely. Do-yow{feVO1? 
" of cote c' I nets sip s+utpv. What arC yow as4ng, 
for? Vat 
I look, alri }ht7 
}ter irrihztiosv at my qLL sttorv stttigy fW', an& suddenly I iuwe, 
fuuL ceuntoTVof t3ltts-. I wdV makoconttLctwith'her cf wki. t' 
pica, yrna get ºny reply t- ya r tar letter Jea, w? I asks 
TooLL, tg, her climes y C. t tJw. eyec 
S srcps bath as" rhOtLOIV I hcwel supped her. ri v p"S her 
face, t tönt miew/ hisling t ro tgiv clettched'tr. ethc 
"I tbuiyOti, not to- wrap, to- ºº& aga4v aboutour ch Id tood4 
atubYaW a beycd/ mec" HOW d %fl')Oti? 
9' The truth is that t failed to notice much. if anything, about my sister. I was entirely 
unobservant it was in part a cultivated tack of attention of course. A reaction to 
having needed to observe her every move as a child because my existence 
seemed to depend on it. But it was also a lifetime's habit of preoccupation. of being 
sett-, absorbed. focused on the impact of the Internal interaction going on between 
us. This had a"nays rendered me blind in a certain way. My lifetime's feeling of my 
sister as dangerous was stilt alive and undiminished by the therapeutic work t was 
engaged in. So I was prepared to attempt some kind of different sistering 
relationship with her but my fear meant that I could not contemplate a particularly 
close one. A distanced 'friendliness' was my goal. For overlaid now on my historic 
fear of my sister was my growing awareness of what i perceived to be my sister's 
damaged and damalt behaviours. My therapeutic work had made me finally 
understand that it is necessary to protect our selves 
from psychic harm, to lay down 
and hold to certain boundaries. if necessary. In the face of powerful familial claims 
made on one. 
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1 gawp at her. 1 ct oa stem ihedc Sow th s- what t es, cthout 
after all? 
- I'mw sorry if t3& letttr upset your that wart my 
Qtatri Owl opposarx AºuV I did#Vt writ ' about our childhood, 
Irv fact I tried, to- reassure, yow that I wauldw't rc e' it 
tºitC. tttonally WWWvyrnA 
" ö«t yw dtth .tpu nfser not ttr ever tuLk, abash it againc 
nor voicc' rises- wildly. A passer by gives her w awcouw look< 
olvgods this-WasWt my &r Puftstideas And. tJwr 
-r cot .wr ra& cr, she, spy out I waWr-rea&yau. - letters-, I 
k rlt 
" Then, how do- yo , know what I wrotrl? I a4k" the' o&vtowk 
co fasinJ, gtte3ttottc 
"I Hume' Petry react it I wauZ I&t touch' C Petty recut Ct to 
olm 
Si& is, visth; y siulki f wtthv what I take. to- be, cliýstressk. 
12 I suggest that my sister's use of this word was an accurate expression of her 
need to be able to control the outcomes of any future Interactions between us. On 
the face of it a remarkable word for one adult sister to use to another adult sister. 
But my sister was not in an adult state at this moment. She was my 'big' sister, 
used to decades of my obedience to her wishes, and she was also a traumatised 
and temfted shad who felt overwhelming terror In the face of a loss of control over 
me. 
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I a+ºv silent I anti out of ºny deptJv here. TIwe, is s0imth n'vC4 
wroi witJVJearis" behaviour c'1 wob not work, it- out stzm ' 
here., in, the" scorchi ng sui I gently tak& her arnt, cw t3 oujh# she' iy 
an, ink-" yes, there- is, that quality about her, that is- how I feel' 
as- I st ¬e her tJurougIV the- market stra 
Left shop now. I say, oreise. W&UIn4kcab th& goodces: 
Shys; t ae off myartirran &stomps-hecwayc way. 
That of r"Wo. v Ct ts- Aiex%r turn, to- accoinpa by Jeavv to- t3& 
Inter»uu c3 i"v t3 next quest for the, best Lngrecýienty, whilst I 
opt for c, walk-, acrd thtie, nearby hülsüi' wUJv Peter. I am no- ºnore- 
sutecssf4' wd h+rv OUL41, with' my si4ttr. liv keeps his ton& light 
and' discuswio*v genesis he., does not', will not, connect wCth, nie' at 
our « saal, IeveL This, isn't about t3& work cU&dd« wehe, already 
disc4t &V It a. ui. Petra- har bee, a. ccepttng-, saspiciowl y so- at so e' 
IcWWeis about it. " No. Petier is- employtno, t3 sas d4ta4wiý 
63 For several years my brother-in-law had worked as a tutor on a programme 
which { managed in an educational setting. The tutors' contract included both 
sessional teaching and weekend schools where two tutors would run a residential 
two day school for the students. All tutors working on the programme were required 
to give a clear commitment to delivering the weekend schools as well as the 
evening sessions. I became aware of a problem when several tutors on the 
programme eventually approached me to ask me to deal with my brother-in-law. He 
was increasingly opting out of the evening session and overnight stay at the 
weekend school. leaving his co-tutor in sole charge and returning the following 
morning. The tutors got fed up with it and embarrassed but determined came to me 
to scut it out it was the first t knew of it. I had not been consulted by my brother-in- 
taw about this change in his working pattern. When confronted he argued that his 
co-tutor had always been fine about it and that he 'needed' to be at home. When 
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trch4tü+ues not tetttou ate' C tu 1,. oU i, 4'uj, ine, at cl' , n$ lengthu" I feel' 
hcu4ely f stmtuL Every one, of my ºnoves' to- ta. Zk abotXJeaty, tim 
iettcrL ºny eoºuer l$1 all' btocke& before, I'ºw $tu* trZ I give' up and, 
just' eryoy l'3 kalk, a. uL pca"AtV Iandjcape4 I'tL thinks about t3 
l4Ul 4, t L1L for A leg, 
- low did, yptt, get orv wü}v b- 3is-? I ºfu m. 
It tv "'ClAiru, } (Loa we, arcs asnualf slowly arouvu' t an ac t 
towr' waUs, before, supper. Tl light ck wa, i erfulc Batt circle' the' 
duuxA, towwer up inv fmnt of «s. i cývdartsactai: tistt3ýdeepen%ruý- 
curr. sky. 
- ON it scaj f 14 3ny$ Aiexc Wells apart- {ro#w t3 fit that 
jetst, forgot. to- tn4 e th& kitty so- she, c ske 1' tw to- stu. tp up at 
pressed by me on this point he refused point blank to elaborate. I asked him to 
comply with tus contract in future and he agreed to do so. This did not happen. The 
next weekend school saw a repeat of the previous ones. As manager I had no 
choice but to issue a formal warning to my brother-in-law. He took this on the chin 
with an insouciance which was difficult to understand. He still refused to offer an 
explanation for his absence. (Yet another hidden secret I later recognised. ) I did not 
want to tose him from the programme; he was an exceptional tutor and I valued his 
work. so we agreed that he would only work on day schools being offered the 
fouowing year. As it happened on my return to work in the September after this 
week in France my boss heard about the work problems and Instructed me not to 
renew my brother-in-taw's contract. His view was that he was not going to allow a 
tutor who had trashed his contract the chance to 'cherry pick' the tutoring jobs in 
the programme. I had to comply. The timing of this was most unfortunate and I 
knew that the real reason for his being dropped as a tutor was likely to be hidden 
from his family and misconstrued by them. 
" This was such a change in our relationship. For many years my brother-in-law 
had used me. appropriatety on both our parts I would now acknowledge, as a 
confidante in his d; fficuities with my sister and his expressed Intention of separation 
from her once the children had grown up. We had always had a close and 
attectºonate relationship up to this point. Indeed I would have described it as a 
respectful retationship on both sides but this now began to feel one-sided. 
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the' checkout: Chri t, your sit " knows' how to- liver taw' good' 
urm 
-I fee--' bad' aöout this- yow know, I can&, I rectUy should' 
ha%"Cl 010ttght to warm yoctl abocct-, jW rv a A& food. bVJk. 
" Ohu stop it Sues youý'r& not' respomOjl& for Jeans And, 
anyway. I'll, get rc nbutrsed' from th & kitty, so- it Ciw't a, 
praUem4.... no; I'»U qu4tCi happy eattovy lontf 4- for the next 
th. ee' »tönths: donti t yoti thinb atu then thL. j' about it... 
I pokes her in, t3 ribs, as- we, wctlL 
" Might da yaw srnnei good I comet back, at her. Yew, OK, ne, 
tthr. -I 
Ar 1 Lpper they drop cv bombshelk 
" M& we, ateo1 Oi%w #uLt we, mrught go- off for a couple- of CU VI, 
whilesyovOre'hem? Peter tnquirey, oh so- ca a y. 
I)ub they hc214 Alex, coul. I ex4latuoe-gicwWz$: What CkVV4, about ' 
"I dotVt th J, yw dt& Petry, say I, playc. + aiofW: Ir that 
What'y+ot4rfitJti. riki. tg'Of dOirijt hcfv? 
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" ? Lt uuu Ye}: Weill g& off tz»norrow first tiling: Wefrer going' to- 
heure, cL couple of nc4htr 3 Fr 13 we- tit" NotJwn , pla*uw&, 
jasta. wa. uie..: That's-OJE wit3kyew. two-Ls&tit? 
I consider jcaty thoughtfully. She' hay scud' noth ncj', let Peter do- 
all, th& t Wtuj,, that, keepv her ey" f rtn yov her platri, no- eyes 
con 24CC to, be, nuLde,, Alex, sett by leewek it to- me' ttr make' our 
re$poiue 
- WE'LL bcfit tf tJui. t's whctt yosLwat1t to- do: Wer betttr sort 
out housc L ys' a. ui so- ouW hen, do- you. pta. rv tn- tý vack.? 
" Ohs weUfest bei gon& a couple' of days: Friday, we'1L be, 
bcuk. Friday. Early everting ttme 10 UC4 k. 
- You'U' make, surv to- cook, thus supper Sum so- weve, got a 
nteaL to- conee, homey tv-. 
Jcc . i- fLfl lly spenkj a. ui it tsr to- lay downy aw Dreier, the, tame' 
ntak-es, it very deter taust Wp ºwC to- be cortsiderc& " a" regtcest,. 
I bridles car t tone, a. ul, cV nyº t sccal stuborr, res, ýjtrow& kick 
l+u 
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" tveU mike, wm therer s+ýnedicnT for your I ssiy Uj ht1 y 
" No. iwr jast'somneth '. Jecuv dictu. trs; 1 rneafv a proper 
metik I watt a proper meal. Yot4'IL cook' a proper inea2c" 
What Is- this? For 9ocV) sake, I've' just about had, enough' of this: 
Vetrr reut v me cuuirntely arid' ieagk fvu 
" Come' onnJea. V love', You, know Scce1 wa&t let the, stzt4ldcarcIk 
drop rmi. ui' here Right, let's- go- nnd, pack, our stuf. Coin& 
ans chop, chop. 
Alex, a, uL I a. ' left' JCttt. at thee tubieu Veit cr of ak speaks for w 
'note t%t. bitt looks nt ecLCh other. I rCQ CA1L J i4tVt sure q she luu, 
ntisseciýscýºtet3liºu ; bta. Owºvshe, $Ukz, ºrva ,c 4t#)tb{ouncie&"he her. 
sj yayr sto gty, wluýr cio we' th k'tlu aý iý ciU' c occtý " tt'ctti 
I don`t' know what to th nks I'u . -t u4r, but I do know 
whust z fca A n& th rs" rcue f. I'nv a, ctuaUy ve+y happy ttr have. 
cu c01VI" of days brc tk from my 3Cstr,. 'r u» a iy. ALe noch 
her hta&CmphaU4CCtlly. 
nw,, wxr ru, adny)ý n.,, dreg ly. slow an& hot: It i ss very hot 
"1 view to s as a somewhat forlorn last attempt on my sister's part to reassert the 
old pattern of power retations between us. 
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Suit tim It not a lot wer can, C10 evew should weg want tv: They 
ha mule' scorer of that, tkt+ t3 ErujU Iv car, tim one- which' i& 
ensctre<' for 'ne' Ur cirivet "vt ug the' decrepidi Citroen the' ca 
w, wh&v is, not ltuccrcd' for mc4 I am, fcuious' at t3ä3' act of spin., for 
wiuit else' aýºv i t& thank? Je uv wab have, LnststrZ on, It and' peter 
will' hcu"e4 as- ever, caved, im Anc'this- leads' nne, ttr ponder deeply 
ovv taus- c Trent icenarCo As we/ 3(-t to the, ihade, an, the, t Trace', 
scucnt r ra tju4 the, vCWjc. klnev, we' discuss' `the' ht', wh ch" 
whoZ 1f . uL myself rut. nLty it: Ar Soon' cti the' W01 T4 are' out, I 
k ww that' they express' the' tcruierlyituj' fee ' t, - t3 whom episode 
whlchr rny subcoruccous- har Pic" up on'. 
" YOUO k. ww. I cLori t know why I thun7I thükyet Ale w, but I 
keep co nu%y bath to- tic f eeit ng- t3utt Peter has, hi ack e 
Jean, iov effect fier decLde4 i for what wer recuow that she' 
need s^ ttr be, gat away frone here fro»v us. " And, for whatrver 
reason, of her vwrk she s gone alorip with, it, rak4ny that car 
ttItf. at' lotuL' arte' dear how angry s3 Lss thi's' for sure. 
! i8 t wonder here it this was my brother-In-taw's last-ditch attempt to avert a 'scene' 
between hs wife and sister-in-taw? He was privy to my sister's private behaviour 
(unkrc*n to me at the time) and feelings over the week and was desperate I think 
to prevent happening what he felt was coming. There Is also another possible 
explanation. to do with Peter's discomfort with me, highlighted by our walk together. 
lie had his own reasons to put and keep some distance between us. Given our 
previous close relationship it must have put a strain on him to keep the secret 
which I realised much later he had been safeguarding. 
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We. speºul, thW, rest of tim day trying- to- get n to- ride' a' lic% 
south t j' I'% never Ieanw4'tu- do: Wer hcwe' fury an& thoroughly 
e. ijoy our akvs. Alex, gmnj me, a clap whew I nuxnage, to- wot+le, 
w few ytisr 1v touter my own stn The, quiet evenin' pa4sey (. i' a, 
simples ºnealc books; talk The, IbIlowi. +ug' clay foUows- ºn«civ the, 
Mote- rhytiuºv urltlV of r lurwiv wh rv wev feet/ lik& doire 
so, ºttlung, but what? I know, says'Alexs wd U'walkLntn-M....... It's- 
6 ktloinetres, atecty. but we"U take, it slowly, keep to- the, shad 
k'iu. "e" we' ca. t get cU to xi" backs tu- t e' cotta j e' 
An, &that is, wh twe, do Before we. gcrthauDivIpreparea, tiweaLfir 
JC4 V a. ui' Peter, jL trv case, we, are, later ca n<, ruy- back thast' we, 
expect to, be, .i coupl& of bowl of salads atzet, a. sop-bought 
q tZcitr., which Alex, supped. L tr the, Inttrnwche, trolley the, 
prevünes, clay lie, plated Cn, t3 frtd je4 We" leave, a, vwtr, directtn. j 
thetiv to, It. 
. 7'iu-tes- ox. sayr Atew, we v' dons What sip aske4c 
I keep quuet , wt wantt. ig, tor ºre-veal, my spWc uV payback, to-Jea.. i< 
I'ºr'sttal hcrioecs about t e- car, so- I have' sent v dear messag& tb- 
, 
jeaw wtth thee inenL khtcIv I k. iow she, will not' »usre t& Shop 
bought get. ches' ein> csouxthenuv to- my i ttr; they come' wader 
vn. ýious heýuii. uý}r t. vJecsýU'r ntitid 'p ocessecL fooä' boCtUj_ the, least 
pe omttti ßut Ak ' is, I%OG to- ktiww this: I have. C #V effect jwsc 
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tjucinbcd my rase, at' Gig sis: It ts' d-. a& hs I know thus; but I'l' fe& 
ur,? 
We, wait- u ltsir the, worst- of the' heat JUW pcLssc& a4ul, ja off. 77w-, 
q llt treC-h 1Cd' road' W& h1.... offen the. shortest routs, und, 
shade, We area close- t7r t3 tvww where I see' c' fa flta W EºuOUish' car 
approachlrj. An& quite, sw cnty, out of t3 bluei I anw quite, 
o% erwha. ne4' wcth' fette. Fear cLs d' an ety. The, kin& that- OVCrt7ack, 
tas" a *n ilV child wherv I knew I had' incurred'Jeaw'r wrathy 
a u' I woulL pay dearly for jr Ir thü y just a+ti eIXtre4ne' re acttorv of 
gccat- to risy act of spites with t3 gcciche'? I donit k+ww, aI1. I know 
ts, tiui. t ar t3 car stows- down, tvý putW cup beside LW I& , cl quite' sick 
wiZiv appreiVe. tstvºk 
Parr tjdr ving, withvt3 window roiled. downu 
Bello, wes jay tw chonts; bevuüruy dowry to #& apew 
w4. utaw. J(L i cu of , ttntc ? 
Peter is- cj%ee. 1W lootc s- re4axed4 I risk, a, look, at Jea. +u My fecirs' are, 
t+tistzu by CC"%AnnC& » Troub & ts° wratrty across her face, I rea& it 
tnsttnca ly. She, turns- wwaa+dis- u s: a ns»tcU. ug: 
" Wnting this produces the insight i did not have up to now. My response to my 
sister carne out of the childhood 'tittle sister' role which her previous demand for a 
'proper meal aas addressed to. Unconsciously I responded and repeated a pattern 
of ctuitdýsh do ntico out of the old subordinate positioning to my sister. It was ever 
thus. My sister would wand and I would comply. but just now and again I 
ret>et'. ed. Defiance of course always provoked retribution. 
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" What ere' ya4 doing? She, de+fan4, wiese' are' you, god 
to? 
- flecide4t' t0 WLU' Cnty- tuwrtis I say {a2seiy upbeat Wei nüjht 
cio a bit of holiday 3hoppt+lg. 
}tow a. v, » u' goi, y to- get- back.? Aga" uv mmHg' 
"jiresstti igttesC1onAn9. 
" Ohs don't worry about tho tJea ºý says Aley wc"lV pick cq c 
tzixv iw thee town, sgcw c4 
- %V hat' aboutocu. - s tq per? Tru, culencci C# v every U4-t& of her. 
Ityelr. left 3oirt& f yr yot4 Lev case, we, get back late Left it L+ i 
tau, fr fidget )v 1L see, the' notes I re 2L e' Ia 4)v trycnJ-, c Uist 
naz pity beMr ivutinct3; too- be, ingrate 
- You men"U ies, ci, cold, oneaU Je i. &s- voices could. not In, any 
colder tha"V th1 frid jc# t. v wh dvt3 nnLUgned ºneal sa -. 
.i ruL fite: k sh& ti w tv- Ecue- the. f rOnt Of t3 car, h,. ty Parr s»uu* 
cnv aus- icg; Just as- thoug1v he' tr Owl hor c, between, t3 shaft, and. 
barg, d rLve onn Petcr. drive onc' 
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Peter rolls, tja car forwarcý without another word, or cgia-n4m, a ul, 
the aw disappearr armouL the betuic 
wc, arm left- stzs. uU#uJ- by the sides of the d<. <. sty ºouct' looker afr 
theou 
" Oiv dear, sayr Alex, ohv dear, oiv dear, whats happened. 
Own? Your sister Scc1 is, wtG unhappy bu-+tiny. 
1'ºw riot' too chee4 V at this- preci4c, nom t either... 
My moods a. tMety, U9 nk as- we, reachv M.... There) ' no- point in, 
worryt. tg- abvicet tC I dec 4eA I Cant der c t. ything- about Jea Vk 
moods 1w t . %happincss. for yes-, I have, f4; re We& that my 
sistier, despite- her prof stu1totirs, her pronounce. nentz- of how 
woºuierfuL' he, ii(- i. ' Fmsic' Cs, csr cicarly an, unhappy woma*u I 
ºrutsAti r get locked iºv itr ot& responses; old'stu fl . Sher ! 4- kceptng, nice 
out: Peter is- keeping. I n& out Why I sttZL dow't know, but so- be' it 
then, I have, a, new patio to- trcweV and,, I jet my feet to- wails it 
firmly. 
WG e. joy our few hosur iw th & towN wandering- through market 
3tnlls, into, thci patisserie' to- btty cv treat t- tzuke, backr an& sharer 
tue, d ev ae, to, eat' at- ofwco, of t3v& res trwratvtr t*v t3w., town, square. 
" And to the dpa is cast. Her last final move as 'big sister' has been given a 
comprehensive nose-thumbing. I am now fair game In my sister's mind. 
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" Wevv left therm thct, r meal 3ayy Alex, r& mably, so- lees 
spoil' oursel ve3: 
Neither of as, has- ttr say t3 sha4v xb unspokerv thought of not 
wan"no- ttr hurry back, pcirtiuclarly. We, eventually pick up a, tr xz 
ancý turn, for tja viliaý}es drawing. up at t3 cattzxg& irv thy-, da. rk, 
I t'$ arot s i' ni. pnv and, wv botIv can. 't" help fecUj tike' &rty atop 
- "' say) Alexs ar we, CU#, th- the, stpy tv- t3 house, actuaVy 
ter not- that I ek mom kke4... why do- I feel, Ilke' u, naughty 
CJ% W 
I $twtt- 
- ßeuuoeywteýv got trtrrc& wWv uvy brush I say. Weicam . to- 
tim ruuu9fhty Utti. stst4? club: 
We push opew the door a+1& waVc, Lvu It E4, quiet: No- sou i of 
voices: or l U(3 Cc 
" t{ella. we- cW oeut: flit we rc. be k4 
jw#%`), % vice, float)' ttp fn m't1w, tCrrttcc 
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. uij cmºtean&joiwtnec 
We- ga dowºv the, sttsirk a+ul, ºnover together, mew ahea& of Ales,, 
onto- the terrtue'. Jeaw tr siZtt+uJ tw the, iot jer ancti pctU4- herself 
to- her feet at the, sight of us: Gtasy iw her hands I watch as- she 
wecu es" her way carefully towards- as,. It is the, voices It a- the, voice, 
that registers. before' anything eisec it set), every beW raujing: My 
body w&r ties. It tr her smoothest, Baktest to That and' her 
sn t3& expressLv ptnne& orv t3 fw e' whidu isr shi. +ly reds eyes 
jUtteriruJ. 1fcr gait, {am24cir enough,, i4, cUstcncxly un tua. dy. 
Another bell soUU. uis" iw my head' but it Cs' mu ffledi for the, ºnolnent, 
made, CtAd sttnct by tau, adrcnaUrv now pcunpauj' t rou fiv my 
body. Fvery stUVi%ab t. t tLitcr Ls' any red, alert. 
" icts she, purr. r thought I heard, yaw arrive, come, cued 
have, a driotk with, ntcc I'm' tWL aw my ow tu Peter' ' gone, out to- 
tau. conccrt at the. chi trclu 
She, tU# )W tai' fccUL blast of her chczrºrv ovv Aicw who- sºntZes, 
o&ilgif%giy aºui tries' t& get' IMCI t& nwvG fora XL I C"Itl roocez t& 
the, spot: My body says- 'thik far a. i d no- furthc'. I caw't shif t my 
feel' at%other iowh. tou'areir Jeans As, Jearv »tove . away, back 
tbwaecis" t3 loeuujer. bo{J swayi sitghtiy, I whip round' to- fuse' 
Alm 
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- Vo i t. I say i rjently. Va t' have, a cif" wW i her. Come. 
c4psWAr3r Withvmec 
Alex, 1004P41,3 5" 
- what'stim ittaMr? She' sayk sofft- voce', why shoultWt" we, 
haw, n" cdrivtL with, her, jmt tio- be, friendly? 
- ßeuutse- shes- dar4}e+rous, I say, don't, f yr god, 's- ssc 
Atea, peerr at' onv ccnco»tpreheruUAg y. She, cst, I rea e,, heo 
what z a"fsp sayi+%, cczrV tpassibiy know what I know. 
" rety going, upstr rs. to- recut Jea.. t Ic 4' out, I've. ' had, 
Ct%OUJh wi. uo for tonight 
I tuen beul: to- Alex., who tk looking, at tim ever PNhjlc& 
- cone, upsttiirs, with, mes I picad4 
"1 ry o1C sues Atew sýºt es: I'IL be, ftnec 
" Uste. t4 I say. watc)v yourself, bei care{" Refines ber, 3hc'r 
daoiocrotrs: 
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A n& tale+v I fleet Fight or flight: FUghrevety tt4ne. where it co, neS to- 
Moo, sistier in, this. nuwt1 Funny tiling,, f ecw. I coul& away' Stu ndj 
my grocuui, wct3v Vc d4 but Wsr {aw more, t writ > witjvJe t-q never 
waivJearu 
I nuiLc, myself sit dowºu quietly (4v they si tttvug, ro II breathes 
deeply. Slow doww ºny p dse' my g tip arc: I nutke' avyseZf 
ptt etp 'ny book, cm& st t to- rc 4 Linder by Uhler I qaietvtu {laic' 
my calo p4xee4 do- a l~ttiv mmitutton There, that {mss- inoxiv 
betty . Everything- seeºns- lire I a. ºfv worrying vcnnecessari. ly. I 
read' oak stuf t to- get Lºtvotvecl' Lw my book, a+ul, thew sootethj- 
catrher ººcy ameºtttOTU some noise- front, t3 trrra, ce What Ck that? 
is a?... na. Cr ca. t be4 It sounds- tike , a. se4 voices-, Uk& peopie- 
a. vui : feat "'d1ritea r rgvx ? No-, surety not? 
13 ul' titre' are, mi" voices: I u; w't prctsnci try- myself any longer 
t3 evicie+uý of my owrv pcr(caty sounc1' ecws: Insttzntiy I fiooc1 
w4tjvfc4r, wW%gxi tc4 ON $os1 o&vChri4t-, if they arelrowLng-, what- 
sh' WI dal ttaw do- I extricate- Aiewt I am' on, my feet arum 
running- down, üw, stzürv wcthout any L*Uwer tw my hea. c4 Alb I 
krww ts, that I have, to- get Alex' off the' terraces away froini Jea rv 
I Itri out ott W" dl t7eri e' ttr f ncL Alex' cind. Jc v frm, ew Lw t3 
act of atjttme. tit. 8oth, of t3cºw stop itv ºftl& air ar my appearance. 
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Jeaty is, fttesheci darkly. aru , her face, ckpure- malevoLencer, twi4tud 
with, 3oflC expr ssioly I ca#Vt rca& Alew iy vis{biy upset, she' hak 
teary t. v her eyes, u C'"dV ng- a. tLss(W-' CtV her hands I anv 
horrq'teci4 
" %Velli I say, rwt" ha vi#tg` arv idea. how to- Co an"&, I 
titrneght I heard, voices. Looks- Ilke' Wk tt+ne' jr va cup of tja', 
yes? 
A, u1 with' that stttrtrürujly oriqirta i lirwi I exec, leaptfuj- up the, 
stizir-k irtto tiu, Wdwti4 aru1i grti - thei kettiee It looks c though, I 
Ufl' tfULC4 ' $oiirtrý}- to - follow three jiv an' my inane. stugge4tt4Onc I 
stzi+ui, str the, sink, fWZng- tau, kettle' my nt . i' wh4CrU4uj,, trying- to- 
process' what is, h &pperti nT. how to- close, it doww whatrver it is: 
A ºu ' the. v I become, akýarc of jcaW - voices It permeates' my &r Us s 
so»tewherVlit Wltrtec wW ' ººLy tamest %nattnetr a ul, I lean' out of 
the, wituiow to, hear t3c., better. Jean' arid, Am area bathe stt`, ttrq, 
d. -ctty bt e Ltiv the., ktrhew window, c, few feet away fra»v where. 
I am, filliirti th e' kettle, I care hear' her quiteft, clearly. 
Jeaty is' m ngi taking- hcurie ly now. Sher Ls' ttlUruj, Alex, that Il 
a+ºvalwayIk u. itnt4CUVrthy. TharI alwcLykbetray ºny frC . u1 , t31atI 
nwver keep COAlUeAues: MS' CV why I always- lose' my frCcsuls, irv t3 
etuit Witty rua^o, ' will, pc(t up W10 %, It Ls, best that Aiew Lsf 
warºwr of this, yes; she, feels, that sip has, tn- let Alew know. Sheis- 
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really sorry {or Alex, to 1irul, out this, way, but Ws- probably for t3& 
best before' 13ucrt her everv mom 
I a+*v COLd' now. I iusve. v t a+tiy idea. wiest Jearv Ls- trakincj, a tour 
but' 1 d& know t3we. qaº t ., sl is, playi.. It is, t3le, stUIT. She, h. set 
üt up with, great c trefulness; wCthv thorotgjhr . ss cs 1' 
as, lZw Lys; aºud sie, is, carrying CC thra uýh" wit 'superirplay 
Ih %'C' been here. ºnaºty, ºnarty tt+nes, before- iw my Ufe4 She, %s, 
fee4ling" her poison' geºtitLy, son owf Uy, practised' first' with' rtivy 
parefu3: now with, nay frieºu% 
I salat- fr Sete witJv the, kettle, iw my ha+uts th nkivuy ficriott4y. Iw 
taw, past whe. v this. Happened. I never ha& w riefe lce ready. Or, 
arty defe+uc' I could' maiMe wasWC' suflk4uit to- scwe, ºnec It way 
atwny' too- W v. dw, da. >Ulge, was- already done' my polatoni 
imtrievabte4 This, Mttc, Jmri har ººuu e' a. nstake She, ham 
rC% leck her gn. rte, to- mes Ctn& thür %s' beuucse. her j 4jcment; her 
eas4eca superbly acutrnty ca. iuelattork has' beew i onpai. red. by 
akohoL Vast gttao-UMs-of aicohoL My sister is, virtuaUy pcw lytto 
by now. was: luv fact whew we' wcslked Lnu 
It see"ºw that 1 hay, tkwo- cho ccs: I caw contc+uu, ga ºuo--p . 
nat l tti"u 01 %1 hat I hAvO ovenc4=rds eºctriuLtri Al e x, and, surr 
things, out wU3v her tatrer, Cf that's- possib1 Or I cc, ' stop thee 
gnººte" stop It right now. Stop lt for goods I tht. th about ºny 
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depressions ºny therapy wtt3v ßedv, tuy proJe, ns" with, trot, my 
rosig painA4Ily eºnertºu air a Ii(ettºttti of Strccj le' wWt't3wk 
ststeriruJ" relattotvjup, ancL I lulow there, is} only one' choice' to- Ie' 
nu . e, " 
1 put dauwri t3 kettic,, go- back' dowry th e'stui rk, wall' out on. ta- the, 
terrcue a# Ui, dºnw up w ciuiir to- tau' table, where' Ale a nd. Jea v 
am sittl. u}: They arC bdu silent, iookin j, at »W4 
.I was, f liiru4 the' kettl4% by tile. window, I say 
crnu ersattolwLy. 
1 rtod' upwcLrdr toward it 
" Arut, i heard' what yoW s Jeavu What I heard youv say 
was- tits. 
, ft r%1, I re pent' it, k-ortV 
for wont4 
She. sa), inottonleu: open-mouthed. She' doesv* ttske' her eyes- off 
ate< 
W !. utter (1987a) says The suffering person begins to be articulate and breaks with 
her former compliant attitudes, but because of her early experience she cannot 
believe sho is not incurring mortal danger ... (but) awareness of her own impulses 
has already been aroused. and there is no going back. .. Now the once intimidated 
and silenced ctid can experience herself in a way she had never before thought 
poss, Dla. and atten%ards can enjoy the relief of having taken the risk and been true 
to herself (pp18 and 19). 
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" i'd, like, atU explarutttow please, What iy this, ' about? What 
tv). Ott, up Ur? 
jea. v is- r, e. uiereZ speechless: Shy is, clea. riy tutz Uy wrang, fbottZ 
ATex. also 3it3' trnrtsfi" 7Zteºv sh& suddenly crnne to, Uf She. 
Looks- at Jeaºk the, trugt her heul- arid' looks very care. 4ly at 
tim Shed scmti«tises, ºnc' for a long moment-, the, ºv makes- up her 
ºnt, 4 turns her head'tOWCtf dts-JC4L$l/once' ºnore'midisays-sharply, 
- Ye s Jea. k wtu. t n re ya« Lip t? W hc'J is this cdV about? 
Thor. is thin ºrcoººccr whew the, worici4 our work., ha vj - Lrv t3 
bcsla"ueý AºuL $omcone- ruuigeY tt just cv smidgens just cwAlý. w has- 
done, .i out, dte. U it explodes, 
Jeatti rises, t0 her fi; ct. her fcce. Gs- deeply frighrr , tý. Twi4tgd4 
puc4 span, sntca 4 she"3hriekras'sh&poin arºneu 
. >o". ' s3 screa. ºu; Your 
She, $C4Ses, th tub? & with, bot i, hands, and, overturns, ft' with, w 
Lee nwwoºte. tt: ßotties: glasses, wc*splirtttr acrQSrthe' terrc ce- 
Shower tts. 
She, ica, w ttv tow in 4 »LC4 I make' ºnysdf t Ctbsob tttIy sta 
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- Il to yrnc; hat ')tn I 
loath&)tflcc I tuweýhat 'yotvfror ' 
tit, day. )rnt, k er& born I have never wantza%yot' ttr l& my 
jitter I halt' alu-ays- detested you' ay my feit eI don't want 
yrni, a. 4, , z, jitter arty ino Meter, never, never. Do-you' hear 
rte-» 'zi little bitfix Get o: tt of my fight. Get out of Pry house' 
Getosttof ºrty 1(/i " 
5h4 ! 4trcheL jWgqerr of tJu' tzrraccý disappears- ttito- the 
bcJrvomn= 
Ater u'4' I sir scde" by sidcr 111V sile+lcF., ce i, novinuj- {or a. loruT t1 ; w. 
My thought). my feelings, interest' »I a4fv yuaD calou shell, 
shocked' of course, the re w come- later. But I aºw also-, iw a 
ve y ucrious" senses lighter. I have, fi i2Zy hearcV what I always' 
tuuv, known, It ts, secciv tv relief, na- -c- releaae4 
rve«tuLlty I rouse' ºrtyself I arw {right 4wb for Aiew who- lookk 
wtrely bereit 1feetarecuifce. L that she hcg k becrv Par t3wotjhv thik, 
cxpase4L'to- my säst +'s rruuincss I reach' a ha*Ul, out ancL there put 
t°° I tier (1887a) says 'tim repression of brutal abuse experienced during childhood 
drives many people to destroy their fives and the lives of others.. . using this 
destruction to hide the truth from themselves and avoid feeling the despair of the 
tormented child they once were' (p 3). Even more eloquently later in the text does 
RtUer give an explanation for my sister's behaviour that night. But itfvgitimat© 
hared never d.. sappoars (author's italics]. It may switch scapegoats but it will 
roman ever-present and undiluted. It cannot be appeased; It poisons and blinds 
the soul, devours the memory and the mind. and kills the capacity for compassion 
and ºnsýght. its destructive power stems from a history of horror that has been 
repressed and stored in the body... Hating and offending an innocent person, using 
turn as a scape oat. can only strengthen the walls of our inner prison of confusion, 
k$013,4n. fear, and kotºness; it cannot free us' (p 133). 
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pity Lfl t$ rmu, uL her. Shw, sobr quUtiy for a'ni si astb thcwpuU 
iunel f "ether" visibly. 
-1 hnº tzr asýyrn45cces how d"Jecuv k tout aV tIuit stu f? 
" What' stt ?I ask quietly. What was it slt way taUmy yow? 
. All, tfw, stuf f ctbmt, ' t3 kitty cincd the, cost of tim {vod" balk 
an& how pissed off I arw out it flaw couldi she' know alb 
that stirf ' 
I Look. at Alex, in, attrr bewadennent. I luwc' absolutr2y no- idea, 
how Jccsf ' 3uis, thuit k+lowlcrýycý 
I tukz'adeep breath 
j&tjc- th wi i back tier4 Mnk, back by what sip s u4 Caw 
tin(' re. nc. rtbvr exactly wh rjeatvsa4dito-yowabcut a? 
"Idtk. ww Stces I feel so- covilitsed4 She, s that yow 
h id' ioict" Peter emverytbiv%cj I'd, sa. %& to, you, about the' food, 
expe«seý a, % L Peter had'tDId' hcr. She sai& Peto. - tvic' her that 
I was, «. Jh, ippy about U Uiy at wl vet I felt- was 
exrittýYSf}aýtt. ek, ewthou9ivl enjoye&(ratth sarn&Mim 
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1 i'nmediately recognise, O wordsk, the, phrase, I recoJni4e, UWA v 
betat sc' I wrote thenk They are. tier word I have., wrtttprv ºtityself Lrv 
nsy j(n4rr czk Jeaev has, yet- agaity nu 4c' a, nu stake Sh& ho. tuke+v 
, nyuor-a$, auL repeL l. the"ºvverbatim, to-Alex 
" stur wait there, i scty. I'ºrv $ai+l t0 get sonnet 44VJ- to- show 
)o ' 
A ºui I rehunv w t, thv uty jottn' ils op o", %t a41& { tim entry. 
Re4a cr. Ixy. just recur it. 
"r ui. V r cür that sues Aiew says, suz ndalLSeci4rt's your private' 
diaryl 
I rru Ljie' cV JOFT of IaWjik 
" ©h Ale I kzy sadly. if only twc4yo had, your scruples: 
joir IVA"t cr. 
Arut, tJt rt it is, Ow, expiafuxrtonu JeaWk sting- loyr ti waveUed for 
to bath to, sew Conti ny home' f rvn ' ntc ts%g- as, or' t3& roack 
ecittey, hhee c 'L V meal of shop botucjht quLche4 Jea+v's" fury, stoked' 
by na, c nºui' inor ' alcohol get3' t3w., better of her. An& where Peter 
goes- off to- his co, teý'rt`. , 
Jettºv seGýer her cha. ruec Shy rrutst have., hach 
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to- search pretty thoroughly laut she' fou i& what she, wcca- cq%er, 
a +i& it aavv't take, her very lavue' to- wo-rk out haw to- u4& it Why 
the' wovdd'wcasttto-ckrso- £'a. qu W»vI ca. vulotýo vte wtonight'oý 
At some/ leve ,I must have, re 4tered, Peter'] reiurvi. 1iel had' g-orte' 
Leto- their Uedroo ni avub staye& there, fully cxnurzow- of hik wL fv 
scree *u*wj, her heac'off awthe, terrace'aut3ia& the, doo .I suppoe 
hei nuct be' quAei cU ppoxttedi at not beat; ' aber to- hea& off the, 
de+iouement he' kview Jeaw wak tntei'tt rnv hcw(n. ' ff sh ' Po ly 
Ceul& nuLtuLg& it: 
A Jea4v app 's- back, o-wthe'terrac , 
- I've' the' matter wWi' Peter a , t& wei're' both. agreed. 
that yow have' cthu4ea' our hosparaay. Yaw nw4t leave, now. 
I reaUy do- hcwe, to- ha i& it to her. A' ra , cL cw sheer Ls' wItiv 
bcoý&, she' ha Wt lost her cthiZ ty to- thZ+i#' on, her feel' a n& take' 
btzck, th& Cr ttatrvei 
101 I theorise that what plays out here between my sister and my friend is the final 
occasion when my sister finds herself compelled to act out her projections onto me. 
It is psychologically crucial for her to get Alex to take on her view of me. She has 
relied on her facility for being able to convince people of this throughout our lives. 
At this precise moment this need has never been more necessary to her. And it 
fails to be met. In the moment when Alex makes up her mind and indicates to my 
sister that she rejects her version of me and rather trusts her own she unwittingly 
delivers my sister's nemesis. My sister does the only thing left to her now; she 
delivers in turn the nemesis to our sistering relationship. 
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- I'm' not preps rede to- disco- anyth. 4t - vivre' wigv yow 
t&nig t £,, yam- I say vi Wy. We, cwe*, 't g*tvig, 
anywhere'except to-beds WelLsortth; %outGwthe, marvu+ 
She' wavers- Women tc ay, rea. Z wk that se's- not able. to- pl y'sii%cai, Ly 
ti-wow ukoutawthe, spotarid'Peter wo-Wt co--ope -ctte'wl vvthat: 
- Yow'lb go- 11#1t t3ü tuy £+v the, morvu w the' say' 
t weatan, ingly, c turn away. 
Andy cw she' turw3- c wcy I know witty the' cent i. vtity of cab our 
h toi y lietweevv uwthat whatever tt-"trek Lynth& marnin, g feavv 
h a4 already got her versio-w of t3& night's' event-a' worked/ out and 
£+v place'. It wab he' her veraCo 1, which wWi pre'ctti. It wCLV hei a, 
c, c nsiy butI wCW beipowerlesttoprevevitLt 
We'f ndlitL*npo"th1e'to-go-to-be&.. Bot , of u&ivvdt{fprevitwaysarer 
t)-a. wnu+. t by theme evaA4vi 'k events. 13 at wem fC td' comfort ivv eaaly 
other ari& try to- decide' haw Ißt to- handle the., MOMOA . Alew 
feels- that shy wu&st leave' evew Lf the pfcture, chawujees- Cw the' 
norm" W- She' ccvv't &r" 1W herself to- stay with someon. ' who- has- 
ctntw& her a kjea vv hak done I agrees W ew leave' ancI' hovel at w 
secon& wee1c. s- hoUd ay elsewhere But I Cvt&C t to- Alew that I shall 
try to- get sine' kind. Of a*la U tUM frone Jean, Lye the' mor ttvi- 
who vii hopefully she'- a. bit more' sober. I wa ltto-confronther wiTh' 
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my jourvta how I doiVt ktu)-w. I fee, con ed.. I'm, Wab red4no, 
from, J'e t&' vw ov4ness% «chv hatred, directed, at vne. I am 
pro fou*wUy shoe ' ak we& cw relea-s 4 
Thy morning, fL naV y arrive' trod' Ales 'a +v& I use, a ready packed' 
up but have' Stowe' our bags- out of sight for the, moment Peter 
arrives' first Lvv the' kWcherv a *i& beh we' c though' u were u, 
p& ect1y ordinary day. No- ment'otvof evan4lf. en4 What 
do- we' want für brealc{a4t7 Shcab we' have, ft otdUd i? 1021 feel' liken 
I'm' u ttderwater, where' the, loan k ctrel d istortedi, nu ie&. But 
thew Jea w eruptk into- the' kaschen Fla4h4p-&, b ZUg er ,a h' 
sta*vc1 Lw the; mLdd e' of d i& room, arn4, cJc snbo: 
- You. salb here.? She' jeer. Get yatu-aelves- off. You/re, not 
welcom&. 
ti lox, ga4pkatthe, d Uberatpicrude, of fPns venes- 
Peter rote- hLm4elf 
102 My brother-in-law was also adept at denial in my view. And he was out of his 
depth. I suggest he knew his strategy of absenting my sister had failed miserably 
and with an outcome that even he did not anticipate. I would speculate further to 
suggest that by this point in his marriage my brother-in-law, instead of separating 
from his wife, had taken the polar opposite route and become my sister's co- 
dependent. I am aware of the disputed terrain of the concept of 'co-dependency'. 
Notwithstanding this, I would argue that his relationship with my sister by this time 
was characterised by the accepted markers of co-dependency; excessive 
caretaking of my sister, wholly pre-occupied with my sister's behaviour and lifestyle, 
systematic denial or excessive compliance (see Rice 1998). 
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- Stop Lt Jeaw, hei sayk, they're hcw ng, lwea k{uit a 4t& thew 
rw . aort, to-tli& tai rv. 
- Not before, , 
jea-&' g-üvevv U4- cwv ecplanatwwv for her 
beh , viouv lc t- ntght r took dZrectl y at her. 
I waves fly journal d tched, ivv my he nd, Lw her face My cer 
W CM& I try to- COTI&O-L my voices a ppetiw cal. av. 
- what's' th&i nw wu vig, of thtk, ehv, , 
jeuw? Yo-w secwched for 
a*'& fc t"A& "V jourvtaA, my prGvata. joa rna. 7A Then, you took' 
informat"'Ov from. Ittoset14lewUp wCthva. pazk"of Ue,. what 
i. k ctW tlu% a Uuut? Why t3 & uppaZltng' l; ek to- my {rievjcL, mvv? 
I'nv wait' fra *v ex pLa na tEorv and. a 4, v apology, not least 
to-Alew 
Jl ttv M'f 
- You' thC&, I'nv ink-to-g- ve-yowcwvapolocgy! 
-I expect wothauy leak: 
- Oh that Your fiace, ah& yeU . Pray rte sie: I'm, not 
bot . erCn'to- Ust &n, to- a, vwther word 
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And, she put-kher fingerk cw hes- ecwk. `la, la, la, la. ' sh& sCY 
wem ctW look, at her i 4v dL&e ; ef Thi ' C' w fifty year old, womaw 
go, nT on, fb r. Peter f; t Uy acta: 
- jug - stop that Jea n, hei orders: Go- into- týºe' sý. tt' roonv 
u ncb stay them u nt b wem vex left 
Antdihertakes'her by the'thouider'an&tv(e4'to-push her toward' 
the'door . 8utsh& £' too- heavy, too-sIi-oppy 
forhtvw. I move' back'to- 
theme wo-rktop Lvvthe, 4tche4v which I Leave aga ut watching Pete*. 
s&uggle wityv my svsip, r She su 4 esi Zy Un e4- forwa r& vend' he' lose p 
him grip o- ' her. She, co-nes's&aight at me' wale a. swgbtewI derv't 
luve' tu n& to- reg%tew. Gr &1 s- hold' of me' by the' throat she, 
screain 'c th ue'int o- my fase. Icaitheurwhat sue' £- saying' 
beta e'fe u'stops'mebreath y, hearCs . AlLI am cn&cto wof ik 
that I cave see' the' Sa1x ti er k i%ve4' out of the corner of my eyel o-w 
the' woarktop c vt .I know that Jean, ha. ' 
reg%tere& d w-4m toe. H er ha vud thoott out an& re tc ek th ,n eca rat 
ova I a. n'paratysed. froyeyvC. vterror. Bt Peter C' quicker. lEe'ha4- 
her ha td/hoUfn. 'th& k Vfe. l cunmed'dowºvo-wthe'counter, an& 
wain hilk other hand' avi& c' hi, weüght he' forces-jezwv back' a rt& 
her grip loose+ I pask her away wUly W my atren, jt3v. 
I tw'vtito-Alay, Sher cka4hew faced, I catchv her han&. 
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- Wer'rel goings we1re, going'now. Getyourba. g: come, o-n. 
We, g-yab- our th&tgk a*ul, bprCnt ti rou, g. v th. e' door, li4A*tl& ciawiv 
the. steep sips' cuu& pa. ws& at the. lotto-m/ of the' pa tlv Hutt to- the. 
Neither of u' spea4. There' area no- wordy far thik mermen : 
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Chapter Six Sisters in Silence 
I put down the bag of flour carefully on the doorstep and stand back to 
survey my, well, almost perfect, grass circles. It is a lovely spring morning, 
the light clear, the sky a gentle washed out blue and I have grasped the nettle 
of trying to reshape the 
deadening rectangle of lawn ie have inherited with 
our new home. Hob comes out of the door as I stand here scrutinising my 
handiwork. Ile looks at the lawn, the flour bag, and laughs, walks across to 
put an arm round me. 
- Trust you to find a nutty way of doing it. What happens when that 
big black rain cloud up there dumps its rain? 
I look up involuntarily. The sky is virtually cloudless. 
- Oh, La ha, I murmur. 'What 
do you think? That shape will give us 
two decent flower beds to plant up. 
- It's looking great. I have to say I'ni quite impressed. Didn't know 
your geometry was up to working it out. 
I pick up a weed to throw at him and he moves off smiling, calling back that 
the kettle's on. 
I lean on the spade, regard the house and garden along with Rob's retreating 
back, and for the millionth time I feel gratitude. My life has been 
transformed and I wake every single day with happiness and gratitude in my 
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heart Sometimes I say to Rob that my life has come to me in two (very) 
hopefully more or less equal halves. BF and AF. Before Fifty and After 
Fifty. Fifty Evas my turning point, my depression the pivot which turned illy 
face away front my troubled past. Fifty Evas when I found Beth, and so began 
to find myself. I began a therapeutic journey which proved to be 
transformational. Over the seven years wo worked together I learned so 
much, not enough of course, never enough, but enough to shift my life onto it 
quite different path, inhabit a quite different paradigm. 103 
I read of course, voraciously, gulping down great draughts of Jung, Klein, 
Winnicott, Alice Miller, especially Alice Miller. I started writing, not to put 
down already formed thoughts, but rather writing as an exploration, as an 
act of inquiry in itself. 104 I talked endlessly to those close friends who were 
happy to make the journey with me, and later, after we had met, Bob. And I 
learnt trust. Of all the gifts which my work with Beth gave me this is the 
best. I learnt to trust Beth and through that I learnt to trust others. Most of 
all I learnt to trust myself. 
103 Mauthner (2002) recognizes the potential impact of therapy on the sistering 
relationship. It can 'contribute[d] to some women's ability to both reflect and be 
reflexive about their experience. It also suggests links between therapy, 
experience, developing a language, and the production of knowledge' (p 112). 
'Agentic subjectivity' as understood here can allow for us to create 'a reflexively 
ordered narrative of self (see Giddens 1992) which is just what I am attempting 
here. 
104 1 have talked a little earlier about this. Clough (2002) talks about writing which 
blurs distinctions between form and content, between researcher and researched, 
between data and imagination; He reiterates the point made earlier that language 
itself does the work of inquiry. Cixous (1997) describes it as a mysterious but vital 
force that can take the writer further than we would otherwise be able to go. It is a 
view I share of writing as meaning-making. Half-glimpsed aspects of ourselves can 
be accessed through our writing as we 'reach intuitively into some parts of 
ourselves that is outside our notice, still unnamed but there. '(personal note, 
unknown source). 
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I learnt to be contents with myself and with my life. I stopped my search for 
a partner, focusing on what I had got in my life, my expanding circle of 
friends, my music, and most of all my children. The decade of my fifties was 
transformational in this profound sense too. I found my adult children to be 
my life s blessings and they in their turn enfolded me with open arms, 
gladly, generously, 1ovving1y. 10' 
I bend my head to smell the narcissi, the jonquils nodding in the soft breeze. 
I feel sudden tears coining as I remember Beth's benediction. 
- The best gift we can give our children is to sort ourselves outs That's 
when the damage stops being handed down. That's what gives our 
children their futuir-106 
And having stopped looking for the decent roan and started loving niy own 
life, along conies Rob. Of course. This is how it works, well, sometimes, if 
yon'ro lucky. 
I have found ]happiness. Peace, contentment` Children, now grandchildren. '07 
But I have lost my sister. Through all the intervening years, twelve years 
105 Miller (1987a) resonates here with me. 'We are robbed of these instinctual 
abilities... if we are exploited in our childhood for the substitute gratification of our 
parents' needs. Fortunately however.. . we can also restore these abilities as soon 
as we are determined to face our truth' (p 57). 
106 Miller (1987a) offers a further insight with which my own experience chimes. 'It 
is very fortunate when our older children become aware of what we were doing and 
are able to tell us about it. We are then given the opportunity to recognize our 
failures and to apologise. Acknowledging what we have done may help them, at 
last, to throw off the chains of neglect, discrimination, scorn and misuse of power 
that have been handed on for generations' (p 86). 
107 I would not describe this as a 'homecoming' which has been offered to me by 
close friends as a description of my journey. After all, that implies that one once 
had a home, lost it, and then re-found it. I would rather recognise it as the creation 
of a home. 
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now, «o have not found our way back to each other. Did I have to lose my 
sister to find this life I now leave? Is this the price? Is this the right 
question? Or could it have been, could it be, possible to have both? 
I Flo not know. 108 I remember telling, Beth the story when I got back from 
Fr ace. She asked inc the expected question of how I felt about losing my 
sister and I said without hesitation 'Oh, a large part of me feels released, 
oops no, I mean relieved. ' Beth studied me. 'No, she said firmly, ' you mean 
'released'. That is the word your psyche threw up Suo. 
I have ire-run that night in France so many times in my head. What if I 
badn t confronted lice? 'What if I had understood much more quickly her 
chronic dependence on alcohol? What if I had gone on my awn and not with 
Ales? log 
108 This is a particularly difficult but crucial question for me. One tentative, 
provisional answer is to say that it was the shock of what happened in France 
between myself and my sister and its aftermath that pushed me into this 
exploration. I think it is unlikely that I would have spent the best part of a decade 
otherwise trying to come to terms with, to seek to understand, our relationship. I am 
also conscious of the fact that the silence from my sister has helped me to reflect, 
to unravel the Gordian knot of our relationship, and to gain some equilibrium. If I 
had still been actively engaged in some kind of relationship with my sister I realise 
that this would have clouded the issues and made me less sure of wishing to probe 
deeper. So I seem to be edging towards saying that silence, sometimes, can be a 
blessing, a site of creativity and knowledge. I am aware as I write this of a conflict 
of feelings; my intuitive knowledge tells me it is best this way, my head tells me 
there is no other possibility whilst ever my sister remains unchanged in her 
behaviours and insights, and my emotional history tells me I have failed yet again 
at being the good sister, the good daughter. This last feeling prompts me to instruct 
myself that whilst some scripts are impossible to erase our task is to refuse to act 
on them. 
109 Mauthner (2002) in her discussion on positionality is pertinent here and to the 
footnote above. The position we find ourselves in can be actively used to construct 
meaning rather than simply discover it. More, it suggests that we be both an agent 
and also positioned in various discourses simultaneously. Arriving with my friend 
arguably positioned me in two discourses simultaneously; that of biological sister 
and that of 'fictive kin' with Alex. I acted 'agentically' to negotiate these two 
positions throughout the week's stay. 
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And what of Jean? What if, when I challenged her to explain her actions 
that night, she had said, 'I'm trying to drive a wedge between you and Alex 
because I'm so jealous I can't bear it. Because you're the sister to her that you 
have never been to me, and I deserve it. Because I looked after you when 
Mum didn't` Because I had to see my father kill a roan because of you. 
Because I have lost my way and my heart is breaking and you owe inc. ' 
Mt yes. «'liat if that had been said? 
And what if I had said I am sorry? I am sorry for your pain and grief and 
heartbreak. I am sorry that I have never been able to be the sister that you 
wanted, yes, that you deserve to leave. I am truly sorry to have flaunted my 
chosen sister under your nose. That was insensitive and deeply hurtful to 
you. I am sorry that I cannot re-write history, that I cannot become unborn, 
that I cannot give us different parents. I am more sorry than I can say that I 
cannot put any of our history right for you because it is not, it has never 
been, in my power to do so. But it is within our power to transcend, 
transform our history. Shall we become sisters nowv111° 
But none of this was said. And it never has been, or will be now. 11' And she 
has been missing from most of the important events of my life, missed so 
niuc11 of lily happiness, my joys. 
110 Miller (1987a) says 'the damage done to us during our childhood cannot be 
undone.. . We can however change ourselves. 
We can repair ourselves and gain 
our lost integrity by choosing to look more closely at the knowledge that is stored 
inside [us]... This path, although certainly not easy, is the only route by which we 
can at last leave behind the cruel, invisible prison of our childhood' (p 2). 
1" It is not only my concerns as to my sister's mental health which precludes this 
but my brother-in-law's role of collusion makes it doubly problematic. Indeed I have 
had to painfully recognise that this collusion has spread down to the younger 
members of their family. It is just as Beth said; thus is damage handed on to the 
next generation. 
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She has not been here to see my closeness with my children, our open 
pleasure in each other's conhpany, our abiding love for each other, the good 
and hard tines, the laughs and grumbles we share together. 
She has not been here to share niy joy of Rob, our marriage, our stunning 
wedding day, our life together. They have never met my husband and my 
sister. 
She has not visited our new home, in the village where our grandfather 
worked as a blacksmith and now lies buried in the churchyard. 
She has never met my grandchildren, her great-nephews. She hals not seen 
me in my grandmother role, the boundless joy these two small boys give inc. 
She has not known inc as I acn now, the inc of After nifty, the Healed me, 
the Whole me. 
She has not met me. 
And for that matter neither have I net her. 112 
112 1 am theorising here that my sister and I were always 'unknown' to each other 
because of the way in which our relationship was set up from the start by our 
father's behaviour and then our mother's demands. We were bound into a disabled, 
disabling and abusive relationship from day one. Both of us had to find a 'false self 
(see Winnicott 1965) to cope with the dynamics of our family and to survive it 
emotionally, and this is what we turned to each other throughout childhood and 
beyond. We were unable together to find a way to transcend this history as adults 
and, with an authentic and autonomous subjectivity, become 'known' to each other. 
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I think back now to that time in France and I wonder at my lack of insight, 
my blind ineptitude at picking up the signs which were virtually flashing at 
me in foot high neon lettering. I was so used to seeing Jean with a wine glass 
in her ]land. I was used to seeing alcohol as a regular daily part of Jean's 
life. «'hat's so unusual about that? It's true for a lot of people, used to be true 
of inc. And she tttattageti it so well, on one level at least Only now, having 
done my readin, ' sonne research, do I understand the significance of Jean 
being able to stand upright, function as normal, or nearly normal, with the 
quantity of alcohol she had on boait1.113 Only now; far too late, do I know 
about the stages of alcoholism, the progression from one stage to another, the 
secretiveness, the deviousness intrinsic to the life of an alcoholic. Well, Jean 
had always been devious hadn't she? 'When could I remember a time when 
she hadn't been, as far as I Evas concerned at least? 
The penny took an unconscionably long time to drop. Several years after the 
Madame, Sabatier moment in fact. Yes, that became our name for my sister. 
Still is. Our shorthand for marking that dreadful time. Alex and I had a 
rough time in the immediate aftermath. The experience strengthened our 
friendship enormously in the long term but the first days, weeks, after that 
heartbreaking night were wobbly. 
We argued over paying the Intermarclie bill which Jean insisted we owed 
her for. Out of all the many incomprehensible acts which involved Peter at 
that time -a co-dependent as I have now learned to think of him - none was 
so bizarre as the note he dropped off at the hotel to which he had driven its, 
113 There is a massive literature on alcoholism and I have only dipped my toe into it. 
I came across two articles which I found particularly relevant. Steele and Southwick 
(1985) and Miller et al. (1993) who argue that childhood victimisation or abuse has 
a definite connection to the development of alcohol problems in women. 
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informing us that Jean wanted reimbursing for the Interinarche bill which 
Alex had paid. Of course looking back it is easy enough to understand Jean's 
confusion, unreliable memory, distorted by fury as well as alcohol. For Peter 
to go along with this demand given what had just taken place I felt Evas quite 
mind boggling. Mind yon, Ales had an explanation for it. 
- Been locked up for too long in the asylum with the bloody lunatic. 114 
And then «"o argued. ales, obsessively scrupulous about paying all bills, 
insisted on paying it : gain. 
- That's ridiculous, I exploded in the hotel room. You've already paid 
it. They owe 3 ou, not the other way round. And anyway, we're not 
around to eat the sodding food, they can scoff all of it. Hope it bloody 
chokes them. 
- That is not the point, 
Alex raises her voice in exasperation with 
me. I know I've paid the bloody bill, you know I've paid it, but she 
doesn't She still thinks we owe her. And I'm absolutely not going to 
give her even the tiniest opportunity to go around saying that we left 
with an unpaid debt. You can please yourself, but I'm leaving the 
money on Reception. 
The truth was that wo were both traumatised. Differently of course. The 
issues brought up by the event for each of us keyed in to quite different 
114 And as Miller (1987a) says 'the company of prison warders does not encourage 
lively development' (p 22). 
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histories, trams s, memories. We tried to hold our selves together, to hold 
each other, but we were both heartsickened, distraught. 
As well as reeling front the brutal severance by Jean I was also struggling 
with feeling overwhelmingly guilty and that made me diffident and 
uncertain. I had brought Alex into this situation. I knew what Jean was 
capable of, Alex didn't. Her much needed holiday, her chance to recuperate, 
had been destroyed, and I knew she didn't have sufficient funds or holiday 
leave to make up for it. If she felt angry, resentful of me putting her 
through this she kept it to herself, but I knew that in her shoes I'd be feeling 
exactly that. 
IN'o didn't talk about it, not properly that is, for a couple of years. And then, 
one weekend when I was visiting her, we found a way to have the 
conversation. We spent the hours living it again, telling each other how it 
had been for each of us, what «-o had got caught up in from our pasts. It was 
hard but it had its lighter moments. Later that evening and gripped with 
hilarity wo came up with the title of Madame Sabatier for my sister. Perfect. 
Well, what else could Ave call her? 
It was only when I met up with an old colleague and friend sonic time later 
that the scales finally fell from my myopic eyes. She was also a friend of my 
sister's and had kept up a contact with her. She was only too aware of the 
estrangement between us and she asked me openly if she could talk to me 
about it. In the ensuing discussion I said something about Jean's drinking on 
that last night in France. 
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- Ah, she said, paused thoughtfully. So you do know about her 
drinking then? You knew about it back then? What a problem, a worry 
it's become. I suppose I've realised that her problems with alcohol must 
have started years ago. 
Good god. How blind could I be? Everything from first to last became clear. 
Peter picking us up at the train station, her tardy appearance on the first 
night, the erratic drive to the market and her behaviour there, the sudden 
two day absence, the flushed face, the weight gain, the puffed-up look, the 
red thread veins, my inability to get contact with either of them, the careful 
distancing...... 
Jesus wept. I couldn't believe my stupidity. Talk about not wanting to see 
what's under your nose. 
Later on I realised it also explained Peter's behaviour at work over the 
weekend schools, breaking his contract by his refusal to stay away from 
Lome overnight, the timed phone calls back home lie wouldn't talk about, his 
surprising acceptance of being disciplined, taken off the programme. 
So, much became clear. A lot got explained by this missing piece of 
knowledge. But it has taken me many more years to reach a deeper 
understanding of a sister I cannot forget, who two and a half decades ago 
turned to me and said 'we must always stick together now, we mustn't let 
any dring come between us'. 115 
115 If we had stayed in our positioned discourse roles then how would I describe it? 
Mauthner (2002) asks her readers to help expand the vocabulary of these 
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For years after that time in France I «gas incandescent with anger. lls We had 
been abused by a drunken vindictive woman and had no redress against such 
calumny. Peter was no help. The one meeting we had in my house after that 
holiday when we briefly talked about what had happened told mo that Peter 
did not have the full facts of what had transpired that night and that he 
didn't want to be apprised of them. He chose, understandably enough, to 
believe his wife's version. Ile had after all decided to act out his stern 
Methodist preacher father's script for him to go forth and save souls. Jean 
has become his missionary work These days I find it much Border to forgive 
Peter for such collusion than I do my sister for her tieachery. 
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I dream about Jean regularly, even to this day. The first years following 
France my dreams were furious, rage-filled, hard, unforgiving. In them 
Jean appeared penitent and I turned my face against her again and again. I 
thought in my waking life, that I would never move on from such rage as I 
had never known before. But slowly the dreams have changed as my 
understanding, of Jean and myself, has grown. 
I dreamt about her last night. I dreamt she was sitting in my house 
discussing her problems with nip. I was being attentive and supportive to hier. 
discourses and add our own terms. I have thought about this and I offer one as a 
sub-heading of the positioned minimother role. It is the `malevolent minimother'. 
116 With the benefit of hindsight and now thankfully free of that terrible fury I can see 
that much of my childhood rage, suppressed necessarily for decades with my 
sister, finally poured out. The fact that it continued unabated for several years was 
both profoundly shocking and quite enlightening to me. 
117 Miller (1987a) articulates my feelings here beautifully. 'He is in danger of 
behaving like a friend who brings a good meal to a prisoner in his cell, at the 
precise moment when that prisoner has the chance to escape. .. since this 
first step 
into unknown territory would require a great deal of courage, the prisoner may 
comfort himself with his food and shelter and thus miss his chance and stay in 
prison' (p 69). 
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My feelings were warm and friendly. I was concerned for hier. I choose to 
take this as some kind of reconciliation, in my dream world at least. "" I may 
have to be content with this, indeed I am already content with it. Seven years 
of therapy with Beth and Jung have taught me many things, not least that 
our dreams reveal us to ourselves. 
So I am grateful for the knowledge that I have finally learned a little 
wisdom along with the lesson of forgiveness, and that within my deepest self 
I now know myself, in silence notwithstanding, to be a sisterr. 
118 1 am acutely conscious here of the danger of sounding both smug and self 
satisfied but with that rider I do feel something along the lines of what Miller (1987a) 
expresses towards the end of her seminal text. 'A person who has consciously 
worked through the tragedy of her own fate will recognise another's suffering more 
clearly, though the other may be trying to hide it. She will not be scornful of others' 
feelings, whatever their nature, because she takes her own feelings seriously and 
knows how to work with them. She surely will not keep the vicious circle of 
contempt turning' (my italics) (p 132). 
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Epilogue 
Tlie year is 2009, the place a plot of land sloping downhill to the main 
railway line connecting a northern industrial city to all points southwards. 
Beyond the tracks lies a scattering of factory units dissected by suburban 
roads and industrial dereliction. Further back, against the skyline, is the 
brooding bulk of millstone moorland. Frone this distance it is as 
undisturbed, silent, beautiful in its sombre way as it was sixty years before. 
This plot of land curving down a gentle slope lies within a much larger plot, 
which itself is subdivided into small parcels of equal size and uniformity. 
An occasional bird, interested in the overturned earth piling up at the plot's 
side with its juicy harvest of worms, returns frone flight to rest in the top of 
the tall trees which surround the site and the church. A late Victorian 
church by style and date stands high across the road keeping watch over its 
charges laid to rest on the other side. The place is quiet if not empty. Those 
who work here do not talk whilst those who lie liefe can no longer. 
It is a spring day, the fifteenth day of May, the early afternoon air is warm, 
with an eggshell sky, a patchwork stain of clouds. One can walk here among 
these plots on an ordinary (lay, visiting a particular one or browsing the 
inscriptions, noting where there are placed abundant floral tributes and 
where there are none- 
But today is different We are only minutes away from understanding how 
different this day will be. 
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For here conies a black car approaching the cemetery, its unmistakable shape 
identifying its purpose. A hearse, driving slowly, bearing its load and quite 
alone, unaccompanied by any other car. The coffin it contains and the body 
within it began its journey a few days previously, on the evening of the ninth 
of May. Receiving a call from a client the undertaker makes his way into the 
city lying some miles to the north, to a care home, collects the body as 
directed and transports it to his funeral parlour where it is rolled on its 
gantry into the chilled storage unit for the few necessary days. 
Contact with the family has been minimal and perfunctory, conducted by the 
daughter of the deceased, a woman in her sixties and the only nett of kin 
identified to the undertaker, who for this moment knows no different "9 It is 
this daughter who makes the running, the barest of necessary arrangements, 
conducted with a brevity, a brusqueness, excused by her explanation of now 
being resident in France and needing to return posto haste. 
The funeral director is not the only professional to have noted the slightly 
off key feeling, one he can't quite place but leaves Lim uneasy, accustomed as 
lie is by long experience to this work. Ile has seen them all in his time, the 
119 The following story which unfolds was only known to me a year later, that is to 
say, ten months after my father's death. I had made an arrangement with my 
father's social worker to keep me informed about him, including his eventual death. 
This arrangement broke down so that I only accidentally discovered my father's 
death ten months later. The social services department and social worker 
concerned have now given me an apology for what they recognise as 'an 
unacceptable level of service towards me'. However, at the time I was unsure as to 
whether my father had died, where, or how. I set out on yet another sort of journey, 
which involved me in obtaining a copy of my father's death certificate, visiting my 
mother's grave to see if my father was buried there (he wasn't), contacting several 
local councils' burial and cremation departments in an attempt to find my father's 
remains, visiting and talking with the residential care home where my father died 
and with his care worker, finding out which undertakers had been used to deal with 
my father's remains and going to visit them, and finally tracking down and talking to 
the vicar who had interred my father's body. The process took me several days, 
revealed a hitherto undiscovered talent for sleuthing, and a little more time to 
digest. 
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profoundly grieving relatives, the distraught family and friends, and the 
relieved ones, but going through the motions and trying to do the rights the 
respectable thing. But this woman is different. Site stays this side of polite to 
him, she makes the arrangements efficiently, almost clinically lie would say. 
But there is a coldness, a dismissive contempt emanating from this woºnan 
that lie senses and recoils from. 
In the care home there is also a worker who is upset about her exclusion by 
the family from mourning one of her clients. A lovely o1(1 man she says to 
anyone who asks her, sucli a grand old man. And what a talker. Did lie have 
a fund of stories to tell! He loved his cats didn't lie? A Mercedes I think lie 
mentioned. Several times. And a bit of a lady's man, oh yes. As old as he was 
she could easily work that one out about him. But for all that bed had a 
loving marriage. Yes, lie had talked about his wife a lot, told her many 
times over how lovely their relationship had been, how much lie had missed 
her when she died. Oll yes, lio'd been devoted to her hadn't lie? Nursed her at 
home, all by himself, just him and her, looking after her, just devoted lie 
was, until the end. A really special gent 
And then he'd had his hundredth birthday and got his telegram from the 
Queen. Ooh, right proud of that lie was, wouldn't let them take it down. It 
had to stay up whore everyone could see it. His granddaughter came with a 
cake but she'd seen to it herself that lie got one from the home of course, and 
lie sat up in his wheelchair and thoroughly enjoyed himself. Loved all the 
attention. Just loved it. Lapped it up. Talk about the birthday boy. Matt 
And then the nest day lie wouldn't get out of bed. Said lie was going now. 
IIe'd just waited to get to a hundred and he'd done it and now hie was off. So 
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that was it. It Happens at this age. It took liim a few days. Talked a lot about 
going to Scotland, and the morning lie died she was giving Lim his shave 
«Alen lie just looked straight at her and said that ho was going on his journey 
today. AM that's just what he did. Just slipped away. What a peaceful end 
for such a dice old dear, don't you think? '20 
But afterwards she was a bit put out really, well, by his family. Of course 
everyone does things their way and you have to respect that, and of course 
grief does funny things to folk, but to be told so firmly that she could n't go to 
the funeral - 
'family members only' - well, it was a first for her. Normally, 
folk like to have someone there from the care honte, the people who have 
seen to their relative to the last. And then to be told she couldn't send any 
flowers either. Well, shed been a bit upset to be honest. And, truth told, 
thought it Evas all a bit odd like. YOU knoml Something not quite right there. 
The vicar thought the same. He had received a phone call from the 
undertaker that morning'. Would lie be able to do an internment that 
afternoon? No, not a funeral, no funeral was requested. Just a committal at 
the grave. Had a funeral been conducted somewhere else then? No, the 
remains were coming straight from the undertakers where they had been 
since the gent's death. He is taken aback, Surely there is a mistake? Did the 
family know ho would be happy to waive the funeral fees if that was a 
120 I found this version of my father particularly difficult to listen to. It was a familiar 
view expressed by outsiders to the family over the years but no easier for that to 
hear again and particularly in this context. The only time I found myself in tears 
during this time was over my father's fictional version of the apparent care he gave 
to my mother in her last illness which the reader I think will understand. Several 
friends on hearing this asked me if I set the record straight. I did not. I have learned 
to appreciate much more keenly than previously through my exploration of narrative 
inquiry that each of us has our own narrative and that story was part of hers. Would 
it have helped her in her care work to know of the huge discrepancy between her 
version of my father and mine? That she had been 'taken in', made a fool of, 
according to his daughter? I think not. I chose silence. 
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problem? But it seems that all the family wants is the internment itself. No 
funeral. Just burial. So here he is waiting at the graveside, at two thirty on a 
Friday afternoon, waiting for the body and the family to show. Ile remarks 
to his wife as lie sets off from the manse that in twenty three years in the job 
and seventy or eighty funerals a year, this one is a first. 121 
Now the hearse draws up at the open grave. The undertakers alight and 
confer briefly with the vicar. They are well known to each other, colleagues 
in death for many years. The complete absence of flowers is silently noted, as 
is the economy bottom of the range coffin. Undertaker and vicar look briefly 
at each other and raise questioning eyes towards a solitary car now making, 
its way down the narrow path towards them. Yes here is the family, such as 
it is. Three, maybe four people alight and approach the graveside. The vicar 
moves forward and shakes their hands in turn, murmuring the standard 
condolences. The older 'woman, it is the daughter, turns abruptly to the 
undertaker and makes it clear that she wants the proceedings to begin 
without further ado. And so the coffin is lowered into its allotted space, the 
family stand motionless as the committal words are spoken, the vicar is 
thanked, and the family walks away. 
It has taken three minutes. 
The shortest goodbye on record. Well, that is, for one of this man's 
daughters. Except that it isn't a goodbye. Oh no, not a goodbye at all. It is 
rather a revenge. '"'ell, of course. Indeed, what else, given the person who 
121 I found the vicar to be an astute man. During our conversation he remarked that 
he had thought from the outset that someone had wanted to hide the body, and he 
also surmised on the basis of his experience that I think this grave will stay an 
unmarked grave. ' 
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has calculated, calibrated, planned, longed for this moment? l\Iy god, how 
long has she had to wait for this man to die? 'i`bis day, this extraordinary 
day has been a long time coming. Sixty years all. told. The wait has been 
'worth it. The hanging in instead of walking away after Alum died has paid 
off, handsomely. Mid the bonus has been to carve her sister out of the frame 
as well. 
After she threw her sister out of her life she knew what she was going to do. 
Her sister never guessed her reasons for sticking with that bastard after 
Muni died, but she was owed, yes, owed big time by that roan and she was 
going. to get what she deserved. She would take him for every penny ho had 
and she would get her revenge when the time cane on both of them. All the 
pain, the grief, the humiliation borne for so many years, a lifetime of father 
and sister blighting her life for so long. They would pay, oh how they would 
be made to pay. 
There had been the odd small, unforeseen glitch of course. One had 
happened three years ago when her sister had unaccountably turned up to see 
their father, somehow thinking he was on his death bed and might wish to 
have a reconciliation. She had soon seen her off. Realising that Dad had 
been pathetically pleased to see his youngest daughter again, ready to open 
his arms to her, she had swung into action. '22 
122 1 speculate here that my sister felt constrained to do this because now I was the 
one with the knowledge of a secret about her. This was her alcoholism, which she 
was astute enough to realise I now knew about, and about which my father, a 
lifelong Temperance advocate and teetotaller, would have been horrified and 
judgemental. More, he would not have hesitated to cut her out of the will. My 
belated contact with my father must have caused my sister some alarm, and 
unsurprisingly, she assumed that I might act on my secret knowledge just as she 
acted on hers. Control being everything, this could not be allowed to happen. 
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Oll yes, the tables were turned now. He was the one who was fragile, 
vulnerable, dependent. Just a hint that his Clark secret might just have to be 
looked at brought him swiftly into line. So he told the social worker that it 
was best if lie didn't see Susan again. The social worker reported back that lie 
had cried. Tien the social worker let slip that slic liaised Nvitlt Susan and 
had promised to keep her informed about her father's death. Another little 
talk with Dad had seen the social worker told that on no account must news 
of his death be given to his youngest daughter. The social worker would have 
been left feeling that she had no option but to comply with her client's 
request'23 
'i7ºat was her sister taken care of. But this is it woman who leaves nothing to 
chance, particularly when it conies to an act of revenge anticipated for it 
lifetime. So when the news finally comes, finally, finally, thank god, that 1ºe 
is going, slipping away, she puts into operation the last part of her 
arrangements. Her father's body is to be taken out of the city of his birth, 
where lie has lived all of his long, ]on, life, worked in its forges, Worslºiplml 
in its chapels. He is to be buried, not in the local grave plot which holds his 
wifes body, purchased by him for both of them and where he wished to be 
put, but instead miles away in a strange town, in an unknown cemetery, in 
an unmarked grave. 
A. fitting revenge. Such concealment makes it difficult for her sister to hear 
of his death and find his whereabouts, and in particular the contents of the 
will. But as satisfying as this is, much nioto importya nt is her heed to punish 
123 The subsequent apology I received from the social worker confirmed this 
speculation for me. 
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her father. As she was punished by him, over and over again, so she will do 
the same and more. She will banish him, obliterate him, erase hint for ever. 
Everything has gone to plan as she expects. The care worker at the home has 
been thwarted, no-one else knows of his death, and she will allow no funeral 
to dignify this mean s dying. What kind of dignity had he over allowed her? 
No, now she is in total control of his body and his wishes and his money. 
A good day's work. The daughter sinks back in the car, now speeding down 
the motorway. She sighs, reaches down into her handbag placed strategically 
on the floor and takes a well practiced nip from a concealed container. She is 
good at concealment. Most alcoholics are. And her lessons in the art of 
concealment began a long time ago. 
Concealment conies double-edged as some of us know. \Ve conceal from 
others, yes, but also from ourselves. Alas, for some of ns this insight stays 
always out of reach. For this moment Jean merely acknowledges her arts as 
practised against her enemies. And they are considerable. 
Yes, she is very, very good at it. What began as an enforced concealment, 
terrorised into silence by the relentless abuse of the man she has just dumped 
into an always-to-be unmarked grave, she has practiced assiduously, turning 
a handicap, a disability, a painful vulnerability into an art, a breathtaking 
skill at manipulation, cunning, foresight, deviousness. It has become as 
much a part of her as her smile, her way of walking. 
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Over the years it his grown steadily until the day finally comes when the 
ability is lost to discern reality from distortion, abuser from victim, right 
from wrong. All connection is lost between her self and her soul. 
Wo see only pain, betrayal, abuse, helplessness. Wo see only someone 
wounded so badly that to defend herself every waking minute is the only 
known response. We see only that the darkness, creeping in through the 
wound, takes bold, builds inexorably, festers, eats and destroys that which 
was good, that which was once beautiful and whole, until the self itself is 
consumed. 
This woman who fought for so long to hold onto her self, her integrity, her 
soul, becomes in the end the thing most feared. She grows more and more 
into a likeness of the mau whom her instincts have fought against since 
childhood. 
It is not only her father she has just consigned to perdition. 
'24 
She has, after all this, after such an heroic and unsung struggle, become the 
man, become the monster. In the act of burying hint, she has become her 
father. And the darkness, like those still dark waters of so long ago which 
transfixed her with such horror, closes for the last time over her. Unseeing, 
lost to her sister, lost to herself, she speeds on down the road. The darkness 
moves with her, has found another resting place. Nov it lies buried within 
her, a different kind of unmarked grave. 
124 As Miller (1987a) says, 'a house built out of self-betrayal will sooner or later fall 
down and mercilessly destroy human life - if not that of the builder, then that of his 
children... who will end up paying the full price' (p133-34). 
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